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BUSINESS CARDS.

PUBLISHING

CO.

Plasterer, Stucco

vance.

TH& MAINE STATE PRESS
a

MASTIC

Rates op Advertising: One inch of space, the
of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt i*quare,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,'* $2 00 per square per week; three insertions

length

less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
or

and 50

ce

BUILDERS.
The undersigned have this day associated them]
selves together, under tne firm name

and will carry
Builders, at

MUSIC_HALL.
Saturday, May 17lh
ISIIl Matinee Saturday

&

Douglity

business

on

Carpenters

as

Owini; to Hie great success
HOBBIES it will be rcjiealed

ot

H.
G.

and

Mason and

Eliza Weathersby’s
FROL1QUES !
Proprietor

Residence

227

Builder,
Street,

Congress

Agent for the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
Ail work done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.

in their—

eodlm*

all the modern •orenienees—water closets, bath
ROOMS,
hot aud cold

water, ou same floor; one ot the
sunniest aud most desirable locations in the city.
58 BRACKETT ST., corner of Spring St.
ioyl5dtf
room,

Board.
KI1WO single gentlemen can obtain board in a priJL vate family, five minutes from City Hall, large
airy front room. Address Box 717.
dtf
ap3

For Rent.
No. 6 Free Street Block. (14) fourteen
rooms.
Desirable tor a Lodging or Boarding
House. Rent reasonable. Apply at No. 286 Conmy7eodtt
gress Street.

HOUSE

TO LET.
best

ONE Enquire of

To Rent.

lino of Horn Railroad In Woodlords
Corner containing seven rooms all In good reJ. H. REED,
pair.. Enquire of
Ui
Woodford’s Corner.
*' ’u**"^*

HOUSE

on

■—

Comedy, BurOpera Bouffe.

Low

TWO

,

_dtf

TO LET.
Two good front rooms in Mechanic Hall Building, salable for
Doctors or Lawyers. Enquire of
GEO. A HARMON,
Jeweller, Mechanic Building.

open,

Charlotte
supported by

apr2

THEATRE.

WEEK

MATT

ONLY!

Thompson, Constable

novel,

entitled

Si

ELOPEMENT !

Friday, May 17lh,

CAMILLE

I

By Prices

AND JULIET !

NO. 48 EXCHANGE ST.,

LYNNE !

MARSH’S

THEATRE.

FANNY MARSH,.MASAGER.
»
_

CARLETON’S GRAND

EWLISIl

OPERA COMPANY,

WM. T. CARLETON.DIRECTOR.

TWO NIGHTS ONLY.
Monday Evening, Hlay 20tb, Auber’s
mautic

Ho-

Opera

“FRA DIAVOI.O.”
Tuesday Evening,

Ciraud

‘TL

Way
2lnt,
Opera,

AN EXTRAORDINARY EVENT !

Three Nights and Saturday Matinee

II ."SCOTT,

continues the business at

Where be is prepared to manufacture at short
notice, Galvanized Iron Gutters, Cornices,
Copper Gutters, Boiler Stacks, &c.
Agent for Austiu’s Patent Corrugated Expanding Water Conductor**.
Tin and Iron Roofs put on in the best mauner.
Tin Roofs Repaired and PaiDted.

W. H. SCO I T.
d3w

ap30

of

THK

April 28tb,

All persons indebted to
call and settle.
Parties
same

said firm are requested to
having bills against the
will please present them for pavment.
S. D. MERRILL & CO.

Merrill,

Geo. F. Higgins,
W. A Lowe.
S. D. Merrill aud W, A1 Lowe will continue the
business of Plumbing and Tin Roofing under the
firm name ot S. D. Merrill & Co., at their old stand,
31 Temple Street,

d2w

——————————

TAYLOR

X> BBORAH !

You

0

Instruction in

English

and Class-

dtf

Jan:'»

•

We will fell Common. Medium and fine Furniture,
ar.d throughout the season as low as can be purchased in New England, and keep a stock two or
three times larger than can be found in Portland to
select from
Furniture made to order and repaired.
Drapery and Decora* ive Work made in tbe most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods have
been seen and prices obtained.

now

Walter Corey & Co.,
28 FREE STREET.

It is tlic largest Range.
It lias Hie smoothest castings.
It is the best fitted Range.
It is the best proportioned Range.
It has the largest flues.
It has the largest Fire Box.
It has the most elegant nickel

trimmings.

LOCKE’S

IF

Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
dec27

—

AT

Office,

CORNER.

Houses for sale or to let.
Building lots and forms for sa’e in the best sections

given

to pur-

in

NUTTER BROS & CO

MORSE &

,

19
mjl3

FLUX

No harm ever came from its use. It strains
no portion of the system.
It directs the vital iorces
to the affected parts. By its use the health is
easily
maintained.
The purchase of a Reactionary Lifter
is the best kind of economy.
The convenience of
having one in the house is very great.
mind and
Brain.
It
invigorates and
strengthens the brain, and renders it more active
and efficient in all its operations.
Sleep.—It is the simplest and safest narcotic. It
is the most natural and probably the best
means of
inducing sound and refreshing sleep.
Nerved.—It is a wonderiul tonic to the whole

time?

paralysis, if

token in
■.ung., Tbroai and Voice. It gives special
expansion and greater mobility to the chest; enlarges the lungs; increases the volume of respiration, and brings the voice more fully under control.
As a preventive and cure ot
diseases it lias

lung

F^rms, Farms, Farms.
Send for the Beal Estate Advocate. It
describes a large number of Farms and
cheap Homes. It is free.
ABEL L. LAWTON Ac CO.,
feb26d3m
AVER, MASS.

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part ol the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. B. AVER1LL.
Juiy3idtf

most thorough and
expeditious manner. It is
better than the gymnasium, and free
from its
dangers; cheaper than the saddle; less laborious
than boating, and infinitely better than
in a
drugs
majority ot chronic diseases. It rounds and hardens
the muscles, and educates them into ever
ready
faithful and efficient servants of the will.

EXERCISE AND SALES ROOMS,
33? middle St., Portland.

■I. H. GAUBERT, Proprietor.
Jf_dtr_

1878.

1878.

Fresli importation; new and desirable styes, now opening.

$20.001

Also the best assortment ot

€;«OSS_STftERT.

PRICES FOR THE SEASON.
June 1st lo October lat.

10 lbs.
15
20 “

daily

$6.00
8.00

“

Samuel
Free
my 2

street

10.00

....

Ice will be delivered earlier than June 1, and latP r
than Oct. 1, at the same rates.
Any customer leaving town will be entitled to a
proper reduction.
Customers not needing Ice the full season can
he
^ ^ montl1 or weefc at
following
prices’

10 lbs.
15 “
20 “
10 l*

daily,

per month,

“

«

“

“

“

“

“

$1.

o
2.00

_

2.50
35

per Wjk,

NORRIS G. CURTIS,
ARTHUR H. SOtILE.

The largest assortment ot Verbenas, Asters, and
plants of every description to be found la the city

I

11 STOOLS

Thurston,
Block, Portland.
dtf

Vaults Cleaned
A NO taken out at short notice, from St to »
ML cord or $3 a load, by addressing
A. LIBBY & O., Portland
~w«tt
T. O.

_*11
TTI11

mnuTr

If JUL X

brought In fresh every morn-1
ing from our Greenhouses I
at Allien’s Comer, Deerlng. I

buy ready

you

Cloth-

made

ing

Illustrated catalogue of |

when yon
can have it

MADE
TO

ORDER
SO CHEAP,

Free to All.

“JH

I

Choice flow-1
ersfor Wedding Parties and I
Funerals, always on band. I
Address Wm. Morton & Son, I

158

Exchange St., Poitland.Me.l
*

word to

G-. laordy

dtf

MERCHANT tailor*
SACCARAPPA,

f>. II.

BARNES,

suits

AOOOUN TANT.
attention

giyen
complicated accounts.
Would take charge ot one or more sets of
accounts
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28
Exchanea
C aDgS
reet, or by mail, promptly attended to.
Special

ME.,

to call and show samples of
stylish goods for busines

Business solicited irom any in need of assistance on

State, all at tbe
Lowest Prices.

3

SOULE,

ICE

myldtf

PI ANO (TOTHS

$3.00

no

equal.
Exercise—It is the most perfect exercise for man
or woman,
furnishing the best form of physical
cuiture and developement in the safest,
easiest,

___dtf

tq

should be in-

may and

safe.

dim

to adjustment of

OI1Y
Warranted
_ay#

to

costing

$17.50 !

give Satisfaction of *»®
myl4dlw*
J, W.

StOCtWBlL

W&Stt
declg_
LAMSON’S
PERMANENT

AND

BEAUTIFUL

PHOTOGRAPHS,
Sole idcensee for this city,
apiT *44 Middle 81., Portland Me.

Stone Works at

AO 1 WESTERA PROMENADE.
»oa?2i» «. Bm 1737.

CARBON

_

diwf

exercise which

or tbe Manufacturers,
WOOD, BI.UOP & CO, Bangor.

mylti

Also

STREET.

an

troduced into every house; which may be practiced
at all seasons, in all kinds of weather, by persons of
both sexes, all ages, and degrees of
strength or
weakness, alone or in company. No one can say too
much in praise of it, and no one can afford to do
without it.
All who investigate thoroughly, use
it,
and consider it invaluable and indispensable.
It is
the safest, simplest, cheapest and most efficient
medicine ever discovered. No claim is set up for it
which is unscientific or impracticable.
General.—It is the best of rest. It is perfectly

Portland,

to be lound in the

FICKETT,

turnishes

JAIMES PESfSELI,, Naccnrappa,

PIANOS, ORGANS

STRAW.

It makes strong appeals to the common sense
every man or woman in every walk of life,

rate.

Best Cooking Apparatus,
for either Wood or Coal in tbe World.
Ever on tbe alert, they are constantly
adding to
it all practical improvements suggested by the wants
of the public in this advancing age.
Every Range carefully examined aud guaranteed
perfect.
For sa’e by first class dealers throughout tbe Slate.
For testimonials and list of persons having them in
use, call on or a ldress

Wood. Oak and Pine Edgings,

AND_

H. I, ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dtd

Attest,

C0RT1S &

Eepairs(

Very

NEW CARGO DRY NOVA SCOTIA

HAY

To all whom it may concern;
Notice is heieby
given, as required by the aforesaid Order, which is
made part of thia notice.

Edson.

their accounts.

sawed and delivered to order.

bts an4 the same ore hereby accepted and the nnmbeis adopted, and that the City Clerk give notice
by
publishing in the da.ly paper* of this city, to all parties interested that the Ordinance in relation to
will
be strictly enforced; this orNumbering Streets
der to take effect on and after June 1st, A. D„ 1878.
Bead and pa seed.
Attest,
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
Attest,

We would call particular attention to our weekly

all other cocking apparatus.
The proprietors
with the experience gained by many years devoted
to the manufacture and sale of Stove Ranges, &c.,
claim to have produced in The
Clarion, the

No. 3 Plum SI., Portland, me.
diitteod tf

WOOD-!

Adams,
Anderson,
Beckett,
Briggs, Carlton, Cleaves, Emerson.
Creenlaat,
Fox,
Hancock,
Hammond, Hill, Montgomery,
May, Mountlort, Morning, Munjoy, Monument, North, Neal, Summer, Salem,
'Turner, Vaughan,
Vesper. Warren, West and Winthrop streets,

—

WOODFORD'S

w.

J

18'8.

ORDERED.

over

GELATINE STARCH.

you want the beat and the cheapest Starch
preparation that has been or can be found,
Eocke’s <«elatine March is that article.
It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING,
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very tine clear white finish and polish, tnat will
it makes ironing an easy and
never tarn yellow;
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local cauvassers.

Estate

For Sale 2

inu*e in the State, giving universal satisfaction
in every respect.
Our sales have largely increased from month to
mouth, showing that the general public, who are
always wanting the best in the market, accept this
as such. Alter use the universal verdict is a
saving
of

dtf

mat

on

ML ESTATE IN DEEM
Real

iRayor and Aldhrmen, \

That the Plans of Numbers as reported by the City Civil Engineer for the
following streets, viz:

56

25 Per Cent, in Fuel and 50 Per Cent,

IliKMUKU,

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board of

JN

OVER 4,000

143 Pearl Street.

parties may chocae to make.
The right is reserved to rejett all pioposals not sjt
isfactorv.
Plans and specifications can be seen at the offiee of
F. H. Fassett, Portland, or at my office.
GKO. B. EMERY,
Secretary of the Building Committee.
Gotham, May 15th, 1878.myl5dtd

House for Sale,

are

COLCORD,

furnishing the materials and erecting the Normal
School Building, according to the plans and specifications of F. H. Fassett, Architect.
Proposals will be received for the several departments of the work, or for the entire contract a*

Western part of city, a New House containing
all the modern improvements. Inquire at this
office.
au2dtf

given to private pupils by the subscriber.

W.

Al

one of the beet loeetione on the funny side of
South street. House contains 10 rooms, every thing
convenient; good water, tplendad one half acre
garden, fruit trees, grapes, a strawberry bed. Within
three minutes walk of the depot, school, church, and
will be sold lor less than value, if cold immediately
for cash. Apply to J. L. Cartis on the premises, or
LEWIS McLELLAN. County Treasurer, Portland.
dtf
ap->#

apr23

ical Studies

J.

CHARLES

For Sale in Gorham Village.
1-2 story eottage house, and large stable,

KT,

9 A. M.
(39t

Technology

easy terms.

M

and 75 cents.

Mechanic Arl«.
Entrance Examination, June 3 and 4, Sept 2» and 26.
SAMUEL KNEELAND, Sec., Boston
my7dlm

on

of the town.
Plans to be seen and information
chasers between 3.30 and 6 30 d m.

EDUCATIONAL
of

office

—

up mortgages, ior
Muvt he closed ud.
P. MATTOCKS,

uvubci »kiu «u viuno

myTd2w311»3 Exchange Street.

THE CLARION !

Maturdny Evening. Mav 21ih, Shakespeare's grand Tragedy, MAC’BETH. JanauMchrk in her grand impersonation of Eady lTlac-

Institute

Bargains.
» jmiaau

»»-* sale cheap

do

titled “<’A ITIERIItlK 4»P KUSSU.”
MMtnr<lay %fi«ruoon, 2 o'clock, 4*rand JTauRUMch^it Muiiure, Schiller’s great
historical
play, MARA 8 I UART

And New School of

niee

two-story bouse, pleasantly
thevillaaa. in the immediate vicinity of the Normal Sahaol, witbin two minutes
walk of tbe depot. Tbe lot contain* about bait an
Tbe bouse eontains
acre, on which ar* fruit trees.
ten rooms, is good repair; excellent cellar, and
plenty of water. Will be sold low. Terms e»?v.
Apply to S. C. BOLTON, Qorham, Me., or E. Q.
BOLTON, No. 238 Fore street, Portland, Me.
my8
dtflw*
a

it, by purchasing and usiDg that
Conrenient and Economical,
Portable Cooking Range,

can

Friday Evening. May 34ih, a new and powerplay in 5 acts, written ex press»y for Janauscbek
by J. V. Bridgemau, Fso of London, England, en-

Mass.

For Sale at Gorham,
half of
ONEsituated
at

FOB 8ALB AT THE

ful

20th,

or

Elegant.

Canuiug.

Thursday Eveuing, May 33d,
will be preseutel Mosenthal's great drama,

at

Reasons Why All Should Use the
Reactionary Health Lift.

at Pine Point, Scarboro.
location,
house, bus a good run of cusmay be eaidly arranged for a summer residence for two familial. For particular* call or address WM. F. WOODMAN.on tba premises, or
JOS, B. WOODMAN,
my!4d2w*Buxton, Me.

tom,

SAVE MONEY !

supported by the popular actor, Mr.

are

“Woodman Hons#”
FglfiE
A Fine
new

1878.

m>8

superior Company under the management of

CONTRACTORS.

TO

City Clerk’s Otyice, May 7, 1878.

tbe

FOR SALE.

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existinz between S.
D. Merrill. Geo. F. Higgins, and W. A. Lowe,
under tbe firm name of S. D. Merrill & Co., is here-

JANAITSCHEK,

myl6

Pleasant

Nos. 29, 31 and 33 Union Street,

the great Tragedienne

beih.
Reserved Seats $1.00. Admission 50
Sale of seats commences Monday,.May

House Lots in Deering for Sale.
atreet. Cboiaa frail trees.
On
ON line of horae
Parties locking for lots
invited to examine before

between
under the

W.

MARSH’S THEATRE.

Ellslcr 4c

$*30 This property will be sold at a
discount end liberal tenaa of payment.
Price $4,200; $380 cash, babmos 1b monthly Instalments of $25. Good neighborhood, near horae cars,
in wesiem part ol city. Apply te V. A. PATTERSON, No. 379$ CoDgresi street.
mylldJw

BOW

copartnership heretofore existing

THE

S. D.

H.

House for Sate.
TWO story bouse, U rooms, arranged for two
A rents
families; lot 40xU2 treating two itrests, bouse
for

purchasing elsewhere.
Apply to P. G. PATTERSON, Na. 379, Congress
street, Portland.
mylldiw

E. NEWMAN and W. H. SCOTT,
firm name ot E. NEWMAN & CO., was dissolved
by mutual consent April 1, 1878.

dlw

JAMES

mission. Apply to P. G. PATTERSON, Dealer In
Estate. 3791 Congress Street.
nol8dtf

Real

Dissolution of Copartnership.

TBOYATORE,”

my!5

a

sod 2m

COPARTNERSHIP.

Dissolution

strong cast of arlists, now performing at the
Globe Theatre, Boston, Mass.

FAim

to loan on Brst eiass Real Estate
If O V I?
"ALFi.- Er JL Security, lu Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxea paid, Ac. on Com-

ears.

Verdi’s

Sale of Reserved Seats will commence on Wednesday, Mav 15th, at Box Office of Theatre.
OPERA AT DRAMATIC? PRICES.

and

PORTLAND, ME.

myl4

LORAINE ROGERS. Director.

FANNY

a

ANTHOISE,

A ttor ney-at-La w,

usual.
Evening doors open at 7 30, commence at 8 o’clock.
Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, doors open
at 1.30, commence at 2 o’clock

with

County,

STREET.

a9

my9d9t

REAL ESTATE.

liberal

JULIET.CHARLOTTE THOMPSON.
ROMEO.Miss Ida Lewis.
Grand Matinee
turday at 2,

EAST

Cumberland

KXCDARGG

l-i

W. R.

Saturday Wight,

ROMEO

for

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in tbe
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all Lours.
dtf
jan8

LYME,

THE

ADAMS,
Bath
AVERY
upon tame floor. Apply at
jan7dtf608 CONGRESS ST.
for
Portland,

desirable front room, with large alcove.

AND

Coroner

THURSDAY EVENING, May I61I1,
the celebrated play Irom Mrs. Henry Wood’s popular

EAST

PROPOSALS.

May 6(h,

To be Rented.

room

FREDERICK BRYTON.MANAGER.

OR.

_eodtf

carefully selected dramatic company.

a

mayl6d7t

is hereby given that the Joint Standing
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges
will meet at the junction of Sheridan and Congress
Streets on SATUKdAY, the 25th day of May instant,
as 3 o’clock P. M., and will then and there bear all
parties interested and fix the grade of Sheridan
Street from Congress to Adams Street.
Per order of Committee,
HANSON S. CLAY, Chairman.
myl7d8t

"t,

feb27

dtf

guaranty
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
of

munications that

are

or

preserve com-

not used.

Every

regular attach# of the Prrjs is furnished
with & Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullon, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.

Convention of the Reform Cluhs
—

OF

THE

—

STATE OF MAINE*
The Quarterly Contention of the Reform Clubs of
the State of Maine will be held at

Norway,

Wednesday

on

and

Thursday,

Fully appreciating the good results arising from
our earnestness and
sincerity in this great and gloriouj work, we earnestly hope that all the Clubs in the
State will be fully represented, keeping in mind our
motto, “Charity for all, and malice toward none.”
One and one-thflfd fare for the round trip on the M

C. R. R.
Return tickets will be furnished by the Secretary
for the Portland & Ogdensburg, Portland & Rochester and Grand Trunk Railroads.
Per order State Committee.
FRANK KENDRICK, President.

MURCH, Secretary.

GEO. W.

City of Portland.

will be

myialw W. H. WHITENECf, Business Manager.

ONE

Sample of bricks to accompany bids.
riSht to reject any or
reBerTe the
all bids they may consider
not tor the interest of the
HANSON S. CLAY,
city.
Chairman Committee on Street*, Sidewalks and

on

Admission, 35 and 50 cents; Reserved seats, 75

MARSH’S

WILL

on

TO-NIGHT LAST TIME OF

FANNY

be received at the City Clerk’s office by tbe
undersigned until THURSDAY, the 23d inst.,
at 3 o’clock P. M„ for furnishing the city with three
hundred thousand (100,000,) more or less, good,
sound, straight, hard burned brick* for sidewalks;
to be delivered through the season at such time* ana
at such places as may be
designated by the Street

TO LET.

Mimic.
coterie of Artists •soecially engaged for the
production of this entertaiumeut.

now

bricks

received
the
of
proposal*
No 4G Salem St. fire rooms with Sebago
the undersigned In Gorham, until three o’clock
SEALED
HOUSE
my3dtf
_water. Enquire the premiees.
P. M.,
tho
first
of
for
SATURDAY,
June,
day
To JLet.

as a

June 5th and 6th.

■

Tenements on Clark Street, No. 17. Inquire of JOHN SWEETSIR, 5 Neal Street,
marll

but

OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE

Tenement To Let.

The Remarkable Comedian and

Box Office

~~CITY

rooms,

my14dlw

do not read anonymous letters and communl
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication

SEALED

Bridges.

eonvenlent tenement of 6
at No. 36 Oak street. Oall at promises
A PLEASANT

The Refined Comedienne and Burlesque Artiste.

cents.

proposals will be received at City Clerk’*
office till 12 o’cloek m., on WEDNESDAY,
May 22d, for 2,300 lin-feet, or any part thereof, 12
inch Fewer pi pe, of the varietie* which have been
need in this city; the same to be in aocordance with
the usual specification* for inch pipe.
Right reserved to reject any proposal. State prioe per Un-foot,
and address
JAM ES E. HASELTIN E,
Chairman Sewer Committee.
myl5ulw

Commissioner.

offices on Exchange Street’
GEO. A. WHITN ET & CO.,
my14dttNo. 46 Exchange Street.
of the

pipe.

proposalsTor

floor of No. 4 Carlton street, seven rooms,
Apply on the premises.
my8dtf

lesque, and
MISS ELIZA WEATHERSBY.

a

sewer"

TOLtET.

To Let.

3IR. N. C. GOODWIN, JR

SEALED

CIT1T OF PORTLAND.

with gas and Sebago.
SECOND

IXTBODCCIKG

And

III.

Board Up Town.
furnished or unfurnished, with hoard;

Extrav-

HOBBIES!
High Tragedy,

MORRIS, Chisago,

BOARD,

TAMES CUNNINGHAM.

REFINED ENTERTAINMENT
Burlesque
aganza, entitled,

K.

MAY 18.

We

proposal* will be received at City Clerk’s
Offiee till 12 o’clock M. on WEDNESDAY,
May 22, for uonptrueting the tallowing sewers—pipe
to be furnished by elty;
Brown street to Free, 14 rods, 12 lneb pipe.
u
*'
< 'entre, 19
12 •*
Dan forth •*
**
12
0 *•
West
Pine,
«•
«
12
York
State, 14*
Plan* and specification* at City Civil Engineer’*
To be
offiee. Bight reserved to reject any proposal.
endorsed “Proposals for Sewers,** and addressed to
JAMES E. HASELTINE,
Chairman Com. on Sewers.
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Highly Original,

right given.
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TDIS AFTERNOON & EVENING.

Serio-Comic

S to manufacture
just patented. Exclusive
Liberal terms. Large profit*.
Small

H.

March 11th, 1878.

Afternoon.

—

the U.
HasMHBpMeaa1i>
aud sell a STAPLE aailcle

P RESS.

SATURDAY MORNING,

SEWERS.

Rear ot Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

&
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_myl6eod3t

PORTLAND, ME.
■Whitening, Coloring, Whitewashing, Ac., promptly attended to, Contractor for Concrete Walks, Floors
and Drives. Agent for Maine for Salamander FeltiDg
for Steam Boilers, Pipes, &c &c. I he best assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces iu the State.
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

N. C. GOODWIN,

Union Street,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

days’eaStEs. T

WANTED A Live Mantn every county

—

WORKER,

21 aad 23

uts i»er square for each subsequent insertion.

Address all communications to
POR.LAND PUBLISHING CO.

Friday

ASD

—

It published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, U paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

TED.—T»ji good salesman to Mil my medl*al
by Dr. Naphoys: qn# agent report, a
ot
$45 in th* tort three
profit
mil
guarantee men between 38 and 40 years ot age, who»e
references please me, from $500 to $100 per year
Give age, particulars of past oiperlsuoe, and guarSend this
antee wanted.
W. J. HOLLAND,
Springfield, Mass.

WAN

GATLEY,

H. K.

ErcffASOB St., Portland.
Teems: Eight Dollars a Year in advance.
To
mall subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in adAt 103

THE

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
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Published every day (Sunday* excepted) by the

PORTLAND

PRESS.
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May Dividends.
/CONSOLIDATED Virginia Mining Co., Si, Hlk
V/ inst.; California
Mining Co., $tt. loLb in»t.

Ine dividends on stock registered witfi us will be
paid at our office,
mjlleodlw
WOODBURY & M OULTON.

*

A paper currency is a great curse to any
people and a particular curse to the laborer
of any country, for its depreciation always
falls upon the laborer.—Andrew Jackson.

“Capita! may be produced by industry and j
accumulated by economy, but only j ugglers
will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.
“Paper emissi

ns by the government are
liable to abase, I may say
certain to be abused, that the wisdom of
the government will be shown by never
trusting it elf w th so se uclng and dan-

of

a

nature

so

so

gerous

a

power

>

AI.IfY llVIll'II niltllT.TItV
_

It (paper money) tends to aggravate the
inequality of fortunes; to make the rich richer
and the poor poorer, to multiply nabobs and*
paupers, and to deepen and widen the gulf
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thomas H. Benton.
Irredeemable paper money ‘‘converts the
business of society into a mere lottery; and
when the collapse comes, as come it must,
it casts laborers out of employment, crushes
manufacturers
and merchants and
rains thousands of honest,
industrious
citizens*”
JAMES BUCHANAN.

“Such

a

medium

(irredeemable paper

mon-

ey,) has always been liable to fluctuation. Its
value is constantly chaDgiDg; and these
changes, often great and suddeD, expose individuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and destroy all
confidence
between man and mva.”—Chief Justice Mar-

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE
nigh unanimous opinion of independent men
and the prominent Independent journals of
the country. These men and these journals

*'A teturn to

specie payments at the earlipossible period compatible with doe regard to ail interests concerned, should ever
he kept in view, fluctuations in tke rainc
of currency are always injurious, and to
reduce these fluctuations to the lowest possible point will always be a leading purpose, in wise legislation.
Convertibility,
prompt and certain convertibility into
coin is acknowledged to be the best and
surest safeguard against them.
A1HIAI1A.T1

LINCOLN,

“The loss which America has sustained, since
the peace, from the pestilential effects of irredeemable paper money, on the necessary confidence between men, on the necessary confidence in
the public councils, on the industry and morals of
the people and on the character of republican government, constitute an enormous debt against the
Stales chargeable with this unadvised measure,
which must remain unsatisfied, or rather it is an
accumulation of guilt which can be expiated no
otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on the altar ofjustice of the power which has been the instrument qf it.—James Madison.
As

very important source of strength
security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it is to use it as
sparingly as possible; avoiding occasions
of expense by cultivating peace, but re*
a

and

inemberiug also that timely disbursement
to prepare for danger frequently preven
much greater disbursements to repel it
avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of
expense, but by vigorous exertions in time
of peace to discharge the debt* which unavoidable wars may have occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing upon posterity the
burden which we onrselves ought to bear.
GEORGE WASHINGTON.

“The very

man

ot all others

who

has the

deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil, A depreciated cur
rency, sudden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and falling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and iff the whole race of those who are
at once idle and crafty. * * * A disordered currency is one of the greatest political
evils. It undermines the virtues necessaryfor
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppir.ess.
It wars against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the
laboring classes qf
mankind, none has been more effectual than

no

political party

The Fall of Damascus, by Charles Wells
Russell, (Boston: Lee & Shepard; Portland:
Dresser, McLellan 8s Co.,) is a highly wrought
of the semi-historical sort. Damascus
was—and no one is in a position to deny author-

fiction,

itatively any statements that Mr. Russell or
any other man may ohoose to mates concerning
the sayings and doings of the fashionable
youth, the Damascus blades, iu the days preceding the fall of the city. It is therefore evident that it is npoo matters of taste rather
than of positive fact that one can meet for dia
cnssion with Mr. Russell. His catastrophe is
borrowed from the opera of Alda, though after

being quite thorjugbly asphyxiated, his hero
emerges from a non-ventilated apartment—a
living tomb is the conventional name for such.
The liveliness of the exit was perhaps increased by the presence in the tomb of the powerful and malignant contre-heroine, the -l»ineris instead of the Aida of the story. There
is mnch language, often effectively employed,
and there is evidence of considerable historical
reading in this novel, which say be said to
possess some merit and a degree of interest,
while it is by no means a notable success.

can

afford to go before the country after
rejecting
the finding of this tribunal. It will be effectual aDd final.”
Mr. Felton, of Georgia, declared that “the
commission would free the incoming administration of all taint of irregularity or fraud.”
Mr. Lamar thought that “to have solved so
dangerous a question so simply, so calmly and
so justly was the highest tribute that could be
paid to these principles of constitutional liberty
which have trained the American people to
such a possibility."
Mr. Harrison of Illinois said: “What may
be the result of its (the Commission’s) working
upon the aspirations of the two distinguished
candidates for the Presidency I cannot tell, and
that to my mind is its very best feature. It is
in the interest of neither party. The tribunal
will be fair and honest.”
Mr. O’Biien of Maryland said: Peace can
only be secured by a decision of the late Presiueunai election wqicu will
guaranty to the occupant of the Presidential office that he is not
regarded as a usurper by a majority of the people. In this view I shall vote for the bill.”
Mr. Walker of Virginia said: “Whatever the
result may be the American people will bow
before it in respectful obedience."
Mr. David Dudley Field of New York said:
“While I have thought it (the subject under
discussion) beyond question within the competence of Congress 1 was sure that it rthe proposed plan) was a just and honorable settlement, and the best method of escape from an

Deceivers Ever, is the sweeping Shaksperian
title chosen by Mrs. Lovett Cameron for her
latest novel (Harper’s Library of Select novels,

Harper Bros., New York; Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.) The conclusion that the
authoress arrives at and dis'.iuotly enforces upthe reader's mind is that “bine-eyed men are

on

self-indulgent,

selfish and cruel, and yet at the
time gifted with a fascination and a mag
netic power of attraction which no woman
with a nature superior to a frog’s is ever able to
withstand.” It seems almost impossible that
together with such preposterous nonsense there
should be any merit—but it must in justice be
said that there is some sparkle and liveliness in
the story, together with unsuccessful attempts
at more of the same sort, and much unprofitable dreariness.
same

Putnam's Art Hand-Book Sen
includes a
small and attractive volume upon sketching
from nature, edited by Mrs. Susan N. Carter,
Principal of the Women’s Art School, Cooper
Union, from a book by the English artist, Mr.

impending calamity."
Mr. Bayard of Delaware, defending the
proposed Commission, said: “I have failed to
discover wherein anything is surrendered.
What power that both Houses should possess
is

Thomas Bowbotham. It contains principles of
perspective &o., with hints as to selection of
subjects and treatment which will be found
very acceptable to students of drawing. The
compact form and light weight of the volume
render it a comfortable and portable aid to the

I do not know where the compromise can be, what principle is surrendered.
Th1 bill intends to provide an honest adjudication for the rights of all.”
Mr. Thurman said: “This ig the act of the
two Houses, and this bill contemplates nothing
else; and it is just as much in a constitutional
sense the act of the two Houses and the decision of the two Houses as if both Houses
were of the same political complexion."
Mr. Whyte of Maryland said: “I shall hail
the decision [of the Commission] as a heavenly message, giving ns peace in the land and
quietude, until we shall provide by some constitutional amendment to prevent the recurrence of this unfortunate trouble.”
withheld?

the generally expressed sentiDemocratic leaders, and they
were sustained by many Democratic
journals.
Here in Maine the Argue put itself on record
in these words: “The action of the Commission must be final;” and further said: “The
issue is submitted to a tribunal as wise,
independent and as just as it is possible to
agree upon.”
Yet in face of these declarations the Democrats propose to reopen the dispute and
plunge the country once more into a danger,
ous and profitless
controversy. Their revolutionary attempt merits the condemnation of
patriotic and law-abiding men.

sketcher,

and its connaeis cannot fad to be of
much assistance. Illustrations and diagrams
add to the clearness of Its instructions. (Loring, Short & Harmon: Portland,)

The adventures of Vasco da Gama, by George
M. Towle (Boston: Lee & Shepard: Portland:
Dresser, McLellan & Co.) is a volume of the
Heroes of History series for young readers.
The voyages of the brave and noble Vasco da
Gama are much better reading for young sealovers than the coarse and silly stories with
which the book market abounds. Mr. Towle
has made a delight! ll volume, and one thoroughly to be recommended as likely to please
the fancy of the boys while giving them distinct ideas as to the history and yoyages of
Vasco da Gama, whose life was a romance of
the sea.

was

of the

The

Press, which talks so glibly about “boss
will please point out the number of the
Era which has ever said that the interest bearing debt of I860 was only one billion dollars.
And if it does not find any such statement
made by the New Era, will it acknowledge that
the "boss liar” is a paper named the Press?—
New Era
liars,”

This is what the New Era said :
Appleton’s Eocyclopceiia gives the bonded
debt for October I860, and John Sherman, Secretary of the Treasury, gives the figures for
1878, as follows:
Bonded debt in 1865,.81,163,769,580
Bonded debt in 1878,.1,803,633,850

Increase,

640,864.271

It will be seen that the bonded debt has increased over one-half since 1865. While this
debt has been increasing one-half your property
has depreciated in just about the same ratio,
and this makes the debt doubly oppressive.

The Era is contemplating a quibble and
will doubtless say that it did not include the
interest-bearing treasury notes in the bonded
debt of 1865. The distinction is slight. The
treasury notes were a heavier burden because the rate of interest on them was
higher.
The Era intended to convey the impression that there has been a great increase
since 1865 in the amount of interest paid by
the Government on its indebtedness. That
is itjendeavored to deceive its readers by the
use of misleading language.
That it did deceive some of them is apparent from the
letter of one of its correspondents “C. B.
S.” of Standish, « which the statement
is made that our interest bearing debt
has
increased over five hundred millions since 1865, an error into which he
was led by the deliberate misrepresentations
of the New Era. The interest-bearing debt
in 1865 was over two billions, and there has
been a great decrease instead of an increase.
The Press, by the way, does mot accuse the
Era of saying that the debt bearing interest
in 1865 was but a billion dollars. It accuses
that untruthful sheet of under-stating the
amount by a billion.

Gossip and Gleanings.

j

and nataral charm that brings not
only praisa but love to a book—a quality that
with modifications of time and manner is to be
recognized in Signor Monti’s work a9 in the
Vicar of Wakefield, far instance—a quality
that has grown rare in our day.

tribunal to decide this question absolute fairin the decision must be expected.
Napoleon eaid, ‘Providence was on the Bide of the
heaviest artillery.’ In this case viotory will be
on the side of the stronger case.”
Mr. Goode of Virginia said that “the ohief
merit of the plan of settlement consisted in
the fact that it affords a certainty of a safe
and speedy deliverance from the military arm
of the government. The successful candidate
will be inaugurated according to the peaceful
forms of law and without violence to our republican system of government.’’
Mr. SpriDger of Ohio said: “The can be little difference between requiring this decision
to be final unless rejected by the two Houses,
and making it fiaal when concurred in
by both

Houses, because, sir,

Alir, MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

hearted

ness

ment

est

the Italian has served Signor Monti well—the
dramatic instinct as opposed to the merely
theatrical—the imitative sense which is sympathy, which gathers rapidly and intuitively
not only the action but the intention of a scene,
and with scarcely conscious effort translates
the whole into gesture, speech or written words.
The Adventures of a Consul has the whole-

were generally inclined to favor Mr. Tilden
and many of them assumed that iu jastice
he was entitled to a majority of the votes of
the electoral college. But they
strongly condemn the Potter resolution as
grossly unfair
and leading to no possible good result. They
even contend that
any dispute at this time
is injudicious and unpatriotic and a great
breach of good faith on the part of the Democrats. A review ef the
history of the electoral commission will justify their charge of
bad faith. The debate in Congress before
the adoption of the plan of a commission
and the discussion of the project in the public journals shows that the decision of that
tribunal was to be accepted as final and
as good in law and equity as tho declaration
of the result of Congress. In this connection a few of the utterances of Democratic
leaders may be profitably quoted:
Mr. Hnnton of Virginia, one of the framers
of the plan of settlement, said: “With such a

Such

shall.

credible that a foreigner could have so perfectly
understood and depicted a typical New England family; bat the inborn dramatic gift of

!

A Year Worth Living, by Wm. M. Baker,
author of The New Timothy, etc., (Boston:
Lee & Shepard; Portland: Dresser & McLelIan) is a novel of some vigor and vividness of
thought and description, written with spirit
and enjoyment on the author’s part, and en-

listing the interest of the reader.
slight, indefinite but pervasive Savor
sometimes

ness,

an

excited

great desire for originality, that
which is

well

intended

and

There is a
of coarsetone, and too
mar the book
has some good

points.
Less Black than We’re Painted, by James
Payn (Harper Bro3. New York; Portland: Luring, Short & Harmoii) is a novel whose name
would imply that the author had gone into an
undesirable partnership, “and spoke for self
and partner”; bat the story proves to be moderately entertaining, fairly well written with
some

tiresome

witticisms,

bohemianisms and also
est and originality.

a

some

conventional

good' degree of iotor-

The Youth’s Health-Book (Harper Bros.,
New York; Portland: Loriug, Short & Harmon) contains many useful and practical hints,
and is written in a familiar style adapted for
yonng readers, as well as for those persons having the oare of children. It does not prescribe
remedies for, but modes to prevent colds,fevers
and the effects of bad air and nnwbolesome

food. This excellent little manual belongs to
Harper’s Half-Hour Scries.
The Reading Club and Handy Speaker, edited by George M. Baker (Boston: Lee &
Shepard; Portland: Dresser & McLellan) contains some good selections, some well-worn
and some of the cheapest Danbury News pattern.

Books Received.
Deceivers Ever. A Novel. By Mis. H. Lovett
CameroD, author of ••Juliet’s Guardian.” Paper.
116 pp., 30 cents. New York: Harper & Brothers,
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmou.
Lew Black than We’re Painted. A Novel.
By James Payn, author of "At Her Mercy” &c.
cents. New York: Harper &
Paper, 139 pp.,
Brothers. Portland: Loiing, Short & Harmon.
The Reading Club and Bandy Speaker,
Edited by George M. Baker. No. 6. Cloth, 97 pp.,
59 cents. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland: Diesser, McLellan & Co.

that which deludes them with paper money.
This is the most effectual qf inventions to fertilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
poor man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the communitif,\ompared with

It is wise to bear in mind that the number
of Southern claimants is constantly increas-

in.

Consul Abroad. By “Samlate United States Consul at
270 pp.
Boston: Lee &
Shepard. Portland: Dresser, McLellan & Co.
The Pall of Damascus. An Historical Novel*
By Charles Wells Bussell. Cloth, 287 pp. Boston:
Lee & Shepard. Portland: Dresser, McLellan &
Co.

fraudulent currencies

Those ex-Confederates take a great inin the
terest
and
rereorganization
duction of the army. Their attempt to cripple it has a suspicions look.

A Year Worth Living. A Story of a place anil
of a people one cannot afford not to know. By
William M. Baker, author ot "The New Timothy”
&c. Cloth,. 326 pp. Boston: Lee & ShepardPortland: Dresser, McLellan & Co.

mitted

Webster.

by

and the robberies com-

depreciated

paper.”—Daniel

_

The Potter Resolution Again.
The Democratic House Instead of takin g
measures to guard against the repitition of
disputes like those which attended the Presidential election of 1876, is delaying the public business and prolonging its session in an
attempt to overthrow a settlement proposed
and adopted by the Democrats and arrived at
as the only possible solution of a dangerous
and disturbing question. The Democratic
majority of the House does not ask for a full,
free and fair investigation of the election of
1876. It unanimously resists every endeavor
to broaden the scope of the Potter resolution
so as to cover frauds or attempts at fraud in
other States than Florida and Louisiana.
We must bear in mind that the Republicans
while believing it to be for the best interests
of the country that the old dispute should not
be reopened do not oppose a full investigation, and that only the Democrats insist that
the inquiry shall be limited to two States, and
the evidence which proves the attempt ot Mr.
Tilden and his friends to carry the election

by intimidation, bribery and corruption be excluded. The Republican party has no reason
to dread ample and impartial inquiry, for it
knows that it can show a slate of affairs in
the whole South which made a free election
impossible, and prevented the use of the
ballot by Republicans. It knows, too that it
can prove the grossest attempts at corruption on the part of the Democratic leaders.
It only protests against a partisan Investigation conducted not for the purpose of ascertaining the truth but with the object of making political capital. That the proposed inquiry is unfair and insufficient is the well-

ing, and that the Southerners are filing their
claims upon the Treasury against the day
when the Democratic paymasters shall

come

Recent Publications.
The Adventures of

an American Consul
Mouti. (Boston: Lee &
Shepard; Portland: Dresser & MoLellau.)
This simple story is nothing less than perfect
in its nay—so perfect, so simple, so thoronghly
life-like that it seems impossible that Signor
Monti should quite appreciate, himself, how
admirable is his success. Mr. Samuel Sample-

Abroad.

By Luigi

ton, who narrates his experiences as consul at
is a fair aud favorable represent-

Verdecuerno,

ative of our New England men; aud his character is drawn with great skill, humor and entire freedom from exaggeration. The book is
written with a purpose: to point out in a pleasant manner some of the difficulties and embar
rassments that beset our consuls ia minor ports'
often insufficiently paid, so that the hospitalities and courtesies tbeir position obliges them
to offer, and the necessary daily expenses of
liviDg, are in excess of their official salary. On
the other band, Mr. Sampleton frankly admits
that not a few of bis troubles arose from bis
want of familiarity with the language and lack

of knowledge of the customs of his consulate.
This little work of Signor Monti’s will do a
very great service to our 'country and her representatives abroad in its

ktndiy, bright

and

very entertaining delineation of consular life.
If one wishes to read it as fiction it is Dot less

agreeable. It is more natural and much more
refined than the new school of possessive-pronoun stories, and the reader finds himsell
heartily enlisted for Mr. Sampleton aud his
wife—chagrined at the slights and mortifications that they sometimes encountered, and
not less glad than they at tbeir turns of good
fortune.

It would

iim

at first

almost in-

Adventures of

a

Sampleton, Esq.,”
Verdecuemo. Cloth,
uel

The Youth’* Health-Book. By the author ot
the Bazar Books of "Health,” "Decorum” and
"The Household.” Half-Hour Series. Paper, 221
pp., 25 cents. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Voyage and Adventure* of Van* de
Hama. By George M. Towle. Young Folks’
Series. Cloth, illustrated, 294 pp., $1.50. Boston:
Lee & Shepard. Portland: Dresser, McLellan &
Co.
Current Discussion.
A Collection from the
Chief English Essays on Questions ot the Time.
Edited by Edward L. Burlingame. Vol. II. Questions or Belief. Cloth, 360 pp., $1.50. New York:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short &
Harmon.
Our Revenue System and the Civil Service.
Shall They be Reformed? By Abraham L. Earle.
With preface by Prof. William. G. Sumner. Economic Monographs. No. V. Paper, 47 pp., 25 cents.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Record* of Living Officer* of the V. S.
Navy and marine Corp*. Complied from official sources by Lewis R. Hamersby, (late Lieutenant U. S. Marine Corps). Third Edition, revised, with numerous additions. Cloth, 403 pp.
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co.
The Art of Sketching from Nature.
By
Thomas Rowbotham, author of the “Art of LandIn
scape Painting
Water Colors." With twentyseven illustrations by Thomas
L. Rowbotham. Revived by Susan Carter oi the Cooper Union.
Boards, 74 pp., *t. New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons. Portland:
Loring, Short .fe Harmon.
France and the United sinteii: Their Pres-

Commercial Relation* Considered
with Reference to a Treaty of Reciproci-

eot

ty.

Comprising

CliatPapers by M. Me oier, Leon

teau, Parke Godwin, and J. S. Moore. Economic Monographs, No. IX. Paper, 44 pp., 25 ceuts.
New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons.

ing, Short <% Harmon.;

Portland: Lor-

Aa English prim* donna made a French
audience laugh while rendering the somewhat
ipasmodio portion of the famous song, Robert,
’.oi que j'aime, commencing with the words,
“Tu vou mon effroi!” She sang it, ”Tu voU
inon nez

froid.”

Mr. Millais’s new

picture, the Bride of Lammermoor, is described as an extremely beautiful and pathetic work. The canvas presents
only the Master of Ravenswood and poor Lucy
Ashton; the beautiful pale g'r!, with a piteous,
sensitive, imploring face, clings to the arm of
the sombre-visaged man, who seems almost noconscious of her nresence. The point of time
chosen by the artist la that just following the
rescue of Lacy Ashton from the attack of an

enraged bull.

At a recent sale of Turner's works aa amuswas current.
A well-known artist was at his easel, with his “boy in buttons"
in attendance, when for a moment the artist
ceased painting, placing npon a chair his palette, upon which patches of a variety of colors
were dotted in admired disorder.
The page
thoughtlessly sat down upon the palette. The
painter’s rage at first knew no bounds; but
suddenly he exclaimed, “dtand still, boy, don’t
move; you have got a magnificent Turner on
your breeches!"
Miss Genevieve Ward has recently remodelled Kotzebue’s play of The Straugetand, it is

ing anecdote

said, she has greatly improved it. The "front
scenes" have ail been expunged, and the meeting between the Stranger and Mrs. Haller—at
which, aa it is usually effected, the latter
faiuts and the former runs away—has been so
treated as to be made rational and impressive.
It is said that Miss Ward acts Mrs. Haller in a
very sweet and tender way. Miss Ward lately
made a conspicuous bit in Dublin by reciting
Robert Buchanan’s idyl called Nell. It will be
remembered that Miss Ward intends to visit
the United States next season. Good reports
of her acting are, therefore, words of pleasant
promise for the local theatrical public.
Mr. Robert Barrett Browning, the only son
of the illustrious poets, Robert Browning and

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, has devoted himself to painting, and is studying his art at Antwerp. The first work which he has placed on
public exhibition in London is thus described
by Mr. W. M. Rossetti: “The subject is one
of those canning Antwerpian craftsmen who
work in brass; he is engaged in chasing a dish,
—an elderly and personable gray-bearded
man,
life-size. The primary interest of this work
uerives uo uouut irom us
autnorsnip; but, besides this, it has conspicuous promise of its
own, and indeed in no small measure positive
attainment. The handiwork generally is noticeably bold and solid, some of tbe objectpainting (snch as the specimens of brasswork)
highly efficient and effective, and the whole
treatment in good keeping—tbe accessories being what they should be and where they sbonld
be.” The picture will be huug in the Royal

Academy Exhibition.
M. D.

Conwdy writes from London—Mr.

Long, an artist who has risen very rapidly in
fame during the last few years, especially since
hie Babylonian Marriage Market and hia
Egyptian Banquet were exhibited (Rayal Academy, 187G aDd 1877), has this year painted a
picture of unique kind. I have had the p'easare of a private inspection, and feel pretty sure
that it will make a stir among spectators and
critics.

It represents
manufactory. In a

shelves

loaded

ancient Egyptian god
surrounded with
the various images of

an

with

room

Egyptian worship—seraphim, teraphim, cynocephali, eto.—and whose walls are deoorated
with sj mbols, a group of six beautiful women,
half the size of life, are hard at work modelling these articles of trade. It is evidently a
flourishing business, aud the time may be supposed to precede the legendary iconoclasm of
Abraham among bis father s images. However, there is an anticipation of that downfall
of Cbaldaiau idols in the laughter with which
one girl observes
the odd figure of a porcelain
Thau which she has just completed. She evinot
know that the crooked legs of
dently does
the little imago are derived from the crooked
lightning, aud that be once made tbe earth to
tremble. It is doubtful if female form and drapery have ever been so well delineated by an
English artist as that of one of the maidens
who Is just touching in the eye of a sacred
White Gat, after a living model held before her
by an ebony Ethiopian woman. The artist has
been strictly arebajological; all of the deities
have been designed from aotual examples In
European museums. The picture is Dot only
beautiful, but full of snggestiveness.
A
recent Liverpool journal sets forth
and
the
very
absharply
amusingly
surdities of the average opera librettotaking that of Mr. Flotow’s new opera,
Alma
as
the
text.
It
that
appears
the grave and conrtly Gamoens is the nnlncky
ryVirwf.
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the doubtful bouor of resuscitation as hero.
His adventures moreover, are those for which
he was not responsible in the flesh, bat are

wholly due to the fancy of M. de Georges.
None of the known facts of Camoen’s life are
transferred to the libretto of Alma. “Nothing
is said,” adds the Lirerpool paper “of his swimming to shore at Macao with the manuscript of
the Lusiad betw eu his teeth,&o &c., • *
The most irritat ig part of the transaction is
that the miserable career of Camoens does contain one beautiful and touching incident of
which a skillful dramatist might have made

good use.”

The incident referredjto is Camoen’s
return to Lisbon, old, sick and poor, to beg his
bread in the streets. Both of these episodes
are treated very dramatically in the libretto of
Donizetti’s last, and In some respects his finest
opera,Don Sebastian. Written in the days when
the shadow of coming fate already hung above
the unfortunate composer, this supreme e&ort
of his genius has a power, a richness which at
least equals, while it differs greatly from his
better known manner. In the first act, while
the
valiant
Sebastian
is
young
king
preparing his fleet, Camoens approaches him
and begs to be allowed to go with him. In a
fine recitative he tells the story of his saved
manuscript and follows it by a song spontaneous and well harmonized, in praise of Lisbon,
his native city. Later in the opera, a solitary
figure in a moonlit plaza of Lisbon proves to be

Camoens,

a beggar and mourning
the loss of
his young king; a stranger passes, recognizes
the voice that asks charity, and declares himself to be Sebastian. They are interrupted by
the sombre tones of the funeral march (aline
though simple composition) and the cortege
in honor of the supposed death of the king, enters the ecene. Sebastian confronts his coffin;
the usurping king, though ready to officiate as
chief mourner is by no means pleased to see
the obsequies rendered unnecessary and promptly sends Sebastian to prison. Camoens. in attempting his rescue, dies with him. Here is
a
then
libretto, dignified and dramatic
in plot and
development, and adhering to actualities or at least, probabilities,
Camoens is made a most heroic and poetic
character, and the young Sebastian, a
king for whose new appearance the Portuguese
long waited, as the British for the coming of
Arthur, or the Danish for Holger, appears to
our modern eyes the chivalrous and kingly
figure that Lisbon knew in old days.
It appears
a little curions that the Liverpool contemporary
atwtnlrl
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although it has not been represented so frequently as Its great beauty would merit
Mr. Richard Whitelng, in a letter to the New
York World descriptive of the opening of the
Paris exhibition, gives high praise to the paint,
ings by American artists. He says: Let us
glance at a part of the Uaited States show
hitherto unnoticed by me—a part which, in
my

ijudgmeut, you

may

regard

with unmixed

satisfaction—the art gallery. No, verily, yon
have been unjust to your own prophets; your
despondent, not to say, truculent, deliverances
on native art in the native papers, led me to
expect a deplorable fiasco, and I find instead
a collection which, for its size, may compare
with any otber in the

building. “Witness,

re-

good as upon your oath.”
“I am aware of it, Your Honor; I speak advisedly, and after a sight of other art galleries
it is a good show. We have mainly Mr. Maitland Armstroug.and Mr. 9. Gaudens to thank
for it; they have been rigorous—a little too
rigorous I think. I miss for the moment a
portrait of Miss Genevieve Ward, by Mr.
Parker, which I thick was worthy of a place.
They have weeded, weeded, weeded in their
member, yon

art

plantation

are as

with a

pluck

which is snre to

bring its reward—the undying hate of all the
victims of their righteous judgments. Look
out for a storm; I predict it from this spot, as
Europe’s return compliment for the weather
warnings of another kind which you send us
in such profusion from the other side. I have
galloped through the gallery, note-book iu
hand, and this is what I have already seen: A
lady’s portrait, by B. C. Porter of Boston, the
face strongly done without a trace of the overfinish, or rather the false finish, to which there
is such a strong temptation in this class of subjects, and the study of texture in the dress a
masterpiece in its way. A moonlit sea by W.
P. W. Dane, of Paris—1 hope I have the name
rigntly, but I can hardly read my hastily scribbled notes—the moon herself In a mist, the ssa
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in great blue black masses where it it not faintly illumined by ber sickly beam True, strong
I have seen this sea effect in
and ongiual.
but never before on canvas. “The
nature
Sibyl” Ehhu Vedder. Mr. Vedder has read
Buskin, and seen mnch English work with the
brash inspired by that magic pen, and he has
gone beyond them to those early Italian masters wh> are Ruskin’s sources of the light of
art.
“The Harvesters” (Frauce)—a man and
woman
resting for a moment in the field of
golden corn—Wyatt Eaton. The landscape is
almost too good, as it tends to divert oar attention from the figures which are the trne subject of the composition. Rather than find no
faalt 1 have found this. Toe head of a youth—
J. P. Vinton. Mr. Vinton has heard of one
Velasquez. I said to myself, as I noticed the
strength, truth aud solidity of coloiing or
drawing, or both, and I was rewarded by bearing that be bad studied at Muniob, where they
have some of the best examples of that master io the world.
‘‘Snapping the whip”—Winslow Homer. An American scene; boys hand
in baud in a round game, with a meadow for
playground; distinctively American in the best
sense; a something you could not see anywhere
else; a suggestiveness of local truth io landscape figures and general idea
(Note, tbe
French are admiring this very mnch,) “Sheep
Shearing in the Bavarian Highlands”—Walter
Shirlaw. Well, why not sheep shearing nearer
home? That is tbe ooly fault I have to find
with it. “Because,” I think I hear Mr. Shirlaw say, “1 must have missed my rich harmonies of color io dresses and faces, and besides,
happened to he there learning my trade; "Soil:
1 have not another objection to make. “The
North River, New York”—Arthur Quarterly;
tbe first man, they say, who has “made something” ont of New York, but now that he has
shown ns tbe possibilities of the subject, certainly not to be the last. It is a bit of capital
composition. There are the buildings and not
one of them
ugly; or rather let us say all fine,
because their arrangement makes us insensinle
to their individual crudeness of detail
“Toe
funeral on the Nile”—Bridgman; it gained a
medal in the Salon, and deserved it. “New
England Cedars”—Swain Gifford;tbe influence
of Corot, an indefinable sentiment iu every
branch and leaf.
“The Page”—a figure
seventeenth century costume seated at a
richly ornamented table before an open book—
William Strade; capitally painted on Meissonier’s scale, and not a little in bis style bat lacking tbe strength that he would have put into it,
though hardly tbe fiDish
The Laugh,” Hamilton of Philadelphia. There will be a “row”
about this picture; 1 foresee it. May I prove a
had prophet! It is a Parisian subject; very Parisian. Tbe laugher is the woman with the
Petit Journal pour Pire in her haDd; her langh
is tbe
iresUest, must natural thing in tbe
world—nay, I might go so far as to say the
purest, as for tbe moment sbe has none bnt ber
parrot to bear her company. But oh, 1 know
there will be a row about this picture; verbum
sap—l shall say no more. A landscape by Hart,
a good example of your older school.
A little
Italian girl, by Miss C. Tompkins; a mere study
alas, but beautifully painted. This young lady
ought to com pose and invent forthwith. Another landscape very fine, by Bolton Jones—
tbe name wholly unfamiliar to me. Who is
he?—but we shall sooo know. Lastly, “The
Approach to Venice”—W. G. Bunce; very distinctly not tbe approach to tbe Venice of Canaletto, bat to that real queen of tbe sea that has
its brine in ber locks, its strength and healthful
picturesque roughness in all her being. Auy
mialit he*
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Men and Women.

Henrietta Dana, youngest daughter of E. H.
has recently been converted to Ca-

Dana, Jr.,

tholicism. Miss Dana was educated at a convent in Paris with the present
queen of Spain,
and was tbe author of the article in a recent
Scribner on A Qoeen at School.
Miss Cary occupied an orchestral seat at the
opera last night under the escort of Senator
Blaine. She is a Maine girl, and a constituent
the Senator seemed proud of. Mr. Blaine’s
great admirer, Col. Bob Ingersoll, was at the
theatre looking, in his white neckcloth, crowblack suit, clean shaven face and stove-pipe hat
much more like a clergyman than a heathen

philosopher. Montgomery Blair was theie
enjoyiDg the singing of the plumptudioons
Boie, apparently in a deplorable state of forgetfulness of the White House claims of his
client, the meager old bachelor Tilden. Miss
Kellogg occupied an uppar box, and went
through tbe form of applauding Ecze by patting
her hand with her fan.—Washington, Star.
The Constantinople correspondent of a London newspaper in a letter describing the
entry
of Osman Pasha and referring to the waiting
crowd says: ‘‘Now there came a little lull. The
women in front of my window began
to get tired of looking at the crowd and turned
to look at my party. A young lady who was
with me had an eye-glass which interested
them greatly. They pointed it out to one another and talked about it. Presently their curi-

Turkish

osity got the better of them,pushing backa swinging panel of the window they begged that they
might be allowed to try the eyeglass. It was
handed to them and they tried it on one after
another. But the young lady is near-sighted
and they are long-sighted, so that they could
make uothing out of the eye-glass, and handed
it back again with plain reflections on tbe folly
of the Frank women. Then a ‘happy thought’
struck me and I caused it to be explained to
them that, whereas Turkish husbands do not

like their wives to be seen, Frank husbands do
not like their wives and daughters to see, and
make them look at men as 'through a glass
darkly.’ This proof of the superior artfulness
of Christian men gave them great satisfaction.”
President

Haven

in renrtrt’.erl

in

hauA

received from a naive and ingenuous native of
Vermont this pleasant letter: ‘‘1 have long entertained the hope ol visiting the capital of
my
country. I am seventy-four years of age; have
always worked bard and have ever zealously

cherished the public welfare. I have now an
opportunity to carry out my plans, unless some
unusual providence prevents. The occasion of
my addressing you on the subject is to obtain,
if

possible,

residence in your family while I remain in the city. I am a strictly temperance
man and euteitain great aversion to the hotels,
I wish moreover to ses you and
express to you
in friendly and personal intercourse, my
appro
bation of your independent efforts for the good
of the people. 1 do not come from any
personal or selfish considerations; have no ends to
seek but those I have already indicated. If
you could for a few days receive an unknown
but patriotic citizen, I should be pleased to be
the happy recipient of your favor. I shall

entirely alone, and I do not feel that I
could be at home anywhere so much as in
your
family, for which I cherish a profound senee of
gratitude and respect. I can give you refer-

THE EAST.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.

HOPES OF A
Good Templars.
Biddefoed, May 17 —At the annual eession
of the District Lodge of Good Templars at
Kennebunk yesterday there was a large atS xteen
tendance.
lodges sent delegates.
Dili cere were installed by District Deputy
Tristram Goldthwaite.
In the evening a mass
meeting at the town hall was largely attended
and a speech was made by Grand Worthy Chief
Chase, Col. H. H. Burbank atd others. During the past six months nearly 600 members

RUSSIANS SEIHING CONSTANT1NOPLU.

Berlin, May 17.—The Cologne Gazette pubishes tbe report that there ia a plot on foot to
jstablish a republic ia Turkey with Midbat

Pasha as president.
St. Petersburg letters give the result of inlerviews with several leading meu ou the war

prospects.

Baron Jomiui says he does not despair of a
congress, and that Russia has made sacrifices
The treaty of Sau St-fauo
jnough for one.
eras a blunder, and not to have euterfd ConHe conld uot tell
stantinople was another.
whether there would be peace or war.
Lord Loftus said Ragland is at peace with
the eDtire world, and wishes to maintain it.
England does rot want tbe treaty of San Steiano, and in oase of war, England will have tbe
alliance of Austria, and that France will throw
herself into the arms of England wheu tbe latter shows its great power; that Germany will
not be against England and that a congress
will meet.
After the congress England will
have all Bhe desires, and will remain wbat she
the
preponderating nation.
is,
General Van Sohweiltz, German ambassador, does not believe a congress will meet and
says that Germany will do all for peace it can,
and if war ensues it will be disastrous to England and Russia.
Gen. Languau, Austrian ambassador, said
that since c-rtain explanations by Russia bad
beeD made, Austria desires the cougiess, which
be believes will assemble; that after tbe congress England only can tell wbat may haDpen,
and meanwhile Austsia will continue mobilizing troops to be ready for anything.
New York, May 17.—Baron Hamburger of
Russia does not believe in tbe congress.
Prince Gbika of Ronmonia sees war in the
fntnre of all wbo desire the destruction of the
treaty of San Stefano, and that war will reduce
Russia-to nothing.
Cbeveier Nigra, Italian minister, believes
the congress will assemble; that war between
Russia and England will follow; that otbeis
wili remain neutral; that England will simply
Docupy Egypt, which is her objective point.
Gen. Lefio, French ambassador, says tbe
congress will be held and peace will ensne, bat
if war should come, only Russia and Eugiaud
would be engaged.
Tbe other powers would
visit the Paris Exposition.
France certainly
will remain neutral.
BehouraloiPs Influence with the Czar.
London, May 17.—It is believed that Schonvaloff has succeeded in convincing the Emperor that it is for Ruisia's interest to concede
ta

Norway, May 17.—The dwelling house, ;'wt
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EngUnd. Tbe assembling of tbe congress appears consequently assured, despite tbe difficulties which have arisen at Constantinople concerning tbe surrender of the fortresses.
The Russians Nearing Constantinople.
A Constantinople despatch says that tbe Russian forces are being massed from all directions nearer to the city.
They constantly insistnpon the Porte pressing Eugland to withdraw her fleet from the Sea of Marmora.
The
uneasiness in popular feeling among the Turks
is increasing.

Representatives
adopted a resolution

today by a party vote
which, under the pietence of an investigation,
is to lay the foundation for a revolutionary exThis
pulsion of the President from his office.

is the calmiuation of a plot which has beeu on
foot from the day that Hayes and Wheeler
were
It
constitutionally declared elected.
made its first public appearance in the resolution of the last Democratic House adopted
at the close of the session, declaring that Tilden and Hendricks were elected.
Tilden and
Hendricks subsequently made public declarations themselves.
A few timid members have
long held back and some of them, after being
ooerced to the final vote, still pretend that they
will halt as soon as their partial and one-sided
In other words
investigation shall be ended.
tbey intend, after bearing suborned evidence to
briog in a verdict that Hayes is a usurper and
that be shall not remain in office. These men
have no control in the Democratic party. Tbey
dared not even to follow Alexander H. Stephens, against caucus dictation to the extent of showing some semblance of fair play.
They will be impotent i n the fntnre as they
have been in the past.
Moreover it is difficult to believe in their sincerity in the public avowal of their party that
its purpose is, if passible, to displace the President. It is a matter of history that the resolution just adopted was framed to express this
object. The Speaker of the House was consulted in advance as to whether he would role
that it was a privileged question.
The party
managers were anxious to conceal their purpose if possible. Iu this they were defeated by
the Speaker, who would not rule it a question
of privilege unless it clearly assailed the title
of the President. The resolution being offered
he read a carefully prepared opinion deciding
it to be a question of the highest privilege becanse it involved tbe question of the validity ot
President Hayes’ title.
Here is the very

iLYtli Congress-Regular Session.
SENATE.

WASHINGTON. May 17.
Mr. Davis from the judiciary committee reported
with amendments tne Senate bill to provide for rhe
appointment of an additional circuit judge comprising New York, Vermont and other eastern states.

Ca'endared.

Davis of West Virginia sail that the select committee appointed some time since to investigate the
financial reports, books and accounts of the treasury
department have been at work ami some progress
has been made. Tbe two clerks allowed tbe committee weie now examining books ot the department. The committee was of the opinion that justice could not be done to the subject and a report be
male at the present session. He therefore submitted
a resolution authorizing
the committee to continue
an investigation and sit during the recess.
Morrill objected to the present consideration of the
resolution and desired that it be laid over till tomorrow.
Resolution was then laid aside.

Mr. Terry Lorn the post office commiitee reported
the post route bill with numerous amendments.
Calendared.
Mr. McMillan
from the committee on claims
reported with amendments the Honse hi 1 making
appropiiations tor the payment of claims allowed by
the Southern claims commission. Calendared.
At the expiration of the morning hour Mr. Morrill,
chairman of the finance committee, took the floor
to speak in opposition to the bill repealing the specie
resumption act, but said he was not prepared to proceed with his remarks today. On this motion further
consideration of that bill was postponed until Satur-

words:

“A higher privilege than (he one here involved
and broauly and directly presented as to the rightful
occupancy of the chief executive chair of the government and the connection of high government officials
with tbe frauds alleged the Chair is unable to con
ceive. The Chair finds enumerated among the questions oi privilege set down in the manual the following, election of President. The Chair therefore rules
that tbe preamble and resolution embrace questions
of privilege of tbe hightest character and recognizes
the right of the gentleman irom New York to ofter
the same.”

day

The Senate hill to incorporate the Subtiban Railway Co. of Washington in the District ot Columbia
was amended and passed.
Mr. Hamiin called up tbe House bill to extend tbe
privileges ot sections 2990 to 2997, inclusive, ot the
Revised Statutes to Bath, Me.
In explanation be
said the sections provided for goods being entered
and bonded at certain ports tor reception to other
ports, and the object of this bill was to include Bath
iu such ports. The bill was passed.
The Senate then proceeded to consider the pension
bills on the calendar, and a number were passed.
The Senate then went into executive session and
when the doors were reopened adjourned to Monda y

■

Upon this tbe Republicans commenced a
struggle against the revolutionary scheme,
wbicn after five days duration terminates in the
success of the conspirators.
The Republicans

HOUSE.

offered to favor the fullest investigation into all
the alleged frauds by whichever party charged
to have been committed, but the Democracy
pursued its course shamelessly and relentlessly
and stifled all inquiry into the attempts at
bribery in Oregon, South Carolina and Louisiana and mnrder and violence in the several
states.
Neither amendment nor debate was
allowed. The inexorable previous question was
and
enforced.
applied
-Lins scheme it pursued aud it is now fully
inaugurated can only have the effect of further
paralyzing business of all hinds, preventing
the restoration of confidence which seemed
promising, casting a gloom over every household and bringing our nation into reproach before the civilized world.
The peace of the
country is the first consideration of patriots.
This new effort of the Democracy to inaugurate anarchy aud mexicanize the government
by throwing doubts upon the legitimacy of the
title of the President, and in keeping with the
record of that party, one wing of which rebelled against the government while the other
wing gave aid and comfort.
We call, therefore, upon all who opposed the
rebellion of 1861 without distinction of party
to rally again to the support of 'aw and order
and stable government, aud to overwhelm with
defeat the reckless agitators who
to
gain
political power would add to the present distress of the country by shaking the foundation
of tbe government which they failed in a four

Mr. Spaiks of Illinois reported the Seuate amendments to the Indian appropriation bill. N on-concurred in.
Mr. Reagan ot Texas, chairman of the Committee
on Commerce, reported a substitute for the bill
regulating inter-state commerce. Ordered printed
and recommitted.
The regular order was then demanded by Mr.
Potter, and the question recurred on seconding the
demand for the previous question on the Florida
The Speaker announced 82 affirmatives, do negatives. The usual point, “no quorum*” was raised
by Mr. Hale, and the Speaker appointed Messrs.
Hale and Potter tellers.
Mr. Hale reported affirmative 122, negative none.
Mr. Potter—No, Mr. Speaker, I report the gentleman irom Maine in the negative.
The Speaker—The tellers report 122 affirmatives
and one negative.
Mr. Hale—The Speaker must take the responsibility
of that decision. Let it be distinctly understood
that a gentleman is compelled to vote, whether he

wishes to or not.
The Speaker—The

gentleman was a teller and the
gentleman from New York reported him as voting in
:ne negative.
Mr. Cojger—The gentleman from New York can’t
report anything but what the tellers have agreed

Bute.

men

of eminence

in

this section of the

Please, sir, accept

my kindest regards,
and be kind enough to communicate with me
at your earliest convenience.”
Of the late Miss Oatherine Beecher, the Hartford Courant quaintly says, in
of her

speaking

great interest in sociology, that she "was a
whole Social Science Association in permanent
session. Miss Beecher had a mind of

original

vigor, but withqpt much imagination; and per-

haps

it was the want of imagination that made
some of her schemes for doiug
good impracticable. She had patience, magnanimity rare in
her sex, and unbounded good nature. Sbe was
a most entertaining companion,
alert,

suggest-

ive; and her talk was full of freBh comments
on persons and things without the least bitterness or malice.
But she made her own ‘common sense’ the standard of
judgment, and
doubted the value of anything not commended
by that. She continued in her old age the
‘accomplishments* of her youth, singing, playing upon the piano and the guitar; but not only
was her performance that of a
century ago,
she had no belief in modern nr nlnaain mn.;..
Dot able to comprehend it herself, she thought
the liking of it by others was a fashionable

1 make that point thLt neither teller can
report except what is agreed on by both.
Mr. Hale—Let me state how I understand it. I
was appointed by the chair as a teller, as a member
of the House, in order in conjunction with the gentleman from New York to couDt ihe votes by agreement
between that gentleman aud myself As is usually the
case in counting toifthe affirmative, he was counted
ane, the “yeas” were passed through, they were 122,
[ did not agree, and have not agreed, and do not
agree with the gentleman from New York, in reporting that I voted as a member ot the House. 1 have
the same privileges that every member has. I did
not vote, an<f reported that none had voted in the
negative. The gentleman will not say that he and 1
igreed that there was one vote ia the negative, and
issuredly the chair cannot, when the tellers are at
variance, decide that a member has voted when he
las not.
Mr. Potter—There never can be any dispute with
ne about a question of patent fact.
I have done
what I have been doing lor about twenty times
luiiDg the last few days, and reported the gentleman
irom Maine in the negatiae. He bepLn by counting
ne one in the affirmative, and I did the same with
lim in the negative. 1 repoited him, as he reported
ne.
There can be no dispute about the fact. He
was a teller.
He said he did not vote.
Mr. Hale—Who knows better whether I voted or

Gorham, Secretary.

affectation.

What she did not comprehend
did not exist. It was so ia art. The work of
the masters and mediaeval art bad so meaning
for her. She did not believe that anybody really
cared for it.

She spoke of a house where she
was familiar, as ‘full of Virgin and Sod,’ with a
picture of Christ all robbed out,’ ‘that Psyche
with the top of her head knocked
in,’ and
‘Venus without any arms.’ This wss all rubbish to her, as it was to her
hard-headed, inartistic ancestors. Miss Beecher was not an

artist, though she did not know her limitations
iu this or any other respest; but she was a
woman of strong intellectual
fibre, unbounded
benevolence, and a heart overflowing with love
of humanity.”

GREAT BRITAIN.
London, May 17.—The excitement in East
Lancashire arising from the differences between the cotton masters and
operatives is still
intense.
The presence of the military and
and large bodies of police alone hold the populace in chock in several towns, aDd should today’s effort for a settlement fail, it is feared
that these may Dot prove adequate.
At a
mett'Dg of operatives at Oldham last night, it
was resolved to strike
a
against
proposed five
per cent reduction in wages.
Two mills were burned
by the mob in
Hasbiugion to-day, aod other violauce done.
A later despatch says the Manchester masters to-day refused to consider any
proposals
from the strikers.
The Blackburn masters
decided to maintain their terms iu fall. The
mob resumed their riotous measures and have
burned

a

mill.

VIINOK TIC LEG It AVI*.

Brown & Sous’ woolen mills in Philadelphia
burned Thursday night. Loss 842,000.
The Boston city debt has decreased during
the past year.
were

THE CIMBRIA.
Getting Ready

to leave.
17.—In consequence of a
dispatch received from New York by officers on
the Cimbria orders have been given for officers
on shore to keep near the ship.
None of the
men have been allowed on shore
to day.
Several officers who had engaged teams for ex-

Ellsworth, May

lot?

cursions were recalled.
Everything seems to
be in readiness for immediate departure. Capt.

NEW YORK.

The St. Louis Communists.
to

Organize
Military
Compnniei.
St. Louis, May 17.—la answer to the call

addressed to the working men who had seen
military servics either in this conntry or in
Europe between 300 and 400 men met at Turner
Hall last night. Ferdinand Amrein called the
meting to order and stated that the object
was to take steps towards organizing
military
companies to be compart I exclusively of workwere
men
who
veterans
to serve
military
ing
the purposes of the workingmen and protest
them against the encroachment of their rights
by the military and police forces which have
been arranged against them, placing them in
the attitude of outlaws.
Several speeches
of the usual
Socialistic and Commanistic
A
character were made.
great deal of
enthusiasm was manifested and some 550 were
enrolled as soldiers of an army of working men.
These men have got no arms, and as far as
known no means have been devised to procure
them. They however will probably purchase
guDs as individuals and commence to drill at
once.
-—

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS
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The gentleman was here. The only question is
vbether he voted.
Hale—I did not.
Potter—I accept that and report none in the negabis.

ive.
Hale—No quorum.
A call of the House was then ordered and disclosed
he presence of 258, only lackiDg thirty-four of the

ill I

non

Potter—I

|

dispense with further proceedcall, bat I give notice that if another

move

to

ngs under toe
all is required I shall move to have the doors closed
ud the Sergeant-at»A;ms sent after absent members.

Further proceedings being dispensed with, Hale
lay the resolution on the table.
The Speaker (after much colloquial argument in
j ►arliamentary law) declined to recognize a motion to
ay it on the table and ruled that the question was
lot a condition to which the rule relied on by Mr.
lale applied, and that the question after the call ot
i he House reverted to the point where it was when
1 t found itself without a quorum—ihat is voting on
t he demand for the
previous question.
Mr. Hale appealed Irom the ruling of the Chair.
Mr. Potter moved to lay the appeal on the table.
Motion was agreed to, yeas 143, nays 114,
When
uoved to

■

Movement

Potter—Possibly the House does.
The Speaker—The gentleman from Maine was
appointed a teller because he was present. His party
rieudsare contrarily absent. The chair accepted
he report ot the gentleman from New York.
Mr. Hale—Suppose he had reported me in the
iffirmative.
The Speaker—That would have been an unfaithful
report.
Mr. Hale—This is an unfaithful report, because I
lid not vote at all.
Mr. Garfield called attention to the fact that a
ule provided that members passing Detween the
ellers should be counted. The gentleman from
Maine had not passed between the tellers.
Speaker—That is an absurdity. How are tellers to
>ass between themselves.
Potter—I do not care to raise any question about
Mr.

Badeohausen and Mr. Gripenberg are expected
Saturday.

The Bennett-Ray Duel.
New York, May 17.—Details of the duel
between May and Bennett some time ago, are
printed to-day. furnished by Dr. Phelps who
was present.
It appears that both combatants
were unflinching, and that at the word “fire”
May shot at Bennett without effect, but Bennett’s pistol did not explode.
The claim of a
shot at bis adversary was allowed. May stood
before Bennett empty-banded, and Bennett
covered with his pistol and took deliberate aim.
But when he saw his adversary before him at
his mercy, his face changed and he deliberately fired in the air.

TWENTY-FOUB

Dbp’t, Office Chibf Signal
'^B
Offices,

Washington, D.O.,
May 18, T A. M.)

For New Euiitand
rising barometer, variable winds, mostly northerly, slightly cooler and partly
weather

cloudy

--

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Spencer F. Baird has been elected secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution in place of
Prof. Henry, deceased.
Ann Davis, aged 76, was fatally burned in
Provideuce Thursday night by her clothes
taking fire.
j
The Union Mills of Fall Elver have voted to |
go into bankruptcy.
Assets $1,034,084.63;
liabilities $543,024.00.
:

Chair.

The colloquy between Conger ana Goode having
been written out by au official reporter and read by
the clerk, tbe Speaker s rid: **The Chair decides that
th<* offensive provocation came first from the gentleman from Michigan.”
(Triumphant applause on tbe
Democratic 'side and corresponding demonstrations
of dissent from the Republican side.)
Hale—Does the Chai hold that the words used bv
the gentleman from Virginia are parliamentary.
I
do nor ask the Cbair to rule what mi^ht be expected,
but whether the words are parliamentary?
(Shouts
of order on the Democratic side.)
Speaker—The Cbair thinks the words of the geutlem; n from Michigan weie not parliamentary it they
were used in an offensive sense.
A mau’s honor cannot be called in question without allowing him to defend his honor.
Hale persisted (amid constant shouts of order on
the Democratic side) to press tbe Speaker for a decision whether Goode’s remarks were parliamentary,
hut the most direct response that he got was thaUf
tbe.languagtf of both gentlemen was intended to he
offensive then it was not parliamentary. (The Democrats greeted this rulmg with triumphant laugh'er
and applause, aud tbe Republicans with counter demonstrations of approval)
Finally, as Mr. Hale (pertinaciously) stuck to the
point, the Speaker told him that it he was dissatis
tied with the ruling he might appeal from it.
Mr. Hale asserted that he had not heard any ruling and the Speaker intimated that the gentleman’s
comprehension was at fault.
Mr. Conger wanted to know whether the Speaker
intended to be understood as saying his (Conger’s)
were words used in an offensive sense.
The Speaker replied that if the gentleman intended. his languige to be offensive, it was unparliamentary.

This whole colloquy proceeded amid scenes ol great
uproar and confusion, but without auy exhibition of
uinlue auger or ill temper ou either side of the
House
Finally Loriug was excused and after him were
excused Messis Loring of New York, (on account of
sickness) Metcalf of Mi>souri, (gone home with a
sick wife) Pugb of New York, (called away by sickne-s in his family) Killinger of Pennsylvania, Chittenden of New York, who said he came out of bed
thinking the country was in danger, and now wanted
to go back as there was no danger, and Robiuson of
Indiana
None of these members were paired, except
Robinson with Hamilton, aud consent to excuse him
was given on the part ot the Democrats
only on condition of tho nair hpintr
Mr. Potter (at 3 o’clock) moved to dispense with
all further proceedings under the call, stating he had
been informed that every member who could he
reached by the Sergeant at-arms today was now in
the capitol. Agreed to-yeas 242, nays 10.
The question on seconding the demand for the
previous question being made, Messrs. Hale aud
Potter resumed their places as tellers. As the 147th
mau voting in the affirmative passed between the
tellers applause broke out on the Democratic side.
The nega’ive vote being asked for, Mr. Harrison of

city at 5}.

finally

annouuoed

yeas

jp,

Thismotion was defeated—yeas 115, nays 145—a
strict party vote.
Before the announcement of the vote Mr. Banks
the vote of the gentleman from Virginia
the ground that the gentleman was paired

G >ode—I deny it.
Speaker—Tne chair has nothing to with the
subject affairs.
Mr. Goode explained to the
gentleman (Banks) as
regarding his pair with Loring.
Mr. Banks—Upon the statement that the gentleman from Virginia has made I have no desire to
press the matter further. A vote was then taken
Mr.
The

ordering the ma<u question, and the Republicans
refraining from voting it resulted yeas 147, nays 1—
on

Potter—It is with extreme regret that I do not feel
liberty to yield to the gentleman from Texas.
As tbe vote progressed it was seen that the Republicans had agaiu resolved to abstain from voting and
therefore the question was decided without a single
Republican vote being cast.
Two Democrats (Mills
of 1 exas and Mor^e of Massachusetts) voted in the
negative.
Mr. Harrisou of Illinois was the last to vote.
Finally the vote was announced as 115 to 2.
A motion te reconsider and lay on the table was
made by Potter, but was subsequenoly withdrawn,
and the House at 5 15 adjourned.
There was hardly a uemomtration made at the
victory thus carried after such a long struggle. From
a remark aud demonstration made
by Mr. Hale ot
Maine at the moment of adjournment, it is inferred
that he will tomorrow offer a resolution to extend the
investigation to Oregon, South Carolina. Mississippi
at

and other states.

Portland Wholesale market.

Fbiday, May 17.—The general tone or the market
la dull and goods sell very Blowly. Sugars are steady
at 9gc for granulated and 9Jc for Extra C.
Flour is
dull at the following prices: Superfine at 3 50 @ 4 50;
Extra Spring at 4 75 @5 25; XX Spring 5 75 ig 6 25;
Patent Spring Wheats at 7 75 @ 8 45; Michigan
Winter best 6 00 @ 6 75; low grade Michigan 5 00 @
6 00; St Louis Winter fair 5 50 @ 6 25; Winter good
00 @ 7 25; Winter host at 6 50 ® 7 25.
Lard show no change.

j

he result ot the vote was announced, Potter rose
nd was proceeding to put an inquiry to Hale as to
that the Republican side of the House would consent
l o uo in case he withdrew his demand for the pre1 ions
question, but before he could get through the
entence. he was stopped by Conger objecting to anywhatever in the name of discussion.
To this
hing
:
eciaration of continued hostilties tho Democrats relied with shouts of “All right,” and Mr. Potter
aerely adding that his object was to see whether
l iliibustering could not be stopped, called for the regilar order.
Again the fruitless formality cf a vote by tellers
ras gone through and the result announced, yeas
40, nays none. no quorum voting, but the Democrats
( oming to within seven of the requisite number.
On the motion ot Potter another call of the House
Fas ordered and
this was an unexpected initial
aovement of a serious attempt to enforce the presnce of a quorum to reach a vote on tho resolution.
A call ot the House was ordered, yeas 15U. nays 111,
, ive Republicans voting in the affirmative which
Fould leave the entire Democratic voting force at
1 45, or 146 with the speaker, which is less than tho
equired number lor a quorum.
The call of the House showed tho presence of 299
aembers only 24 less than a full House.
Then at 1.25 the doors werq ordered to be closed
,nd a resolution was ottered by Mr. Potter directing
he Speaker to issue his warrant to ihe sergeant-at,rms to arrest and take into custody and bring to the
l iar of the House such of its members as were now
bsent without leave of the House.
Excuses were made lor Mr. Freeman of Pennsylvania, Mr. Willetts ot Michigan and Mr. Sapp of
] owa, and they were excused wheu the Democrats
Fere assured that these members were not paired.
Mr. Crapo asked that his colleague, Mr. Loring,
vho was ill at his room should be excused.
On the usual question being asked irom the Demo1 ratic
side whether Mr. Loring was paired Mr.
! 3rapo replied that he understood he was paired with
dr Goode of Virginia.
Mr. Goode stated that Mr. Loring was not paired
vith him. There had been such a pair existing but
1 ie had written to Mr, Loring last Tuesday stating

j

j

]

!

Norfolk, May 17.—Cotton is firm; Middling

up-

The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges.$ 55,599 47
Net Balances. 11,149 42

Savannah, May 17.—Cotton firm; Middling

up-

lands at lOJc.

Daily Domestic

By water conveyance —1000

corn

W True & Co.

meal to O

Foreign Reports.
MATANZAS. Brig Antelope—12 bags oats and
4272 scooks and heads, 23 hiding casks, 105
bbls potatoes, 229 boxes herring, 100 empty casks, 12

shorts,

bales

hay.

Boston Stock market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, May 17 ]
$2000 Eastern li.. 3js, 1900... 63$
10 Bates Manufacturing Co., new stock.Ill*
Portland. Saco «2fe Portsmouth R. R.— @ 83
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s.— @ 1124
Eastern Railroad new bonds)..
@ 633
Eastern Railroad.— @ 84
Boston <& Maine Railroad.1034 @ 104

Paris, May 17.—Rentes

ihis

In
city, May 18th, Mary E„ wife of Capt. Russell Lewis, aged 51 years 3 months.
In Chelsea, Mass., May 16th, Mr. Charles L.
York,
iged 42 yeais.
[Funeral services Sunday at 1 p. m. from his late
1
residence No. Fore sireet.
lu Cape Elizabeth May 17, Eugene Howard, eon of
Sathl F. and Margaret A. Staples, aged 25 years and
! months.
In Ligonia Village, May 17, of
hydrophobia, George
VicFa land, aged 55 years t> months.
In Saccarappa May 15, Charles Allen,
aged 62 years
In North Parsonstield, May 16, after a
long and
lainful sickness, Mrs. Love, widow of the late Oliver
rarker, aged 63 years.

]9|

SAME

St.Paul.
...” bi|
8t. Pam preferred.. 763
Port Wayne.
90?
Chicago & Alton.
72?

Chicago & Alton preferred. 99

Lackawanna..”

The

91

553

204

following were the closing quotations ot Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st..
"" 41

Guaranteed.
Central Pacific bonds.
107a
Union Pacific.
ln7f
Land GrantB.
.ns?
Sinking Funds,’.
99!
Bar silver, currency....”.117?
Barsilver, gold......”!lir
Do Coin.....
(g i discount
—

FROM

FOB

GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 18th,

...

f'geria.New York. .Liveipool.May 22
lolumbus.New York. .Havana. May 22
kustralia.New York. .London.May 22
lauada.NewYork Havre.May 22
rrisia..__.New York..Hamburg_May 23
/ity of Chester.New York. .Liverpool... Slav 23
lanima.New York.. Bermuda_May 23
ileniogan.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .May 23
doravian.Quebec.... Liverpool.Slay 25
lalitornia.New York .Glasgow.May 25
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Slay 25
Adriatic. New York. .Liverpool_Slay 25
; Egypt. NewYork.
Liverpool_May 35
lontana.New York. .Liverpool.... May 28 !
j lussia.New York.
.Liverpool_May 29

sch A M

94
£1Plla.
Belcher
.21

Best & Belcher. ...131
Bullion.
34

Consolidated,Va...123

California.21?

Kentuck.24 2
24 Leopard.4 13-32
114 Mexican. 84 7}
3

123

...

214

Caledonia.. 18
Crown Point.3J

Exchequer.2
boulu & Curry....
Hale& Norcroaa...

5}
5g
Imperial.
Julia consol'id’td. 6
Justice. 44
i Commonwealth... 3

..

1§
3J

2}

14*
y*
45
4
3

Northern Belle. 8
74
Overman. 84 84
Opbir.324 804
Raymonds Ely 3} 14
Silver Hill. 13
1?
Savage. *4
8|
Seg. Belcher.
Sierra Nevada.. 3
2|
Union con_3|
33
Yellow Jacket. 7*
7|
Eureka con.594
Grand Prize.... 35
Alta. 6

CO

133
61

Chicatf tJauieo Uarkei*

CmoAGOdMay 17-Hogs—receipte|20,000 headjship-

monte 7500Ahead; tho market is -dull and shade

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, for

Eactport tor

]

Hamlin, St Andrews, NB, with
ailroad sleepers
Sch Clara, (Br) Britt, St George, NB—railroad ties
Geo P Wescott.
Sch Chalcedony,

dbby.

Ingalls, Machias—potatoes

to J I

Sen Sbepardess, Thorp, Bristol.
Sch Toronto, Uott, Brooklm—canned lobster to
1 W Jones.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, Blueliill for New York.
Sch E Siuickson, from Wiscasset for Charleston—

{ landed pilot and proceeded.)

25

Oiu

ioiu,

8CU auto

Doaruiuau, unit,

Woodbury & Moulton,

new

shade* will

street, Portland.

Chestnut

are

unequaled
eod3m

1878

Exchange Sts.

D. W. Clark & CO.,

sneodtf

LADIES’ SUITS.

NO. 53 Market Street.
riUCES FOR FAMILIES ASD OFFICES.
10 lbs. daily per Month
“
“
•«
15 “
“
•«
“
20 “

shall offer the balance of

we

our

Customers

can

$1.50
2.00
2.50

taking Ice at
delivery will be
stop is received

commence

any lime they desire, anil
continued until notice to
at the office,

Worsted Suits

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be eutitied to a proper deduction.
ORDERS BY

at

Cellar, attended
apl7

MAIL, Postal Card or
promptly.
isdtf

to

REDUCED PRICES!

EASTMAN BROS, Read
534
my!3

Congress

Our Other
Notices.

Street.
entf

Paper Hangings

to you

SHORT & HARM

api8

m

sn2m

n_a

a

avr

urtuvr

n

amt

save

you many

dollars.

At very low prices.

L0RI1,

will he of benefit

They

NEW DESIGNS. LATEST STYLES.

THE CLOTHIERS.

mjlf

a

titf

tiuicu,

A good Bread and Cake baker, one that la used to
compiessed yeast preferred. Address
CHA’S FRASER,
my4d2w*
Bangor, Maine.

Spring and Summer
CLOTKING I

City.

GLOUCESTER-Ar 15th, schs Midnight. Reed,
York; W G Cargill, Rich, Calais.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th, schs S mil Gilman, Kelley, Baltimore tor Bath; Ousel, Wheeler, Boothbay
for Boston; Lilian, Ryan. Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 16th, sch Areola, Brookings,
Boston.

II. III. Payson & Co.,
BUSINESS SUITS

38 EXCHANGE STREET,
—

FOREIGN PORTS.
Nagasaki Mch 6, baiqne Neversink, Barstow»

DEALER IN

GOVERNMENT

Shan&hae.

Sid tm Nagasaki Mch 12, barque Annie S Hall.NelBon, Tientsin.
Ar at Shanghae Apl 6, barque Fred P Litchfield,
Spauldiug, burrard Inlet.
Sid Apl 3. ship Belle Morse, Hutchins, Nagasaki;
Dth, barque Neversink, Barsiow, do.
Sid fm Kong Kong Apl 6th, barque Alden Besse,

Oity

BANK

Noyes, Portland.
In port Apl 13. ships North Star, Thompson, for
San Francisco, ldg ;
Freeman Clark, Dwight, for
Portland, Idg; barque P J Carlton, Ameshury, for
San Francisco, do.
Sid fm Manila May 3, ship Humboldt, Wiley, for
New York.
Sid fm Manila Apl 2, ship Ellen Muuroe, Norcross,
San Francisco.
In port Apl 5, barque S R Lyman, Plnkham, from
Newcastle, ar 1st.
Ar at Calcutta Apl 8, ship Susan
Gilmore, Carver,
for Dundee.
In port Apl 12th. ships Willie Reed, Yates, Dunlee; Dan’l Barnes, Stover, unc; barque AbDie Carv-

$7.50, $10.00. $15.00.

—

BEST ON EARTH FOR THE HONEY,

BONDS !

Please call and examine them.

Onr assortment never was larger, the
never better and, the Prices
never so low for cash.

Bonds,

STOCK, GOLD

quality

&C.

Highest prices paid for

“CALLED” U.

No. 171 Fore Street,

S. 5-20 BONDS.

OC27

BD0O(1

J. F. SISK.
dtju!

myl3__

GEO. F. NELSON.

It \ O V

)r, Carver, for Bombay.
At Bombay Apl 15, ships W H Connor. Pendleton,
ind Norris. Barstow, for Havre; Storm King, Reed;
3ora, Coombs; Saratoga, Kendall, and Frank Penileton. Nicbols, unc.
Sid fm lenerifle Apl 20, sch Addle Todd, Corson,

BROADWAY

SILK

13 1-3 els.
LADIES’

HAT,

BOSE

WITH

De

Flnlslied.

$3.

Foot l

13 1-3 cts.

v

And your old Silk Hat will bay the latest
Spring Wtjle from Knox, the Hatter,
New York.

No. 263 Middle Street
my3

Merry,

schs Mar? B Harris,

Tlxo

omp-

dtf

Hatter,

Ar

12th, Bcbs Geo D Perry, Flynn, Machias; Jos
1 Harwell, Gregory. Rockland.
Cld at Halifax 14 th, sch Oliver Jameson, Campbell,
low Bay.
Ar at Port Mulgrave, NS, 13lh, sch
Sympathy, from
1 ’ortland for Magdaleus.

mmar!6HIDDLS

ST.,
*

SIGH OF GOLD eodtf
HAT

<

S2.SO.

SPOKEN.

April 9, lat 30 N, Ion 31 W, ship Valiant, Dunham,
:om

f
New York tor San Francisco.
May 10, lat 37 82 N, Ion 61 04 W, ship Zonave, from
3 tew York tor Yokohama.

Working Pants front
75c to $1.5fy.

YOUNG MEN I

■

SPECIAL

Examine our

NOTICES."

SPECIAL

NOTICE.

MUNJOY LODGE, NO. 6, K. P.
Members of Munjoy Lodge, K. of P., will assemble
a t tbelr Hall on SUNDAY, May J», 1878, aj
1 2 o’clock M., to attend the funeral of Bro. Clias. L.
1 ork. Members ot other Lodges invited.
Per order,
W. H, ROWE, K. of K. & S.
myl8snlt

J

oiler to furnish

SEBAGO LAKE

Railroad Bonds.

Bath tor New

1

we

Our 50 cent Gilt Band Opaque Shades
mch2?

municipal Bonds,
City and Town Bonds aid R. R„

Ellsworth.
Cld 16th, scbs Mary E Amsden, Baker, Kennebec;
Delta, Pye, Portland.
$401d 17th, schs Mary E Amsden, Baker, Kennebec;
Oiizon, Hinckley. Bath.
SALEM—Ar 16th, sch John E Dailong, Long, from
Virginia for Bath.
HYANNIS—Ar 15th, sch Chase, iDgraham, Dela-

{ th. Louisa Bliss, Strong, do.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 8th inst,

••

PIKE,

Opposite

new XOrK.

Sarbadoes.
Ar at Santander April 27, barque Kennard, Downng, New York.
Ar at Hamburg 1st inst, ship Geo M Adams, Mor■ison, Lacepede Islands; barque ldwin Reed, Higgins. Huanillos.
Sid fm Portland Roads 16th inst, sch Sarah M Bird,
Merrill, (trom New Orleans) for Leith.
Sid tm Rio Janeiro Apl 4, barque Lincoln. Thom,
or Havre, (repaired at an expense of £5100; bottomi ry bond secured.)
Ar at Demarara 15th, sch Clara Fletcher, Sargent,
few York.
Sid tm Havana 8th, barque Endeavor, Mountfort,
few York via Cardenas; 9th. brig J F
Bradj ey, do; lOtb, soh Seth VV Smith, Allen, Merry,
Cardenas.
Ar at Matanzas 4th inst, brig Y Kionda, Chase,
] lavana; 5th. barque Golden Sheaf,
Thompson, do;

14

408 CONGRESS ST,

Government Bonds,

BOSTON—Ar 16th, scbs Eliza Sawyer,Cook, Philadelphia, Everglade, Shaw, Calais; Hemy Clay, trom

Ar at

upwards.

8IUDES.

special attraction

33.

FOR MALE

176 Middle Cor.

•'

Customers about to furnish with
appreciate this low price.

INVESTMENTS I

PAWTUCKET-Ar 16lh, sch Ringleader, Smith.
Bangor.

Prepare Your Garden.

Go to KENDALL A WHITNEY’S
ind get some ol their Early Peas,
1 leans, Corn, Potatoes, Ac.
Also
1 hoice Flower Seeds.
Catalogues
1 ’REE.
sn2w
my!8

3

BUTTON

Wan. and Sporting Woods. Agent for
1 uPonl’.
powder, and the -‘Peabody
a lartina KiUm.’’
«• L. BAILEY, 48 Exchange 81.

__sndtf
In These Days
moulds and forms, and machines and scraps and
ems, and old stumps ground up and perfumed
w hat a comfort it must be to the smoker to find a
p ire Havana, loDg filled, hand rifiWe, old fashioned
h
gar like the BA8TIANELLI, at
o:

F. T. MEAHEB & CO.’S
marts

tfsn

FISK &

Saits.

Hinsliip

Jnder

CO.,

Preble.

iHoxise.

CUTAWAYS,
PERFECT GEMS.
—

AT

FISK &

■

~

for Tale i

—

CO/S,

r

Under Preble House,
myl7

dtf

pHE Stock
.UP

p;Q(j Trade of .a good business, well
require*
good, location. Would Business:
t0 gve thuusan d dollars.
lashes
&c.
fc
ows,
Anyone
Wind
Blinds,

“e,8X?
Oi

ipitai
i oors.
" 18

aed.

three

'.mg to

purchase wb’l add ret
HO X JiT®

JauIbtT

Business

s

»

Por

laaii, IHe.

Sale.

for

GOOD reliable basil less, well established. Will
"W 20 per cent profit. \V.rk ,.’oue—SilO
1,0 ■ »*■!•, with
prop. ;r management can easily
increased to twice tbat amount
Any I'-’irty desi -ing such an
opening for business for furuhtr parli .ulars, will please
call ore
*

Plimpton, Fisk & Co.,
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

Cod Liver Oil and Lime.

Boston.
Sen Acacia, (Br)

1 0

Satins

Gilts

“

order to make

Scotch, Holland Nhudrs wilh Mpriug Fixture* and Milk Ta«*el* all ready to
put up at 91 Each.

_

ap30

in

G cts. per roll
8
12
15

Asa

No. 99 Exchange St,
dtfsn
apr6

dence tor Boston.

FISHING TACKLE.

1

from

prices

WllliOW

KOHLING,

Sid 16tb,barqnes HJ Libby, for ADjier; Bonny
Doon. for Newry.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 16th, sch Watchman, Harlow,
Bangor.
Sid 16th, sch8 Ida Hudson, Torrey, and F P Hall,
Dobbin. New York; Allston, Fitzgerald, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th. sch Edward Stanley. Teel,
Fall River for Lincolnville; Alice T Boardman, Luut,
Pawtucket.
Sid, sebs Willie Martin, (from Wiscasset) lor Baltimore; Susan, (trom Windsor, NS) lor Richmond.
In port, sebs H S Billings. Forest belle. Mary L
Varney, Chas Heath, Jas S Pike, Alida, Sarah, and
Sami Lewis, for Round Pond; M J Lee, from Provi-

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Friday, may IT.

Brown
White

Grounds

ston, Ja.

MARINE NEWS.

ARRIVED.

same

characterized the garments
made by the undersigned.

Lee, Lee,

That pleasant and active agent in the cur® of al^
o msumptive symptoms,
Wilbor'a Compound of
ure Cod Liver Oil and Lime” is
being universally
* lopted in medical practice. Sold by the proprietor,
B. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston.
mylSsneodlw

—

7J

Chollar. 254 12*

Confidence.

minninre Almanac..may 18.
I Ion rl«es....4.30 I High water.
St
I Inn Bets...7.231 Moon rises.
... 9.16 PSI

To be sold at the following
room for April goods:

perfection in fitting and
of workmanship as has heretofore

WE OFFER

New Stock Just Received,

I .urge

regard
thoroughness

for

_

California Mining Stocks.
San Francisco, May 17.—The following are the
official
orlces of mining stocks to-day comclosing
pared with those of yesterday.
Alqi/17. May 16?
_Say 17. May 16.

Possible Prices.

Lowest

These goods will he made up with the

BALTIMORE—Ar 15ih, schs H A DeWitt, Manson, Bath; Danl Gifford. Cobb, Kennebec.
Cld 15th, sch Freddie L Porter, Chase. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15ih, sebe Webster Bernard, Turner, Kennebec; Jas Boyce, Manson, Bath.
Cld 15th. sebs U Prescott, Merriman, Govornoi’s
Harbor; Twilight, Robertson, Portland.
Cld 16tb, brig Stockton, Allen, Alexandria, Egypt;
schs F A Bailey. Norton, and M A Folsom, Dodge,
Portland; M G Farr, Con well, Eastport.
NEW YOKK-Ar 15tb. schs Annie Lee, Look, St
George; J G Collyer Knox, Hallowed; L M Strout,
Fernalu, Bangor; Wm Butman. Smart, Frankfort;
Wm Flint, Pendleton, Richmond, Me, Scud. Jones,
Whiting; Olive E Smith, Whitaker. Ellsworth: Ida
Hudson, Kenniston, and G M Brainard, Crockett,
Rockland; Tennessee, Pillsbury, Vinalhaven; Plymouth Rock, Burgess, Rockport; C Matthews, Hill,
Bluebill; Bangor, Truworthy. Bangor; Orion. Hallowell, Bangor; J G Collyer, Hallowell; J W Knight,
Warren, Prospect Harbor; Alice B, Bassett, Georgetown, Me; Wm Flint, Pendleton, Kenuebec; Ruth S
Hodgdoo, Torrey, Rockland; Robert B Smith, and
Alleghania, do; J Manlove, Allen, St George; Frank
Barker, Coggins, Lubec; Pusbaw. Alley. St George;
J M Kennedy, Pomroy, Ellsworth; Olive Brauch,
Whitaker, and Wesierloo, Whitaker, do: Agenora,
Hodgkins, do; D Sawyer, Cummings, Bridgeport;
Madagascar, tm Newpoit; Vashti R Gates, Holmes,
New Bedtord.
Ar 16th, schs Jas Warren. Leighton, Musquash NB;
Robt Foster, Robinson, Windsor, NS; Hyena. Gardiner, St George, Me; Wm Pickering, Ellsworth;
Agnes, Jones, do; A K Woodward, Bangor; Jacbin,
Getchell, Belfast; Jnlia Baker, Oliver. Im Bath for
Philadelphia; Nellie, Sprague, and Lucy Wentworth,
from Calais; Casco Lodge, Pierce. Portland: P L
Smith, Upton, do; Willie Martin, Freeman, Wiscasset for Baltimore; Nellie Dinsmore, Chase, Lubec;
Ellen Morrison, Orne, Kennebec.
Cld 16th. brigs Daisy Boynton, Appleby. Cork, for
orders; Dirigo, Coffln, Marseille**; sene May Munroe,
Hall, Portland; Stephen Harding, Harding, King-
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lircassian..Quebec —Liverpool._May 18
/ity of Richmond New York. .Liverpool_May 18
inn.New York. .London.May 18
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May 18
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New York.

OfiPAUTUBE OF HTEAmSBUPS,
1

At the

for Bermuda.

J

DIED.

j

•>

dtf

ROOM PAPERS.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 11th, sets Prescott HazelLine, Sweat, ami J G Drew, French Belfast.
CHARLESTON Ar 15tb, schs A & E Hooper,
Floopsr, Wiscasset; Etta M Barter, Barter, do; Jos
Souther. Watts, Richmond.
Ar 14th. sch Joe Carlton, Thurston, Rockport.
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 14tii, sch Skylara, Small,
Kennebec
NORFOLK—Cld 15th, sch Elizabeth Arcularius,

1091 90c.

In Bridgton, May 5, Preble Marean ot Standish and
Miss Mary E. Libby ot Bridgton.
In Lyman. April 28, Dea. Edw, Call of Lyman and
Miss Mary Brackett of Limerick.
In Waldoboro, May 8, Chas. G. Brackett of Warren
and Miss Edith M. Standish of Waldoboro.

in

WHITNEY & CO.,

No. 46 Exchange St

teM

DOMESTIC PORTS.
MOBILE—Ar ICth, sch John Somes, Lyman, from

ware

MARRIED.

iiaa

A.

«.

New Orleans.

at 96 3-16

Congress.—The “Congress” feast powder is
made of the purest and most healthful materials. It
is the best in the world for making delicious white,
sweet and healthful biscuits, cakes, pastry, &c. Use
none hut the
“Congress.”
Vienna Rolls made with Congress Yeast Powder.

K3

chafed and top hamper damaged.

REMEDY.
Back and Loins, Gravel,
Diabetes, Intemperance
Excesses and Prostatioa of the Nervons System, is
cared by HUNT’S REMEDY. All Diseases of the
Kidneys. Bladder and Urinary Organs are cured by
HUNT’S REMEDY.
Clark’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.
my^
eod&wlw

Exchange to-day’aggregated 112,100 shares, including 12,100 share, North
Western, 25.900 shares Lake Shore, 18,600 shares
Delaware, Lackawana <& Western, 13,700 shares St
Paul, 1,500 shares Wabash, 18,600 shares Western
Union, 2900 shares New York Centra], 2900 shares
Morris & Essex, 2300 shares Erie, 1200 shares New
Jersey Central.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.,....168
United States 6s, 1881, coup.
108
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.! 104
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,.7.
104
United States 1867, reg.....1063
United States 1867, coupon.....1064
United States 1868, reg. .108}
United States, 1868, coup,.‘ .ina*
United States 10-40’s, reg.106}
United StateB l0-40s, conp.,j ”'i06l
United States new 5’s reg,..’.,105*
United States new 5s, coup."l05
United States new4}b reg,ex-in...
..." lC3
United States new 4}s, coup. 104
United States 4 per cents, reg.,...Y.Y., 1003
United States 4 per cents.coup.
ion5
Pacific 6’s, 95s.
"lint

Ohio & Mississippi....
Delaware &
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph...

VVput worth

medicine for curing Bright’s Disease,
and Glandular Diseases, is HUNT’S
Female Weakness, Pain in the Side,

marketed $890,887.
The transactions at the Stock

The following were the oioemg quotatione ol
Stocks:
Morris & Essex... 81*
Western Union Telegraph Go..
823
Pacific Mail...”,
New York Central & Hndson R R..,.,.1088
Eile..
123
Erie prelerred.
32
Michigan Central, ex-div.
653
Panama.
]2o
Union Pacific Stock,. 69
Lake Shore. 634
Illinois Central.
764
Pittsburg R.
741
Chicago & Northwestern....... 51?
Chicago & Northwestern preferred -.. 724
Rock island. ...,.,,.109

ibe struck.
Sch Sea Pigeon, which collided with sebr Annie
3ns in Lubec Narrows 9th inst, sustained some damage to top, siartea aleak and damaged cargo. The
wa»st ot the Annie Gus was brdly cut down; she was
Lowed to Calais, leaking bauly.
Sch Fred C Holden, before reported ashore at-.

Kidney, Bladder

strong; offerings light.
Imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $850,060; amount

we defy
competition iu prices.
Please give us a call anil be satisfied that we can give llie very best
bargains In the city.

i

MEMO BANDA.
Brig Julia E Haskell, from Boston, arrived at Port
Elizabeth lltb, with loss of mainsail and stern damaged by collision.
Sch Ella M Pennell, of Machias, recently stranded
it West Quoddy, has been gold and is to be broken
jp. Her cargo ot plaster has been landed near where

A STANDARD

lltw Work Stock and Honsf market*
New York, May 17—Evening.—Money easy at 3
per cent, on call all day. Sterling Exchange firm at
4854 tor loug ana 488 lor short 6ight.
Gold steady at 100| throughout.
Borrowing rates
flat and 24 per cent ,the closing at 2 per cent.
Clearings $13,827,000. The customs receipts to-day were
$159,000. the Treasury disbursements were $147,000 lor interest and $13,000 for bonds. Governments

i

CLOTHING,

1

>ert, Handy, Galveston.
Ar at Havana 7th,
brig Manson, Smith, Philadel>hia.
Sid 7th, scbs Lettie Wells, Ashford, Philadelphia;
! 'th, B F Lowell,
Simplon, do.
Ar at Queenstown 16th, barque Minnie M Watts,
rVatts, New Orleans.
Ar at Elsinore 12th, barque Jennie S
Barker, from
charleston for Reval.
Ar at Port Ellsworth
E Haskell,
Julia
11th, brig
rom Boston.
Ar at Gibraltar
A
10th, brig Amy
Lane, Stute,
Sew York.
Sid tin Cardenas 9th inst, brigs Jeremiah, Ford,
rod Merriwa. Downes, North of Hatteras; scbs B F
EarnLam, Gilkey, do; A Richardson, Reed, do.
Ar 4th, sch Fred Jackson, Andrews. Laguayra.
Ar at Sagua 6th inst, brig Eudorus, Prince, Apa*
achicola; 7th, sch Daisy E Parkburst, Hooper, from
Philadelphia; Nellie J Din am ore, May, do.
Ar at Baracoa Api 24, sch David
Torrey, Soule, fm
Sevis.
Ar at St Jago
2d, barque G Reusens, Leighton, fm
Cardiff.

ana Jui eat 531-32
Flour at 25 6 @ 26 6;Winter Wheat at 11 3
@ lls 4:
bpring do 99^10 4; California averages a£ lls @
115; club at 11 3 @ 12; Corn at 25 6; Peas at 35 6
Provisjons, &c—Pork at 45; Beet 78; Bacon 25 @
25 9. Lard at 36. Cheese 61. Tallow 38. At London, Tallow at 37 3.

—

Summer, ;

<

money and account.
London, May 17—12.30 P. M.—American eecurities—Uuited States bonds, 67’s, 108g; new 6’s. 106g;
new 4J’8, lo4g; 10-408,
108J; Erie 12g.
London, May 17-130 P. M.—CodboIs at 968 for
and
account.
money
Liverpool, May 17—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
hardening; Middling uplands at 6d; do Orleans at
old; sale* 10,OGO bales, including lOuO bales for speculation export; receipts 23.000 bales, including 17.0U0
Ameiicau
Futures opened with buyers offerings 1-32 more,
but advance since
lost; May delivery at 5 31-32; May

Receipts.
bush

Philadelphia.

Jew York.
Ar at Cienfuegos 3d, brig
Mary C Maiiner, Prince,
Jew York.
Sid 5th, brig J H Lane, Costigan, for
Boston; scbs
..ena R Stover, Seavey, Delaware Breakwater,
Ar at Havre 16th, barque Syra, from Savannah.
Ar at Liverpool 16tb, ships A McCallum, Norfolk;
"heobold, Adams, Savannah; barque Flori M Hul-

European Market..

London, May 17—12.30 P. M.—Consols

for

and

dock of Furniture iu the city can
ie foil 111! at silt. 46 i:\tlIAS6E
ilUEtX our stock is ad ireal!
We have all the new
■ iid nice.
lyics ol Queen Anne Parlor Mulls
Also
md walnut« ha in her Mels
Parlor Suits upholstered in the
fery best manner stud warranted,
til Inrnilure not manufactured by
1 is has been
bought lor cash and

(

8th, barques T F Wbiton, Carver, for North of
7th. brig Ellen M Mitchell, do; 8th,clyue. I
>ow, do; Helen O Phinney, Sylvester, do; barques
)has R Lewis, Race, and N M Haven, Ulrick, do; j A portion of these goods are of MR. KOHLING’S
,arrie E Long, Park, do.
and are of the finest
own importation,
Ar at Guantanamo 28th, sell J R
Tolbot, Crocker,
quality and most desirable styles for

I,ard loner, closing about stead ; sales
steam on spot at 6 95
6 97}; Jaly
higi&ey quiet at l 06}.

lands at lOJc.

17.

Spring

Sid

dling uplands 10c.
N*w Orleans, May 17.—Ootton is strong and
higher; Middling uplands at lOgc.
mobile, May 17.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands logo.

Clearing Home Transactions.

Has received his selections for

latteras;

Charleston, May 17.—Cotton Is firm; Middling
uplands 10}c.
Augusta, May 17.—Cotton is quiet and steady;
Middling uplands at 9Jc.
Wilmington, May 17.—Cotton unchanged; Mid-

Pork and

Portland, May

J

ber

cans

at 7

*

1'olboo, May 17.—Wheat is steady; No 3 White
Wabash at 1 19; No 1 White Michigan at 1 26; AmMichigan on spot at 1 23; June at 1 24}; No 2 Bed
Winter on spot at 1 19; May at 1 18; June at 119}.
Corn is steady; HigU Mixed at 43}c; do Day ton and
Michigan at 43c; No 2 od spot and May at 43c; June
Leld43}c; July 44c; rejected at 42c: damaged held
at37}c. Rye—No 2 at 58c. Oats inactive; No 2 at
27}c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 36,000
bieh corn, 1,000 bash oats, 00 hogs.
Shipments—00 bblsjflour, 20,000 ouah wheat, 78,000
bush corn, 38.000 bush oats,
Milwaukee, May 17.—Flour dull and drooping.
Wheat dull, closing quiet; No 1 Milwaukee 1 13 tor
hard; 111} tor solt; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 083 tor cash
and May; June at t 07|; July at 1 05|; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 03. Corn is steady; No 2 new at 37}c. Oats
steady; No 2 at 26c. Rye steady; No 1 at 58}c. bar.
ley nominally ; No 2 Spring at 67 @ 68c; June 69} C<$
70c; 70Jc lor July. Provisions nominal—Mess Pork
8 25. Lard—prime steam at 6 75.
Freights—Wheat to Buflalo at 2}.
Receipts—6,0cU bbls floor, 92,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 37,000 bush wheal.
Detroit, May 17.—Wheat is lower; extra White
Michigan at 128 kg 138}; No 1 White Michigan 1 26}.
Receipts—13 000 bush wheat.
Shipments—none.
Baltimore. May 17.—Cotton dull; Mddling uplands 10} a ioic.
Memphis, May 18.—Cotton stroDg; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Galveston, May 17.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands 10}c.

Mr Morse of Massachusetts.
Question lecturing on the adoption of the preample
and resolution Mills asked leave to he heard ten
minutes. Shouts ‘‘Regular order from the Demo*
crats and “leave” “no objection” from the Republi-

Largest and Best

THE FASHIONABLE! T1IL0B,

TFROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.l
fm San Francicso 16th,
ship Enos Soule, Law-

Liverpool.
Trinidad 8th, brig Wauban, Spencer, North
f Hatteras.
attMatanza9 8th, brig H B Cleaves, Cummings,

THE

Sid fm

Receipts—8,500 uo.i hour, 119,000 -asp wheat, 271,000 oneh corn,105,000 bush oat*, 6,700 hash
rye, 0,000
oosh barley.
ShipuientE-85,00 bbls Hour, 106,500 bn»b wheat,161,000 bush corn,
55,000 bnsh oats, 803 bush tye,
3
3,500 bush barley.
At the afternoon call ot the board the market closed
with Wheat dull and lower at 110} for May; t
05} tor
June; 1 03} bid tor July. Corn dull and lower at 39}
for May; 39} @ 39}c lor Juno; 39}c bid for July. Oats
easier at 23o tor May; 25|c bid for June.
Pork dull
not lower at 8 02} @8 05 for June; 8 20 July. Lard
dull and lower at 6 60 @ 6 67} for June; 6 70 ffl 6 72}
for July.

objected
(Goode)
with LoriDg.
to
on

Sid
1 ence.

FURNITURE.

10 NEfirket direct.

No.

KOHLING,

CRANBERRY ISLES. Mav 8—Ar. sch Frank Skii] ng*, Stanley. Briar Islaud.
May 10-Ar, scbs s L Foster, Stanley, and Ro- !
B,lar Island; Gray
eian.^«tano^*
Eagle, Fernald,
nd
Fairy Forrest, Stanley, do.

Corn active but shade lower ai 39}c bid for
o,sh; 39}c bid tor May; 39}c bid lor June; 39|c hid
tor July: rejected at 36} taj 37c.
Oats are steady at
26}c bid for cash; 29c for Mav, June and July. Rye
is tinner at 59c. Barley at 51
51}c. Pork steady
at 8 lO.cash; 8 07} (aj 8 10 for June; 8 25 (a) 8 27} lor
July. Lard easier at 6 70 for cash; 6 70 @ 6 72} tor
June; 6,75 @ 6 8u tor Jdly. Bulk Meats ate steady:
shoulders at 3}; short rib at 4 58; short clear 4J. Alcohol tinner at 34 bid.
Whiskey is steady and unchanged at 1 64.
Freights—Corn to BuUalo lower at 1 j.

the

THE ST. LOUIS FLOUR CO.,
ui5l6'll«#su

EASTPORT, May 12—Ar, scbs Emma K Smalley,
( ate Glenn,) New York; Lookout, Bucking, do; D B
1 fewcomb, Hickey, Boston.
Capt Thoa Glenn, of sebr Emma K Smailey, died
c a the passage from New York to
Cuba, and his rex mins were brought home tor burial.

ed 8tic.

148, noesl,
on

sch J ft Bod well, from
irginia, with oak timber to Blanchard Bros, who
1 ave commenced a ship Ok 1800 tons.

Freigntsto Liverpool—market quiet; Cotton per
sterna }; Wheat per steam 8d.
OHioaOu.May 17.—Flour is steady and unchanged.
Wheat dull ana shade lower; No 2 Chicago Spring at
110} bid for cash and May; 1 07@ 1 07} tor June;
104} bid for July; No 3 do at 99}c @ 1 01; reject-

applause.

Hale then moved to lay the resolution

97}.

>nd we shall get no more “.SUPERLATIVE,” but
‘ANDERSON’S SUNRISE” takes the place of it
every lime, trice, SSs.75. hor sale ouly by

[from our oorrespcndent.1

sail 15-61;

and again the Democrats manifested pleasure by
Mr.
table

9

Ruins.

White; sch Lahaina.

L

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Washburn Flour Mill is in

YARMOUTH, May 16—Ar.

75U;tcs prime
at

Illinois passed between the tellers.
was

SAILED—Brig Ada

tures} @ 1} lower ;spot without decided chaDge,sales
234,000 bush, including 18,000 on the spot; 116®
118} lor ungraded Spiiug; 1 20} ® 1 21 for No 2
2 Chicago; t 23} for No2 MilwauSpring; 1 21 1tor No
kee; 1 26® 27 lor No 1 Spring; 117 for Canada
Spring; 1 30 for No 2 Winter Rod; 126 tor No Ido;
1 36} for Amber loug; 1 37 @ 1 38 for No 1 White, including 10,000 No 1 Milwaukee Hist ten days in June
at 126; 1 20 for No 2 Spring lor May, closing at 1 18
bid, 1 20}asked; 1 18} ® I 19} do June, closing 1 18}
bid, 119 asked; 1 17} do Juiy, closing at 1 16} bid,'
1 17} asked ; 1 23 for No 2 North Western lor May,
closing at 1 20 bid, 1 23} asked; do June at 1 21, do
ing at 1 19 bid. 121 asked; do July at 117 bid, 121
asked; 1 29 for No 2 Winter Red lor May, closing at
1 27 bid, 1 39 asked; 128} do June, closing at 128}
bid, 1 29 asked; do July 1 24, closing at 1 24 bid, 1 28
asked. Bit quht; sales 8000 to arrive at 74}; 3sOO
Western at 71 ® 72c on bpot. Barley is quiet; 8000
feeding at 47c. Barley malt is nuchauged. Corn
—receipts 134,893 >nsh; } ® } lower and fairly active for export and home rrade demand; sales 280,00) oust); No3at 48} @51c; steamer 5Cc; No 2 at
50} @ 51c; Kansas Mixed 50} @ 51c; Southern i’el
low at 56c; do White 58}c; steamer Mixed tor May
aU49}c, closing 49c bid. 50c asked; do June at 48}c
bid, 49}c asked; do July at 48jc bid, 50c asked; No 2
for May at 50jc, closing at 50}c bid, 51c asked; do
June at 50} ® 50}c, cl sing50)c bid, 50}c asked;.do
July at 51} @ 51}. closing at 5lc bid, 51}c asked.
Ih«-receipts 34,900 bush; } lower with fair trade,
psrt export; sales 96,000 bush; No3at33c; No2 at
33jc; No 2 White at 34}®3l}c; Nolat3ic; No 1
White at 38 ® 38}c; Mixed Western at 33®3Hc;
White western at 34} @ 38}c; Mixed State at 34®
34}c; White State 34}® 38c, including 25,000 bush
No 2 Chicago for June at 31c; 26.000 do on spot at 34
34*c for export. Coffee quiet ana firm. Nu^nr
rm ;Lsales luOO hbds Cuba on basis at 7 5-16 (g} 7gc;
fair to good refining quoted at 7 5-16 @ 7J; prime at
7£; refined firmer at 9 for standard A; y£ & 9gc for
granulated; 9|e for powdored; 9gc for crusfiee. iflolasseti—Foreign quiet; Orleans more active at 27 @
Bice firm aud in fair trade.
50c.
Petroleum is
firmer; 15,000 bbls of united at 1 37J (g 1 40; crude
at 7i; refined at 11* @ Ilf.
Tallow quiet and
A aval Store*-Kosin heavy at
heavy at 7 1-16.
145 @150. Turpentine lower at 30.
Pork is
dull and lower; 100 bbls mess on spot at 9 00 @ 9 15.
Beef is quiet aud unchanged. Beef Hams firm.
Cut .Viehim quiet; pickled shoulders at 4}@4};

upon.

come

ences to

to wLat was proper to be said iu debaie.
Mr. Harris ot Virginia Bald tbe first offense had
come from the geutl* mau from Michigan
Mr. Tucker ot Virginia demanded that Conger’s
remarks be also taken down aud ruled upon by the

icauiuuuu.

years’ war to destroy.
By unanimous consent of the committee.
Eugene Hale, Chairman.
Geo. C.

duty bound
White of Pennsylvania, (excitedly)—Ts anybody
afraid here? (Continued mise, uproar and confusion, the Speaker exerting himself to restore some degree of order.)
Mr. Hale demanded that Mr. Goode’s remarks he
taken down and ruled on by the Chair, remarking that
it was high time a precedent should be established aj

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sch Lahaina. Houghton Lubec—J S Wius-low & Co
Sch Ocean Romp, French, Lubec—NatbM Blake.
Sch GameCock, Robinson, Calais—N'atbl Blake.
Sch Zina, Badbury, Machias-Naih’l Blake.
Sch Exact, Kimball. Boothbay-NathM Blake.

i

Western and State at 4 95 @515; White Wheat
Western extra at 5 80 @ 6 50; Fancy White Wheat
Western extra at 6 55 ® 7 75; good extra Ohio at 4 70
a 6 25; extra St Louis et 4 75 ® 7 75; Patent Minneiota extra good to prime at 6 50 ® 7 50;;-twice to double extra at 7 55 ® 8 23, including 7000 bbls City
Mills extra at 5 85 ® 6 oO; 1700 bbls No 2 at 2 75 ®
j 75; 720 bbls Superfine at 4 00 ® 4 50;1400 bbis low
»rade extia at 4 70 a 4 85,(2100 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at 4 80 @ 0 50 ; 3000 bbls of Minnesota extra at
Southern uoui dull aud in
180 ® 8 25, closing dull.
buyers tavor; sales 3600 bbls, exira 5 00 ® 7 25; also
2500 bbls South America deliverable Richmond on p
Rye dour dull aud declining at 3 OO (a) 3 5o for Sat.
perfine. fioromeai quiet; Yellow, Western, Jersey and Pennsylvania at 2 35 ® 2 Ui ; Brandywine at
290® 3 00.
»Vheal-receipts 179,100 bush; fu-

in

The vote

CLEARED.

Brig Antelope, Ray, Matanzas—Isaac Emery.

netnemtc .Tlarsru.
I7XW YoRK_May 17—Evening.—Cotton market
iteady; sales 774 bales; Middling uplands lie; Urorns at n}; forward delivery opeued 6 @ 8 p> iuts
ngtier on early months, closing with advance lost.
Flour—receipts 18,638 bbls; the market is dull and
‘lightly in buyers favor with a light demand tor exjort aud home use; sales 10,800 bbls; No 2 at 2 70®
173; Superfine Western aud State at 4 00 @ 4 50;
;xtr» Western and State at 4 70 ® 5 00 ;good to choice

side.)

nitnre and $500 in money belonging to Wm,0.
Pearce, was burned this moroiog. Thefrejis
supposed to have cangbt from a defect in the
chimney. Loss $2000; insured for $700.

COUNTRY

ower; choice heavy at 3 20 @ 3 50; light at 315®
; ; 25 infixed rough at 3 OO @ 3 20; sorno unsold.
Cattle—receipt* 4100 head; shipments 4900 bead;
narket strung and active; shipping at 4 30 ® 5 30;
eeders and stoekers easy at 3 10 ® 4 60; butchers
carce at 2 25 ® 4 60
Sheep—receipts 450 head; shipments 2C0; market is
■ lull and lower; sales at 3 25 ® 5 00.

Mr. Conger la a tone of sarcastic mockery—The
gentleman from Michigan is trembling In li s boots as

veloped. A resolution was adopted for
transmission to the S ate Central Committee
declaring it to be the opinion of the Bepnbli
cans of York County that Congressman W. P.
Frye should be the standard bearer of the party
for the gubernatorial chair at the next election.
Fire ia Norway.

THE

RE-

VIVED.

have been initiated in the District.
York County Republicans.
At a recent meeting here of the Republican
county committee considerable hostility to the
the renominatioo of Governor Connor was de-

Tlie Real

CONGRESS

that under the circumstance her desired the pair
Mo arrangement bad been
shou d exist no longer.
made, however and inasmuch as tbe Republican
metnbe»s of the House had systematically refused to
vote thus pi>venting business he (Goode) had felt it
his duty to notify Mr. Loring’s colleague (Crapo) of
tbe termination ot the pair.
Mr Conger objected to any reflection on the members of the House
Mr. Reed sarcastically—There shall be no objection
The gentleman, Mr. Goode, ought to be allowed to
make some exi*uso for doing such a thing. (This
remark was not owing to tue noise and confusion
heard on tbe Democratic side)
Mr. Conger—It is a
simple question of honor
whether the gentleman will brea\ his pair.
Mr. Goode, indignantly—Let the gentleman from
Michigan understand that I can take care of my
own honor, and if he assails it he shall be
held personally responsible. (Applause ou the Democratic
side and contemptuous laughter on the Republican

RIBBONS, SILKS

*•

s

may8d2w
For Sale.

( )NE

murl(;Jtf_

MILLHERY,

26 Summer & 92

Hawley Sts,

J rders will reeeiTe caretul and prompt attention.
mh2I

TSOTIJjS
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MC°n*

Alao

oake-

ADVERTISING agent.
Dontracts for Advertisements in all Newsna

s ffiiAtr “•

L'cit^

wa

JIBob No. 6 Tremont Street,
Boston.

c. J.
n KWSPA PER

BOSTON.
iywe would call tlie attention of MILLINERS
I o an inspection of our stock, at being the largest
nd most comptoe to be found in New England. All

w

Enquire at

S. K. NILES,

AND

STRAW GOODS

Martin & Pennell side serine
*
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To Be Let On Brackett
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story Brick Houae near Spring
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Street, Apply at 162 Brackett Street.
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SATURDAY MORNING,

RUSSIAN

VISITORS.

They I,coll Over Our City auil Enjoy

MAY 18.

Brand

a

Cnmp fire.

THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depot! of Fes•enden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew!
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., OK all trains that run ont of the city.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of Stevens & Go

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Til.DA 1

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Man joy Lodge—K. of P.
1. O. O. P —1. F. Clark.
Fkhing Tackle—G. L. Bailey.
Cod Liver Oil and Lime.
Prepare jour Garden—Kendall & Whitney.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
See Mem’s adverti-ement—2.

Bargains—John

from the Cimbria. The visitors were met
the train by a committee fiom Post Boswortb, consistiog of Past Commander Ingalls,
H. B. Cleaves and R. K. Gatley, and Post
at

Commander Lang, chairman of the camp-fire,
and escorted in carriages to tbe Falmouth
Hotel.

E. Davis.

Hill
Oo—3.
A. H. Coe—4.
H I. Nelson &

in rooms No. 7 and
8. Dinner was soon announced and tbe party
repaired to the dining hall, where a grand
dinner had been prepared. Dinner over, the
The party were

Co—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Music Teacher—A. S. Dresser.
Horse Wanted.
To Let—N. S. Gardiner.
Notice—Charles A. Willey.
For the Islands.

r'de about town.
Tbe Russians were evidently much pleased

reception. They are youog men
twenty-live years old. They do not oc-

about
cupy very high positions in the Russian navy,
being what corresponds to ensigns in ours.
One of them in conversation said he was the
One of them hails from
son of an Admiral.
Odessa, another from Caucasus and the third

invited to attend,
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
A. St rout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10} a, m. and 3 p. m. Sunday

school at 1} p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10£ a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday school
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Preaching at 10}
a. uj. and 2} p m.
Sabbath School after forenoon
services. Prayer Meeting at 7 p. m. Seats tree.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pritchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10.3u a. m., 2 and 6 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11 45 a, m. aud 1 p. m. Social Meeting at
7i P m.
Deering Bridge Mission Sabbath School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held in the chapel
atthebtidge at 3 p. m. All are cordially invited.

West Church —Congress St. J. F. Morgan, acting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preachiag
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o'clock. Seats Iree.
All are cordially welcomed.
Febbv Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee pastor. Preaching at 2} p m. Prayer
Meetings at 10} a. m. and 6 and 7 p. m. Sabbath

School at 1 p. m.
Arcana Hall.—Lecture at 2.45 p m
L. Goss upon an Interesting subject tto

by Warren
all. All are

invited.

Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. A. S.
Ladd, pastor. Preaching at 10} am. and 3 p. m,
8uuday School at 1.30 p. m. Prayer meetings at 6
m.

f First Baptist Church-Congress St., opposite
the Park. Rev. Thos. D, Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m.
Evening services closing with Baptism at 7.30 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe
pastor. Preaching by the pastor at 10.30 a. m. and
7.3'Jp. m. Young people’s meeting at 6.30 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. Preaching by the Pastor
at 10} a m, Subject: “The Siu of Intemperance
and its Cure." Services at 7.30 p. m.
Second Parish Church, Congress Street, Corner
PearL—Preaching at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School at
ljp. m. Social Religious meetings at 9} a. m., 6} and 7} p. m. All are welcome.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
St.- Sunday school at 2 p m. Preaching at 3p.m.
Temperance meeting at 7}. The public are cordially
invited.
Williston Church, Cor. Mav & Danforth Sts.
—Rev. Frank E. Clark,^pastor. Preaching at 10 30
a. m.
Sabbath School at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting

7} p.m.

Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
St.—Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Elder R. F. Emenson. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m,
aud 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a. mM and 3 p. m. ^Sunday
School at

1} p.

m.

Young Peop'es meeting

at

6}

Prayer meeting
7} p.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. and at 3 p, m. Afternoon sermon to Yourig People.
Sunday School at
1} p. m. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m„ 6} and 7} p. m.
India St. Uni vers alist Church—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m.
Funeral services of the late Officer Houston at
3 o'clock.
In the evening at 7.30 o’clock, will he
liven the closing lecture of the present course, Subeet, “The Kingdom of Heaven."
Stevens* Plains Universalist
Church.—
Service tomorrow, forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev,
Mr. Bicknell will preach.
at

m.

J

Superior Court.
HAT CRIMINAL TERM, 1878, 6YM0NDS, J., PRESIDING.

Friday.—State vs. James Knodson alias James
Xnason. Indicted at this term for the larceny of a
harness, the property of Henry S. Osgood, the Superintendent ot the Eastern Express Company in
this city. Verdict guilty.
Metcalf for delendant.
Libby for State.
Brief Jolting*.
There will be an evening service with baptism at the Baptist chnrch to morrow evening.
The Beform Clob will not hold a public

meeting tomorrow evening.
The entertainment of Keramos passed off
very smoothly last eveniug.
A Sabbath School concert will be given at
the Free Baptist church, Casco street, tomorrow

evening.

Mr. E. EL Wilson, whose absence was noticed in the Argos of yesterday morning, has retained and is now at his home in Cumberland.
The pastor of the New Jerusalem chnrch,
New High street, is to preach on "The sin of
intemperance and its care” tomorrow evening.
Geo. W. March, of the Beform Club, will
conduct the temperance meeting at Preble

Gbapel Sunday evening.
Gospel temperance meeting at Congress Hall
Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock and in the evening at 7b.
Laura Joyce, who has played in this city with
great acceptance, is striving to obtaio a divorce
She alleges
from her husband, Mr. Taylor.
extreme cruelty on his part.
W. S. Morgan’s story and a half honse in
Searbero was destroyed by lire Wednesday,
owing to a defective chimney. Less $1000; insured for $800 with W. D. Little & Co.
Marshal Murray says that the statement in
the Argus that Matt. Adams has been appointed

Deputy

in

place

of

E. H. Wilson is not cor-

rect.
The National Greenback County Committee
have selected Aug, 7th, 10 a. m., at Portland,
as the time and place
for the county conven-

tion.
Whatever may be the' sentiment of our people concerning the quarrel between England
and Russia there is certainly no necessity of
The point of this
abasing England’s Queen.
remark is ia the application of it.
Hobbies.
Miss Weathersby and her Frollqnes certaioly
have good reason to be satisfied with their
audience at Music Hall last
evening. In
all that could be
desired.
Hobbies which was brought ont is
constructed on much the same plan as Craets
It is rather more pretentious however, and has
more claim to be called a play.
The dialogue
is bright and witty, the situation humorons,
some of them rather broadly so, and the puns
in which it abounds are contrary to the general
with pans comprehensible at
rale
sight.
Nevertheless it seems to us not hardly so well
calculated to bring ont the peculiar talents o)

qnality and number

was

Miss Weathersby
the company as Craets.
does not find in it so many opportunities tc
display her arch and witching ways, and ont
misses some of the music of the latter.
Mr. Goodwin as Pygmalion Whiffles wai
irresistibly fanny and is reolly the life of tbi
wbicl
His imitations of actors,
piece.
proved so attractive on his former appearance
Perhaps bis imitation of Franl :
were repeated.
was the most striking, though those o f

Mayo
Sothero, Jefferson

and

Raymond

were

good

successful. Mis 3
and sparkling a 3

That of Barrett was not so

Weathersby

was

bright

usual, and Miss Fisher’s singing

was

a

with their

Heligloua Notices.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop ol the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7$p. m. Daily services at
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10J a. m., 3 and 7J p
m.
also Monday aud Thursday evenings at 7} p.
m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Reading rooms open to Seamen every day Regular.
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Streets.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day
an 1 evening.
Union Gospel Meeting every Wednesday and Saturday evenings at 7 3-4 o’clock.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10J a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 111 a. m.
Prayer meeing at 7 o'clock evening.
Social meetings Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 7$
o’clock. Sunuay School Concert at 7 o’clock.
53P*The Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
at
3
m.
p.
Sreet,
Day
every
to attend to the Apostles' teaching, to the Fellow-

at

quartered

party took carriages for

The Grandest Display—Hill & Co.
Proposals for Fuel, &c.
Hosiery Department John E. Davis.
Children’s Straws—Merry.
Repertoire—Henry H. Dresser & Co.
J ohn Adams— Carriages and Wagons.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Valuable Real Estate—Wm. H. Mathews.
Furniture, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Real Estate—F. O. Bailey & Co.

and 7.30 p.

Department Commander of tbe Grand Army
and a number of members of his stall and
three Russian officers. lu the party were I. S.
Bangs, Waterville, Inspector General, Comrade
Atkins, Chief Mustering Officer, Comrade
Foster, Assistant Quartermaster General, and
Comrades Thompson and Buswell of the Council of Administration. Comrade Buswell is
also a member of the Bangor city government;
Messrs. N. Ivanoff. N. Yavoronkoff and Snool-

gio,

Car lei on Kimball—3.

Unparalle

The afternoon train from Bangor yesterday
brought to this city Mayor Hamlin of Bangor,

eojoyabl 3

it always is. Miss Jennie Weathersby’ i
Euphemia was rather coarse, especially as “tb 3
ballet.” Mr. Stairton, who made a hit i l
Craets, has less opportunity in Hobbies, be t
wbat little falls to him is well done. Mr. Bov
as

Sugar Company have contracted for the raising
of sugar beets all over the state, from Cumberland to Aroostook county, with hundreds of
farmers, It is therefore not saying too much
that the trial during the year 1878 will ba a
very extended and conclusive one, both in a
practical and scientific point of view. The
bulk of the beets which will be converted into
sugar this year are contracted for in Aroostook
county, around the town of Presque Isle.
The county of Aroostook, which is somewhat
larger than the whole state of Massachusetts,
was considered out of reach and a wilderness
but

few years ago, but any man who understands farming and who will take the trouble
to travel along the Aroostook river will find to
his surprise that farms there look
as
a

thrifty

fully

as

they do along the Kennebec and Saco

rivers.
Our townsman, Geo. S. Hunt, Esq, who is
President of the Maine Beet Sugar Company,
has made every exertion to centre the interest
of this new industry in and around Portland.
No doubt there is any amount of good and

suitable land iu the vicinity of Portland to
raise sufficient beets to keep a number of sugar
factories employed. The number of idle manufacturing establishments invites occupation
and the many unemployed mechanics and
laboring men in this city will welcome any new

THE PUBLIC

SCHOOLS.

Report ot State Saperiatendcnt Cortkell.
Hon. W. J. Cortkell, the State Superintendent of Schools, lias submitted to the Governor
aud Council his annual report for 1877. From

gather the following comparative
ment in regard to the schools:

it

we

1877.
Items.
Whole number of
scholars reported.. .217,417
Number registered in

state-

187G.

Increase.

218,490

dec. 1,073

schools.125,455
Average attendance..100,982

126,482

dec. 1,027

Number registered In
winter schools.132,805

129,903

Average attendance..lQ7,653

105,976

Whole number of dilferent scholars registered during year.135,428

99,106

1,876

2,062
dec.

156,148

winter.
Number ot female
teachers employed
In

summer.

2d.

lOw.

3,972

67

350

4

4,261

dec.

39

2,802

212

86

$164,399 dec. 101,633
3,005,290

17,432

209

19

2,151

102

2,253

4,553

Number employed in
winter. 2,361
Average wages o f
male teachers per
month, excluding
boare. $32.76
Average wages of female teachers per

4,284

269

2,351

10

..

..

a

resentatives of that country arrive on our shore
In
will welcome them with open hands.
closing he referred to Russia's acts of freedom
and said he hoped the presrnt visitors would
visit Portland again, “Amerioa” was sung by
the comrades, and Gen Brown was the next
speaker. He thonght that Gen. Mattocks had
expressed the sentiment of the country in rewe

ferring to Russia, and

be was

glad

to be able to

welcome her representatives.
John O. Winship followed ia the same
strain. Dick Gatlsy sang a co nical song provided for the occa sion.
In reply to the toast “Memorial Da;’’ Cbas.
DeW. Bean read a very appropriate poam.
partment Commander Hamlin was the last
speaker. He referred to the pleasure he had
experienced in his visit and closed his r^parks
with the

Taj tor’s

recitation of a portion of Bayard
recited at a reunion at Provi-

poem

dence last year.
Toe gathering broke up with a soug aud the
visitors were escorted to the hotel. From there
they were driven to the steamer Lewiston
which they took at 11 o’clock.
It was a merry occasion to a’l aed will not
Tue Russians were much
soon be forgotten.
pleased with the novelty of a camp-fire, aud the
good feeling expressed toward their government was received with evident signs of satisfaction.

_|_
Camille.

representation of the title-role in
“Camille” by Miss Thompson at the Museum
The

last evening

was a

notable nerformanee.

Verv

rarely does

the generally misunderstood nature
of the L>dy of the Camellias receive
so
adequate an interpretation. Miss Thompson
was especially felicitous in the earlier scenes,
and escaped the mistakes on either hand to
which so many actresses are prone. She did
not make "Camille” an angel wanting only
the wings, nor did she present her as a mere
wanton. Under all the persiflage, (he petulant

capriciousness, and the defiant bearing of the
heroine was an indication of the noble nature
which made
the sacrifice
of
Marguerite
Gauthier possible. But care was taken that
delicacy and refinement of manner which did
not exist should not be simulated. The portraiture in fact was as near to Dumas’ picture
of the Frenchwoman of the half-world (some*
thing quite different from the English definition of demi-monde) as the English version
In the last and strongest scenes where
the passionate despair of "Camille” raises her
above all her faults the actress was very strong

permits.

and effective, though the
presentation
marred at times by insincerity, the emotion
being too evidently fictitious. But in the main
the characterization was of marked excellence.
To-day Miss .Thompson closes her engagement.
It is to be hoped that at these final
appearances this accomplished actress will
play to audiences worthy of her great and
was

undeniable talent.
At the matinee "East
Lynne” will be given. This evening “Romec
and Juliet,” with Miss Ida Lewis as “Romeo.”
Grekly Institute.—The closing exercise!
of the spring term of the school occurred or
Friday evening last. The Stockbridge Qoar
tette of Portland furnished the music for th<
graduating exercises. Six pupils were presented with diplomas.
At the conclusion of the

entertainment, the principal, Mr. J. Marshal
Hawkps, was honored by the presentation o

elegant

silver fruit basket, and the precep
tress, Miss Maria S. Merrill of Portland, witl
a beautiful photograph album.
This, the clos
an

ing term of the school year, has been the larg
the “audience” gave a very faithfnl poi
est in the bistory of the school.
traitnre of wbat audiences are at blonde an 1
shows—very prone to nse oper a--brunette
Revival Meetings.—Meetings will be hel l
glasses.
at the Gospel temperance rooms, Mechanic!
The farce which preceded Hobbies is erceei 1ingly stupid and the entertainment would-l >e Building, at 7 34 o’clock this evening, and a t
10 1-2 a. m. and 7 1-2 p. m. to-morrow. Sei
very much improved by leaving it out.
All ar s
vices conducted by S. F. Pearson.
This afternoon and evening Hobbies will 1 >e
invited.

«>nw

Shooting of Charles I.. York.
A

despatch

received in this city yesterday
morning announced that Charles L. York of
this city had accidentally shot himself in Chelsea.
Mr. York left this city Wednesday night
to go to Boston to obtain a situation which had
been offered him on a horse railroad. Since
that time nothing has been heard from him
until a despatch was received yesterday morn-

ing annouLCing his death. A later despatch
says that be was stopping at the house of his
brotber-iu-law, Capt. Lewis, in Chelsea. On
Thursday night, while undressing to retire, the
string attached to his eye-glasses caught in the
hammer of his revolver in his vest pocket, discharging the weapon. The ball entered the
body, resalting in his death.
Mr. York was for several years a member of
the police department, and was a very valuable officer. He was a man of great personal
courage and he leaves a splendid record for
victories won over whole mobs. He was 11
years of age and leaves a wife and one Child to
mourn his loss. Mr. York was by trade a sail*
maker and at one time was in the boot and
shoe business. He was a member of the
Knights of Pythias, Portland Lodge of Masons
and the Citizens’ Mutual Belief Society. His
will arrive here this morning.
There is a current rumor that Mr. York took
out an accident policy for $2000 two days before

body

he left this city.
Death ot Lient. George McFarland.
Leiut. George McFarland whose case was
fully reported iu the Press yesterday died at
about the hour the paper containing an account
of his case went to press. At 10 o’clock Thnrs
day night the attending physician turned him
to Dr. Charles E. Banks and Mr. Bradley,
a medical student.
He appeared to be glad to
see the new visitors and calling them to his
bed conversed freely with them in regard to
his case. Owing to his severe attacks it was

over

necessary for them to give him morphine every
hour. The very thought of this would almost
drive him mad.
He would cover his head
with the bed cloth so as not to see the medicine.
At 2 o’clock he bad a very bad spell but not
qnite as bad as the one referred to yesterday.
A large man weighiog 200 pounds who was
boldiog him was thrown np against the wall
After this spasm his
with a terrible force.
pulse began to fail aod it was very evident
that the man was dying. At 1.15 he had what
is known as a titanic spasm. He doubled
himself up backwards and rose np bodily from
When he came down he was perfectThe spasm finally relaxed however
and he died very peacefully.
He suffered
terribly dnriDg the night and at times wonld

the bed.

ly stiff.

put his hand into his throat and tear the flesh

quiet throughout;

but

though destitute

of startling events, it was by
without positive quality and high
worth. He was a man of aosolute integrity,
or as nearly so as imperfect man can well be;
both by principle and inclination he was
equally incapable of meanness or indirection.
He would have shrunk from doing aDy one
the least iojustico even iu his highest thought.
He was throughout bis life an earnest friend
and promoter of moral reform.
He was more
than just, he was generous and kind; without
children of his own he still gave home and care
and love to those who needed. He was a man
universally respectid, and by all who really
knew him, sincerely beloved, as a kind friend,
a good neighbor, and an excelleat citizen, as a
business man of perfect uprightn ess, and as a
gentlemen thougbful, intelligent and courteous,
be will be long remembered. He left a wid ow
and several foster children, who, iu common
with the comm uDity mourn his lost.
do means

T. S. P.

mechanic Falls.
The new locomotive,
I. Washburn, Jr.,
built by the Portland Company for the R. F.
& B. It. R. arrived at this station Wednesday,
and at once commenced the work of grading
the work. The rails are being laid at the rate
of one-ball mile per day. Rails are also being
laid at Buckfield in this direction.
Mr. J. W. Penney of this place is filling the
contract for hand cars, which are said by competent judges to equal any now in use by other
roads, as regard speed and durability,

ANDROSCOGGIN

COUNTY.

in Auburn continues
business
moderately active in several factories, wtih
four factories moderately inactive.
The total
shipments from week to week continue about
the same, 1000 cases strong.
Jonas Childs, the veteran book binder
Mr,
Un11An.nll ,11^,1 'PI-A_t--age of 71 years.
Two fellows named Corbett and Taylor, belonging in Pittston, who recently finished oat a
term of eight months in the Kennebec jail, for
stealing a boat, have again been “catting np
their shines.” On the 8th of April they stole
the sloop Tickler, which was at her moorings
at the lower end of Linnekin’s Neck, Boothbay. Taking the vessel they sailed sonthward.
The boat was recovered in Delaware and the
prisoners arrested, bat escaped from the

officers.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

farm buildings of Joseph
Medford were burned Tuesday.

Emery

in

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Sheriff Foss has been seizing personal property belonging to the inhabitants of Abbot to
satisfy the warrant of distress issued against
that town by the county commissioners.
This
seizure grew out of the bridge contest at Abbot

Special Bargains in Kids.—Harris’ seamless 2-button $1.50, 3-button $1.75; also a full
line of 2 and 3-button kids 40 cents to $1.25,
539
Boys' hats 40 cents.

A bey by the name of White, about fou rteen
years of age living in Skowhegau stole $250
from his uncle a few days ago and decamped.
It is thought he is on bis way to Minnesota.
About forty sheep have been killed by dogs
in Stark this spring.
in

Unparalleled bargains in ladies’ and children’s hoisery will be offered by John E. Davis
this Saturday morning.
The goods are remarkably low in price and very desirable in

quality

*

_

myl8-2t

to remove the saliva which had accumulated
and was choking him.
There is no doubt but what the case is one
of hydrophobia. The deceased was 55 years of

F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell today at 10 a.
m., at their rooms, a lot of carpets, furniture,
beds and bedding, crockery, glass and plated
ware, stoves, &o._

age.

Fibe on Adams Street.—The alarm of flr<
at 3 o’clock yesterday afternoon was caused bj
a fire iu a large two and a half story house or

Sun Umbrellas, a splendid assortment, at
great bargains, at Carlton Kimball’s, just above
the Preble Bouse, Congress street.
2t
myl8

Adams street, owned by J. Quinn. The fin
was cansed by rats playing with matches.
Th<

Fresh invoice of new styles in Windsor’s,
Warwick’s and de Jonrvilles, opened by Hill &

flames

Co, today.

_

were

extinguished with but little loss.

Under Preble Ilonse.
mylT

horse, one covered wagon. PERCIVAL BON'NEY,
Adn’r.
F. O HAILEY Ar CO.,
Aiclitacers.
dlw
mjl3

Carpenter Shop, Tools, &c„
AT AUCTION.

F. O. BAILEY dr CO., Anctinnecn.
d6t

SLIPPERY
For sale by

streets,

",

In fact, everything New in the Hat line just received.

Merry,
THE

HATTER,

Middle

Street,

The Grandest
is

—

GAINS.

ESTATE,

shall sell on TUESDAY, May 21st, at 3
o’clock p. m., the valuable Real Estate No.
183 Pearl St, which consists of a 3 story Brick House
and Stable in rear, 8 finished rooms, gas, Sebago
water, good closets, gag Fixtures, Furnace, Ac.
This house was thoroughly and substantialy built,
and is iu good repair. Lot about 65x35 feet.
The above property will positively be sold without
reserve, as the owner is leaving the sta e.
T^rmsat sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

my!8

<

1st

AUCTION!
All Silk Gros Grain Ribbons in good quality and
Important Sale ot
desirable colors at
Valuable Real Estate.

10 cents per

Display

—

Men’s New

Styles

The Searsport House

yard

opened SATURDAY MORNING, April
27th. These are really
better goods and colors
are

sold in Boston at

price.

same

on,

MOORE & BAILEY.

ap27

by Auction.

Hot having effected a tale of the Searsport House
on prtvate terms, I hare determined to Bell
by auction, and shall on

will be

than

SATURDAY offer Hie fol-

IMPORTANT MALE OP

*■

myl8eodtf SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT,

lowing UNPARALLELED BAR-

mortgagee.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers
dtd
my 15

WE

200 Pieces 11-2 inch wide
150 Pieces 2 Inch wide
100 Pieces 2 1-4 inch wide
50 Pieces 2 3-4 inch wide

237

John E. Davis

a. m
we shall lei 1
Woodford’s Comer,
in part of IOO#
Boirn Npruce tium, J Hbln. Mpruce Gum,
:«5 dozea Imported Toilet Moap, 45 dazes
Machine Oil, 4 gross Huntington’* Liniment, 50 dozen more same, 40 dozen ComPswdrrM, 40 grown Bitter Bo'iles,
300
O grown Liniment Bottles,
Paper
Boxen, 50 dozen Comb<. 50 gros« C'orkn,
00 dozen Huntington's Vegetable Piasters,
flee, Also Desk, Show-case, Counters, Scales, Machines for making gum, and bottling.
By order oi

consisting

dtf

“RIBBONS.

Boston.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MORTGAGEE’S SALE.

BY AUCTION.

Co.,

Periodicals.—Hirper’s Magazine for May
has been
received
is
and
for
sale
by the
following news dealers: Wentworm b,
ixo. ooo congress
corner
or
street,
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis, Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Eancast er Hall
Also at the newspaper and periodicaldepot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street, and
at the book, periodical and newspaper establishments ot C. B. Chisholm & Bro,, in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

myll

REAL

dtf

Tuesday, the 28th day of May, at 2 o’clk
tbe afternoon, sell thi9 entire property to the
This boose and property having
been fully described in former notice*, and is so well
known to the pnblic, a particular description is now
deemed unnecessary.
It is situated in one of the
most pleasant and thriving villages in Maine, and is
in every respect a FIRST CLASS HOTEL. Ita popularity as a summer resort, makes it one of the best
paying houses in the country. The Furniture will be
sold with tbe House, or separately, as purchasers
may elect, on day of sale. Also, on same day shall
Bellas above, my Livery Stack— Horses Carin

highest bidder.

riage", Harnesses 4kc.

Understand important

business at the West requires my immediate attention, and this sale is positive, peremptory and without reserve.
Perfect title giveu.
Terms at sale.
Purchasers are invited to examine the property prior
to day of sale.
C. C. CHARY, Auctioneer.

WM. H. MATHEWS.

Searsport, Apiil 27, 1878.

88.00
20 dozen Ladies’ very fine ex.
tra long French finished and Balbriggan Hose at Twenty five cents
per pair, worth 15 and 50 cents.

—

Aim

BLACK CHEVIOT

HOSIERY, All Wool
Suit,

For

Spring and Summer Ever Made*
BY

—

10 dozen Children’s
at Ten cents per pair.

uauies

win

ao

weu

to

►o

the usual

conditions,

FORAGE

will be received at this of-

fice, until 12 o’clock, noon, on June 15, 1878, at which
time and place they will be opened in the presence of
bidders, for furnishing and delivering the Fuel, Forage and Straw required at the following mentioned
posts, during the tiscil year commencing July 1.
1878, and endiug June 30, 1879, viz:
Boston, Maes, Forts Independence. Warren, and
Winthrop, Boston Harbor; Forts Standish, Andrews,
Sewell, Phoenix, and fort at Clark’s Point, Mass ;
Forts Knox, McCleary, Sullivan, Popham, Preble
and Gorges, Me.; and Forts Constitution, N. H.. and
for Fuel lor U. S. Steamer “Thayer,” at Boston,
Mass.
A preference will be given to articles of domestic
production. The Government reserves the right to
reject any or all proposals.
The requirements of Section 3711 Revised Statutes
may be applied to Coal and Wood delivered under
the contracts awarded under this advertisement, in
which case the vender will be required to pay a
duly
appointed inspector, for inspecting, weighing and
measuring the Coal and Wood, twenty cents for each
ton of coal (2240 or 2000 pounds, as the case may be.)
weighed, aud nine cents for each cord of wood (128
cubic feet) measured by him. The bids must therefore show the rate per ton of coal and per cord of
wood, both in the event of these requirements being
applied and not being applied. Aod bidders will
specify the number of pouuda to the tou of Coal, Hay
and Straw.

Payment to be made on delivery of supplies, after
having been accepted, or as soon thereafter as funds

Envelopes containing proposals should be marked;
“Proposals for——” as the case may be and addressed to the undersigned.
A. G. ROBINSON, Captain and A. Q. M.
d6t

my!8__

a

HEii'fiKiuinfi:
Light Soft Hats,
The “Telescope,”
The ‘‘Sweet Bye-and-Bye,”
Stiff Hats,

has the

largest assortment of

TUESDAY

May 21st, at 7i o’clock.
Attest:

EVENING,

RE-OPENING
—

OF

—

DEANE’S
Furniture

an

entire

new

QUEEN

new

styles of

BER SUITS,

QUEEN 11 PARLOR SUITS,
UN

MIDDLE

These goods have been purchased at the lowest
I possible prices for Cash, and can he sold

COMMON AND MEDIUM PRICED

I Invite the public to call and examine my stock be]
fore purchasing.

For

the^ Islands.

Until further notice STEAMER HIONA will make four
trips daily to Hog and Peaks Islands. Leave Burnham’s wharf

9.00,11.00,
m., and 2.00, 5.00 p. m.,
directly from the landings at the islands..

at

a.

FARE 35 CENTS.

returning
mjl8dtf

11G

corner

State and

loca'ed,

dim

3-Button Kid Gloves for
75 cents, worth $1.50.
New Grass Fringes for
50 cents yard.
Children’s
Finished
Seamed Hose 13 1-3 cents.

H. I. NELSON & GO.,

Spring

horse
cars, recently put
complete order, with it ia a
flower garden, has VI rooms, bath-room, with hot
and cold water, cemented cellar, good furnace- A
desirable rent. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER,
near

my 15

dtf

HEAD
QUARTERS
HATS, TRUNKS, TRAVELING
BAGS, Ac. Yon can always find
the largest assortment and lowest
prices at 197 MIDDLE STREET.

THE BEST

whom it

this

that I

time,
of his earnings nor pay any of his debts, alter
CHARLES A. WILLEY.
this date.
Witness-P. O. SNOW.
No. Berwick, May 16, 1878.
myl8d3t*

none

Horse Wauled.
a sound, kind, prompt driving Fam.
ily Horse, entirely Bale for ladies to drive,
weighing about 1,060 pounds. Please address, with
full particuiars.and piice,
CARRYALL,
Press Office.
myl8dlw*

WANTED,

music Teacher.
DRESSER, teacher of Piano, Violin
and Singing, desires a limited number of
pupils. Terms low. 44 Free St.
mylSdlw*

AS.
•

A

TRIAL

FAIR

will prove that yon
class

Gents’ Low Shoe
“BRISTOL
FOR

can

SILK AND CHENILLE FRINGES
Worsteds, Hosiery, Gloves,
and all kinds of staple Fancy Goods, at

SWEETSER &
398

MERRILL’S,

Congress Street,

at the very lowest market prices.
Save yonr money, these hard times,
ing such articles at their store.

WHITE

by purchasfeb23tt

AmEKb SKIRTS,
ROBES
—

CtLemises
In FIXE

QUALITY

and at REMARKA-

BLE LOW PRICES.

BOOT”

hay flrst

Trimmings,

NIGHT

B.

A.

CALL.

BUTLER,

Middle

corner of Cross Street.
ap27dtf

LADIES!

The fluest quality and best fitting Boot
manufactured, at reduced prices.

We should be pleased to hare onr
goods examined, even if parties do not
wish to purchase.
ALL KINDS OF

^REPAIRING DONE.

LEAVITT &
ELM

95

DAVIS,

STREET.

myll

dtf

OE1TTS
For

a

Handsome

WHITE
Fisk &
THE

my 17

ONLY
—

VEST I
Co.,

CLOTHIERS.

dtf

$10.00
FOR A

—

BLUE YACHT CLOTH SUIT !
ALL SIZES 1

FisR. *to Co.,
THE CLOTHIERS.
mjl7

MOTHS.
We would respectfully Inform the public of our
completed arrangements at t ho Kerosene Works for
the use of a vat of Naptha, into which we can put
all kinds of Furniture. Carpets, Clothing, <&c.. infested with Moths, which is undoubtedly the least
expensive and most effective means of exterminating this troublesome insect.
...
The process win not injure the finest silk fabric,
but cleanse the soiled and musty parts.
A competent man from our establishment will suthe treatment, and all orders lett at our
....

dtf

...

perintend

Notice.
may certify
may concerm,
TO
have, this day given my son, John P. Willey,
his
to act and trade for himself, and shall claim

dti

myl7

AlTD

FARRINGTON BLOCK.
dlw

TO 12,

PREBLE HOUSE.

A. n. COE.
F8teod7t

8

FISK & CO.,

Dress

for all the new colors and styles
in FINE LIGHT SUMMER HATS,
NEW STIFF and SOFT BLACK
HATS, ROYS’ STRAW and FELT

1

443 Congress Street,

To Let.
No,
State,
HOUSE
Streets, very pleasantly
iu

Exchange Street,

SAMUEL DEANE.

dtf

COREY & CO.

10.

TO

Long Pants, 98.00

THE CELEBRATED

THAT DEFIES COMPETITION.

my*

STREET.

Latest Styles 9130 to 88.00 per window*
We make to order Cornices from $1.50 to $15.C0
each. Poles, Kings and Ends from $2.50 to $5.50 each
Our stock of the latest novelties for Drapery and
Furniture Coverings excel by tar any to be found in
this market.

my 10

3

AGE

Laces !

Ever offered for the Money !

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

(0.,

Nottingham

10 PER CENT, LOWER
than they have ever been offered in the State. I have
also a full line ot

AGE

Sliort Pants 80.00

Pretty and low pticed.

Raw Ms, Plashes, Terns, Hair Cloths, R.

91

myl8

FRENCH CLUNY ECRU LACES !

—

done in a satisfactory manner.

Travelling Bags,
Lap Hobes.
245

Nothing more etyliab, durable and inexpensive for
window draper; in the market.

stock of

ANN B. W. CHAM-

—

Children’s Suits.

from 97.30 to 933.00 per pair.

mjl5

Elegant Designs of Furniture,
including many

shown in Portland,
most desirable designs.

Swiss Lace Curtains

Exchange St.,

with

dtf

ever

embracing the very latest and

WALTER

Warerooms,
No. 51

CLOTHIERS.

mjlT

ITALIAN LACES !

monthly Meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Association of Portland will be held at
THE
Odd Fellows’ Hall
on

Big Bargains X

THE

STOCK

The best stock of Laces

and Wagons

Carriages

Light Gloyes,

Umbrellas,

dtt

SUITS.

$8.00

LACE CURTAINS 1

JOHN ADAMS

REPAIRING AND UPHOLSTERING

Driving Gloves,
Canes,

s

FISK & CO..
NEW

XUKrHJLXlJllU

HENRY 0. DRESSER &

THE CLOTHIERS.

mjl7

EXAMINE OUR STALISH

—

C. D. B. Fisk Sc Co.

my!7d3tI. F. CLARK, Bec’y.

Post Quartermaster’s Office,
159 High Street, Boston, Mass.. May 15,1878.
SEALED PROPOSALS, in triplicate, ^subject to

AT

eodtf

I. O. O. F.

<11 w

FOB
FUEL.
AND STRAW.

TO-ZD-A/ST I

of all kinds to be found In the State at Tea Per
(lent. Lower ihaa at Bay ether Factory.
Saccarappa, May 18, 1878.
mylSeodtf

Congress Street.

PROPOSALS

CO.,

myl8

avail

John E. Davis,
my 18

—

&

HILL

themselves of this rare opportunity to purchase Hosiery cheap.

455

—

fancy Hose

10 dozen Children’s fancy Hose,
full regular, at Twenty-five cents
per pair, worth 35 to 15 cents.

mylSdtd

WILL BUY A

—

Real Estate Agent, Centennial Bloch, Exchange St.
isdtf
myl8

Fine assortment of Black Lace Mitts for
Ladies and Children, just opened at H. 1. Nelson & Co’s, 113 Congress street, Farrington

Block,

FISK & CO.,

For Weakness of the Stomach and Bowels,
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger.

Corner of Washington

at

SONiliou

The Handsomest Assortment
In America.

selling choice
myl0d8t

Caswell &
and Winter

sooner

at public auction on SATURDAY, tlie 18lh Inst,
at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, at the Mart No. 14
Plum Street, the following personal property belonging to the estate of Nathaniel Whitney: One gray

at 10

25 els. to $1.75.

Merry’s advertisement.

druggists.

Administrator’s Sale.
to license Irom the Judge of Probate.
PURSUANT
unless
disposed of
private sale. 1 shall
sell

Deering,

A. H. Coe.

In your commissions, order
ELM LOZENGES for Coughs,

dlt

myl8

May 21,
store of A. Huntington,
ON atTUESDAY,
the entire stock

FROM

—

mylleod2w
Kendall & Whitney are
at less than auction
prices.

(hall sell to-day, May 18tb, at 10 a. m., at
WE our rooms.
Exchange St., a large lot of
Furniture, Carpets. Boots and Shoes, Crockery and
Glass Ware, Plated Ware, Bedding, Stores, lot room
Paper, ,Sc., Ac.
F O. BAILEY X CO., Aacliancera-

SHIRT WAISTS

garden every day, also Garden, Field and
Flower Seeds. Catalogues free to all.
W. C. SIwyeb & Co., 22 Market Square.

plants

Consignments solicitedoc3dt*

Furniture, Carpets, Ac. at Auction.

street.

A. H. Coe.

Boys’ staw hats to-day.

0, w, ALLXI

Regular Bale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.

WE

We are receiving Verbenas, Pansies, Pinks
and other bedding oat plants direct from the

general.

Last Friday Commissioner Otillwell
sent
5000 land-locked salmon and 5000 blue-black
trout to Dexter Pond.
he
took
5000
Saturday
land-locked salmon to Augusta; Monday 5000
Belgrade; Tuesday 5000 to Monmouth; and
Wednesday 5000 to Lincoln and 5000 to Enfield.

and finish.

Congress

H>l«rMai9 33 and 17 Exchange Hi.
F. 0. BAItFT.

shall sell on MONDAY, May 20lh, at 10
o’clock a. m., at No. 30 Clark street, the
wooden building, used for a carpenter (hop, together
with the tools, lot sashes, &c.

CHILDRENS

Latneb,

village.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

at hi« offices either In No. 453 1-2 Congress street, Portland, Maine, or No. 2G Pemberton
Square, Boston, Mass., for specifications and iurther Information concerning tbe same.
GEO. THOM, Lieut. Col. ot Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen’l, U. 8. A.
mylOdSt

for 50

spring styles

IcctloBMrs and Commission lerchanm,

11)

undersigned

2t

Yon can buy the latest in
and 75 cents at Hill & Co’s.

rniMiaaraiAwnwn

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

until

2.—About 500 tons Split Granite for paving.
3.—About 1100 tons large Rubble Stone.
Proposals can be made for tbe Rubble Stone separately. if desired. Persons desiring to make proposals for tbe above Stone, are requested to apply to the

street.

fice.

The shoe

The

Congress

may be available for the purpose.
Blank proposals and full information as to the manner of bidding, conditions to be observed by bidders,
and terms of contract, with the amounts required for
each post, will be furnished on application to this of-

STATE NEWS

Maine,

ite.

A. H. Coe.

New and elegant scarfs, ties and bows, at

on

Portland,

in

o’clock A. M on FRIDAY, the 31st day of May,
1878, for Stone to be delivered at Lovell’s Island in
Boston Harbor, Mass, as iollows:
1. -About 6700 cubic leet of Dimension Cut Gran-

say about the elegant
made in new spring styles

we can

Carlton Kimball’s, 495
my 13

thirty

years.
His life was calm and

all

More $2.00 for §1,00.

nnmt

average cost $2.42 per ton. Taking the above
data, it is evident that the average cost per ton
for an average crop, 15, 20 tons per acre, is under $2.00—$3.50 to $4.00 would be about the
value of the sugar beet containing 11 to 13 per
This will net $25 to $10 per
cent, of sugar,
acre clear of cost. Compare this with the following report of the Agricultnral Bureau of
the average yield per acre and cash value of
the grain crops in the United States for fonr
years:
Per bash.
Per acre.
Corn. ...32.99 bush per acre a 0.86
$28.57
Wheat..14.31
1.57
22.44
1.03
15.98
Rye.15.94
Oats....28.56
.58
16.52
Bear in mind that all these prices refer to
1868 and 1869 and farmers will get an idea
whether sugar beet raising in Maine will pay or
not. But better than all try for yourselves.
Mr. Gennert will have his labratory for analizing beets ready by the middle of July and
the experiment promises therefore to be complete, both as to the practical and scientific
test.
If we can produce in this state but one-quartdr of the sugar consumed in the United States
we can well afford to clear a few of our wood
lots in order to make the new departure of ag***
riculture of a general character.

undersigned,

Nobby is

will

F. O. BAILEY * COh

Portiabb, Me May 9tb, 1878.
R0P03AL3 will be received at the office ot the

_

See

To Contractors.

PROPOSALS FOR STONE.
U.S. ESOIJfEEB’S OF BICE,

See Merry’s advertisement

..

He referred to the attitude of
the Infantry.
Russia when every other European nation was
threatening to destroy this nation. Russia was
determined to Bee a fair fight even if she had
For this she deserves
to take a hand herself.
We do not take
the thanks of this country.
part in this present trouble, but when any rep-

A. EL Coe.

The best assortment of Kid and Lisle Thread
Gloves cau be found at Carlton Kimball’s, 495
Congress street.
myl8 2t

display now being
by Hill & Co,

summer

AUCTION SALES

PROPOSALS

The largest and best assortment of Japanese Fans in the city, can be found at H I.
Nelson & Co’s, 443 Congress street, Farrington
Block.
myl8 2t
Ten new style hats.

PROPOSALS.
will be received at the Sagadahock
National Bauk, Bath, Maine, until 6 o’clock p.
m., on the 2oth day of May inet., for furnishing the
materials, anu erecting a banking building, on the
corner of Front and Centre streets, In tbo
city of
Bath, according to plans and specifications lnmished
by F. H. Fassett, Architect.
Persons desiring to make proposals for tbe above
work, can examine the plans and specifications at tbe
Sagadahock National Bauk, where all necessary information will be given.
The right is reserved to reject any and all prop sals not deemed tor the interest of the Bank.
Bath, May 11, 1878.
did

French embroidered corsetts reduced to SI 50.
An inspection solicited.
F. Lather.

720

Average

length of
schools, in
weekB and days, 5$
per week.tow. 2d.
Number of districts
in State. 4 039
Number of parts of
354
districts.
Number o 1 bhoolhouses. 4,222
Number reported in
good condition. 3,014
Number built last
86
year.
Cost of same.$62,766
Estimated value of all
school property...3,022,722
Number of male
teachers employed
in summer.
22
Number employed in

1000 pairs of corsetts at 30, 50, 65 and 75 cents
per pair; also the double busk, extension and
side steel corsett,' positively the be9t fitting and
most durable corsett out, only SI,00;
also

1,677

enterprise which promises work to them. Mr.
Umit well uaderstaudiug and appreciating
this, and being an expert sugar refiner besides,
$35.45 dec. 2.69
are
not
in
more
than anybody else, has worked early and
their
from Kronstadt. They
arrayed
late to locate the first beet sugar factory iu
navy costumes, bat are dressed like private
Portland. Not only the farmers who have conweek, excluding
One of them talks French quite
citizens.
tracted with the Maine Beet Sugar Company
board.
414
4.26
dec.
12
that
he
can
be
underanother
so
raise
beets this year, but also innumerable
well,
Average’ cost per
week of teachers*
farmers too timid to go into it this year or who
stood a part of the time, while tbe third canboard.
2.34
2.27
dec.
.07
have no
laud for cultivation uudor
not speak hardly any.
They have a leave of contract prepared
Amount of school
will raise a small quantity of beets for
money voted tor
absence for a few days from the Cimbria and
themselves in order to ascertain how much
common schools.. .648,584
657,705 dec. 9,121
are taking a little excursion to see tbe country.. work there will be in the cultivation and what [ Amount raised per
yield reasonably may be expected from the
.263
2.58
dec.
05
in
French
as
Hamlin
acted
interpreter
Mayor
Amount
expended
same, in order to be ready for contracts another
until they arrived here, when Gen. John M.
for common schools95l ,877
1,053,437 dec. 101,620
year. The Maine Beet Sugar Company have
paid for tuiBrown assisted him.
Fortunately, however, placed in the hands of W. C. Sawyer & Co 22 Amount
tion
in
private
Market Square, a quantity of beet seed at cost
both of these gentlemen were relieved from
academies
schools,
price to supply every farmer who wishes to try
or college,
within
doty soon, for a young Russian named Rosenfor bimself, and we would advise every entertoe State. 25,962
dec. 1,429
27,391
berg was found who conld talk boih English
prising man connected with farming to plant Amount paid lor same
out
ot
and
the
cultivate
a
small
a
few
State....
dec.
rods
5,157
The
visitors
were
patch,
8,029
2,472
and Russian very fluently.
square
even will do, to contribute his share to make
very much gratified to find a fellow countrythis experiment as complete as possible. In
man who could show them about the city.
this way the whole state may be turned into a
Rev. J. S. Richards of Dexter is canvassiog
The carriages containing the party drove np
the city to build the Barron memorial church.
Tnousands of farmers will contribute
Middle, Free and Congress streets to ths West- pose.
The police force will attend the funeral of
their experience and final resalts, and in haveru j. rumcuuut*, wutra tuey
t*
uuo
uau
view.
ing them properly and carefnlly compiled the Officer Houston at the India street church at 3
benefit to tbe faming community at large is
They then entered the grounds of Hon. J. B
o’clock to-morrow.
obvious. Mr. Gennert, who has devoted himBrown and were shown about. Taking the
Mrs. Roxanna Packard, mothor of ex-Gov.
self during 17 years to the introduction of the
carriages again .they drove down Cumberland St.
Packard of Louisiana, died in New Orleans,
beet sugar industry in America, has the pracThere
were
to the City BuildiDg.
they
tical part of the work in hand. His experience
preThursday, aged 72 years. She was a native of
of difficulties in former years will enable him
sented to Mayor Butler and other city officials
Auburn.
to steer clear of them,
and
to
the
according
and then shown the hall. Prom here the carThe funeral of the late Rev. Giles Bailey
view he takes, the Maine Beet Sugar Company
riages were driven to the Eastern Promenade, has every element necessary to success com- took place at Reading, Penn., Wednesday
bined.
anil they again g>t a floe view.
They visited
afternoon, under the auspices of St. John
Many farmers have been afraid the cultivathe Observatory and spent some time in looking
Lodge, assisted by De Molay and Reading Comtion of beets would entail too much hand labor.
harbor
over the city and
with the glass. After
But Mr. G. has constructed a cultivator which
manderies, Knights Templar. Rev. H. R.
leaving the Observatory they returned to their will do the work of cleaning one acre of beets Nye, pastor of the First Universalist church of
hotel, where they remained until 7 o’clock. with one horse in about two hours, and there Brooklyn, N. Y,, officiated, and the entire
will be no excuse therefore to see a straggle
At that hour Gen. Brown called and escorted
going on on beet-fields between the crop and clergy of the city attended. The retrains wil1
to
the
Cumberland
the party
Clnb, where an weeds for final supremacy. The nse of this be brought to this city, escorted by a delegation
cultivator once a week, with a little hand work
hour was spent in a social manner. The Bus
of Masons.
in additiou will leave the land when tbe beets
sians inscribed their names npou the books of
have been harvested in a condition to surprise
Real, Estate Transfers.—Tne following
the club. Prom here they visited Grand Army
even onr most industrious farmers.
It is not
transfers of real estate were recorded in this
Hall.
necessary for every farmer who raises one acre
county yesterday:
or less of sugar
beets to have and own one of
Bosworth Post met at 8 o’clock and hell a
these cultivators alone.
Gorham—Almira McMellan to M try A.
Three or four farmers
short session. When the visitors arrived a half
in a neighborhood can get along with one, but
Marsh, laud and buildings.
hour later they were ready to receive them in
as tbe regular cultivation not only
Brunswick—Hiram B. Cobb to Sarah A.
destroys tbe
right royal manner. They were shown over weeds, but also in mellowing the surface pre- Mitcbe'l, land.
vents evaporation of moisture
Andrew T. Forbes & al. to Hiram B. Cobb,
during very hot
the hall and were evidently much gratified to
weather, the regular cultivation will more land.
see the gun which had been captured from the
lhaa pay by iocrea ing tbe final crop.
Westbrook—I. F. Q iimby to James H ProoWe
Boxer. The interpreter related the incident of
draw tbe attention of our farmers to tbe fact
tor, land on Mechanic street.
that it will be well to procure the implements
Portland—Harriet K Atkins to Frank E,
the capture.
for proper cultivation in good time and tbe
Guilford, bouse and lot No. 29 Boyd street.
At about 9 o'clock the invited guests with a
time for cultivating beet-fields is as soon as tbe
Raymond—Benjamin Brown to George W.
large number of the members of the Post re- rows can be seen on the land.
Brown, 30 acres, lots Nos. 8 and 9, 4th range.
Farmers who
wish to secure these cultivators should {inform
Freeport—Josiah W. Merrill to Johnson
paired to the banquet hall above for the campthe Maine Beet Sugar Company at Portland
Williams, land.
fire, which was the eveut of the evening. Long without
delay.
tables covered with army rations were stretchThe Carleton Opera Troupe.—The CarleThose of our farmers who hare not already
ed across the hall, wbich was finely decorated
planted a small patch of sugar beets we would ton Opera Troupe which appears at the Muadvise
to
do
so
without delay.
The planting
with flags and banting, and represented a fine
seum on Monday next
in “Fra Diavolo,”
may be done till the end of May with a fair
When the party had surrounded
appearance.
opened a brief engagement in Boston Thursprospect of success, though early planting is
the tables prayer was offered b; Major A.', A.
preferable, as the sugar beet can stand cold day evening and won high praise from the
Nickerson.
Post Commander St. John then
considerably better than exoessive heat.
The
critics. The Boston Advertiser says the opera
will be pleasant to every farmer
requested all to help themselves. One order satisfaction
was sweetly, smoothly and
tunefully sung and
that be has contributed his mite to make the
was sufficient for all fell to at once.
When all
beet sugar experiment, at present going on in
pleasantly acted, and adds: “It is impossible to
were satisfied pip-s aud tobaioo were brought
tbe state of Maine, complete and successful.
say how brilliant, charming, and delightfully
For the benefit of those doubting that sugar
out and allproceedel to smoke the pipe of
gay the music of “Fra Diavolo” sounded last
beets can be produced by onr farmers with
peace. Dick Gatley was announced as toast
profit we copy from the Scientific American of night.
master, and he assumed the position with his
April 31,1869, tbe following result of tbe expeMr. Wyau Turner,
rience of 18 persons who made a trial in tbe
asual diffidence.
Upon his calling for cheers
states
of New Jersey and Delaware:
The town of Otisfield has reoently lost a man
for the Russian visitors, Mayor Hamlin of BanNo. 1—Product 171 tons per acre, cash *4.05 per ton
who memory deserves some further notice the
“
gor called attention to the position Russia had
2
17
2.23
passing mention of his death.
3
34
Mr. Wyatt
taken daring oar late war, aud seconded the
2.38
«
4
491
1.15
Turner of Bolster’s Mills, was one of the oldest
motion, and called for three cheers for Russia
25
5
.61
and
"
most highly respected oitizeus of tne
«
30
and civilization, wh'ch were given with a will.
6
.84
<«
7
20
,70
section in which he lived. He was born in the
“Marching through Georgia” was then sang.
•'
••
8
20
1.50
first year of the present century, near the
The first toast of the evening was to the Cav9
2.00
10
3.00
the village already mentioned, and in which
alry, and was responded to by W. B. Smith,
11
2.65
his life was spent.
In 1828 he commenced
12
who read a very amnsing poem full of Bangor
20
1.50
«
13
15-42
2.00
business as a trader and confined it in the same
The
hits for the benefit of Mayor Hamlin.
14
3 50
“
His death on
comrades then struck nD“John Brown’s Bodv”
place till his final sickness.
«
15
20
1.38
••
16
20
Mav 4th. occurred fiftv veara to a month, and it
which pleased the foreign visitors so mnch thit
17
2.60
Is said to a day,from the date of the first opening
•*
18
the; joined in the chorus.
13
3.00
of his store. He was the village postmaster
Til a nvavarra nial/l la 04 40 4r\n
««J
Col. C P. Mattocks responded to a toast to

ser as

repeated, and to full bouses undoubtedly.

Sugar Industry in Maine.
The exertions which have been made in this
state during the last few months to introduce
this industry are followed up in a practical
form and in hundreds of places all over the
state baet planting is going on and will continue for the next two weeks. Toe Maine Beet

Spring Overcoats.
$5.00 ami $8.50
These

are
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S. C, BICKER,
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Just

Received.
of Gent*’ Low

stock
Shoe,
Also Ladies' Button
aud prices.
A LARGE
iu French and American kid. Alsu

all styles

aud Tie
full line
of Ladies' Slippers, some very nice, some very cheap.
Also the largest stock of Ladies* French and American Kid Side Lace Boots aud Seamless Button Boots
in this state.

Shoe;*,

AnVina
dtf

Free

will be promptly attended to.

myl7dtf

a

M. G. PALMER.

I was sot ter samplin’ it; showin’ ye
what could be done. A good way,” he added,
now completely lost in the fascinations of

POETRY.

now

Peaeli Blooms.
tenderly beautiful, be\ond compare,
Flu.he.i from |.a!c ink to deepest rose-bud hue,
Nuislings of tranquil sunshine and mild air,
Of shadowless dawn and
silvery winghi dew,
Ye blush and burn as if
your flickering grace
Were love’s own tint on Spring’s enamored lace!
Oh!

And day bv day—yea, golden hour by hour—
Your subtle fragrance and rare beauty tell

(Each faity

bl ssom rounded Into flower)
How matchle>s once ibat lost Arcadian spell
Which dwell in le ify bowers and vernal dves,
Whence coyly peeped the Dryad’s lawn-like eyes!

And yet, while all

so

lair and bounteous seems,

While the birds carol each his daintiest part.
Veiled in soft brightness, and, like musical dreams
In some blithe soul, the bee-swarms haunt your

heart,
Lo! severed s owlv from your roseate crowD,
A scarlet snow drift
dumbly falteis down.

The reign ol these rich blooms is almost done:
Soon, to the languid zephyr’s feeblest breath,
iutir loosened petals,
yielding oue by one.
Must find the Lethe of uuwakeniug death.
Ah me! of all the bourgeoned buds that shoot
Ijven to full flower, how few shall bear us....frui:!
Their little day is closing fast in gloom,
Nor will then reck, poor wilted waifs and blind.
What germs of richness wax from laded bloom
To ebarm the pampered tastes of human kini:
Forever dropped from oti their parent stem,
What have man’s thoughts or tasts to do with them !
So let them rest, I pray you, let them rest,
Small perishing sweethearts of the sun and rain.
O Mother Earth! thou hath a ruttul breast,
Which yearns to fold thy humblest chill Irom pain:
Men fall like flowers; both claim the self-same balm,
The equal peace of thine immutable claim.
—Harper's Bazar.

[From the New

York

Sun.]

The Four Guardians of La-

Grauge.
BRUT

BV

TAST

BABTK.

X.—THE TRUST.

It

certainly was a matter of serious import
that so gravely interested the four most expe-

rienced and self-contained citizens of Lagrange. For nearly half an hour they had
been sitting in the pHvate room of Bicker’s
grocery without exchanging a word. Even

the silent communion of libation was wanting; tbeir liquor stood untasted before them
—a fact that aroused the serious concern of
the barkeeper and the free common;, of tbe
outside bar. “Mebbee its some new ‘skin’
game imported from ’Frisco’ and they want
to keep their heads level,” was suggested by
a cautious gossiper.

The barkeeper shook his head. “Nary
deck o’ keerds thar—onless they plays ’em
under the table, and thet aint their style.”
“Ye don’t notiss no lumps o’ sugar, sorter
lyin’ ’round, keeriess like, before each man,”

insinuated another, “and them chaps lyin’
low and quiet, waitin’ for some d—d fly to

and rake down the pile. I’ve heerd,”
the speaker continued
cautiously, “thet
heaps o’ good money hez been lost in thet on-

light

nkeititinn li|.n

>>

“Yes,” interpolated a third, “and trained
flies, ez knew jest when to light, hez been
rung in on greenhorns. Ther was a man
down at French Camp ez, they say, picked
up about $7,000 outer thetcamp with a innocent lookin’ hoss fly, and et wnzent ontil one
o’ the boys accidently sot his glass down on
that harmless inseck thet the boys smelt a
mice.”

“Tain’t no game, I tell ye,” reiterated the
barkeeper stoutly, thar’s suthin’ more’n flies
and sugar on their minds. My belief is they
are recknin’ to revive the old
vigilantes of
’52. Thar’s a lot o’ dead beats in this yer
camp,” he continued darkly, with an ag-

gressive recollection

of

certain unsettled

scores, “ez mebbee will find out soon

wot’s up.”

enough

Unfortunately none of these surmises, how-

ingenious or reasonable, were correct.
The simple fact was that a lately deceased
ever

miner had on his death bed called to his side
the above mentioned four citizens of Lagrange, and solemnly confided to them the
care ol his only child in the “States,” with
the little property he possessed in trust for
her maintenance. This trust was further
burdened with the fact that the dying man
had withheld from the child the news of the
death of her mother, a year previous, and it
now devolved upon the guardians to inform
the orphan of her double bereavement. This
was the first meeting of the
guardians since
they had last looked upon the face of their

dead comrade.

Hence their grave silence

and perplexity.
At last the spell was broken. One of the
party, a tall, thin, rickety man, who had been
softly pacing the room with a certain deprecatory manner and a smile of imbecile acquiescence in everything
and anything that
shone out at the slightest expression, even of
vexation or anxiety on the part of his companions, gradually neared the door and laid a
large, bony, good-humored hand on the lock.
The act was instantly detected by one of the
party, who coolly locked the door and put the
key on the table. “Ye can’t slip outer this,
Rats,” he said; “ye must sit down here with
the rest of us, and see what’s to be done.”
Captain Rats weakly succumbed and began
to apologize. “I warn’t goin’ back on ye,

Horton,” he began. “I only reckoned ez ye
all seemed to be getting along famous a thlnking, I’d jest slip out and ’tend to some busi-

ness, and allow

ye to make up

yer mind
without me—countin’ me out, and yourselves
as my proxies.
Fer wot’s agreeable to you is
agreeable to me. I’m no sharp at this

game.”

“You’re

the table, winked, and was gone.
It was for the dead man—the
ist
great
cause of their perplexity.
For a few moments it lay there undisturbed, while the
men looked at each other in silence.
Then
Capt. Rats, with a decision and independence
new to him, took it up.
Thai’s no one, boys,
bez a better right to it than we has,” he said.
“I propose that we open it here afore each
other and read it.”
“As to opening it, I second the motion,”
said Joe Fleet’s voice, “but we’ll see who it’s
Irom before we read it,” added that honorable man.

The letter was opened.
It was signed
“Fanny Meritoe.”
“The girl herself,” said Fleet promptly:
“read it.”
With a hesitating voice, that at last seemed
to almost simulate what might have been the

hesitating youthful
Capt. Rats began.

decisively.
i.u course,

guardian,” responded Horton,
meisso.

uui

1 allow it ain t

valid appintment. The very fact thet the
ol’ man appiuted ad—d fool like me shows he
warn’t in bis right mind.”
“Thet’s so, boys,” ejaculated the eldest of
the four with a sudden gleam of hopefulness.
“The old man was sorter flighty just afore
he went off, and we can slip our heads outer
this lasso he flung over us by allowin’ insanity, you know,”
“We can’t slouch out of this kind of a trust
though, Colonel,” said Joe Fleet, the youngest of the party, yet with a leader’s peremptoriness. “It ain't white to do it!”
The gleam faded from the Colonel’s face.
“Thet’s so, it would’t be the squar thing,”
he said dejectedly; “kick me, boys.”
“Couldn’t we sorter club-together and apno

pint

a kind of sub-guatdian to take care o’
the whole thing on a high salary. I’ll come
down heavy,” suggested Horton.
“If ye could get a chap to do your feelin’
for you at the same figure, I don’t know but
it might suit,” said Fleet, with decided sarcasm.
“As for me, I ain’t rich enough to
buy up any chap’s conscience.”
“Ye may as well quit this foolin,” broke in

the Colonel with a groan. “The game’s
made, and we’re goin to wade in like men.
Mebbee su'.hin’ may turn up. Alore long
some one of us may get shot or buried in a
tunnel, and so get exeused on the squar.
But just now we must wade in.”
“Oh yes, ‘wade ini’” said Horton derisively. “Do you know the first tiling we’ve
got to do? Why, write to that gal and tell
her thet her father was a d—d old liar, aud
thet her mother’s been dead a year, and thet
now he’s
dead too, and thet the d—d old
fool’s property won’t bring $500, and that
we’re goin’ to give her $5,000 for charity, and

adopt her, and if she’s a loviDg sort of a gal,
and a high-spirited gal, she’ll like it, and like
us all the better.
Oh yes!” he continued
with sardonic shrillness, “It’s easy enough to
do all that, of course. Wade In I Yes! Wade
in—drop right out o’ the ford into deep water
over yer head the first thing.”
The men looked agha9l at each other,

and there was another ominous silence.
“Couldn’t ye let it on easy,” suggested the
Colonel, despairingly, “sorter begin to-day

with the mother, and next month, when
she’s feelin’ better and more able to bear it,
kinder light gently down on her with the
decease of her father, and so on ontil, in the
course of a year or so, she’ll take the
charity

quite peaceful?”

But Joe Fleet dismissed the idea fiercely.
“Ef she’s got anv pluck she’ll take it in a
lump. You go to work driftin’ into her feelings like that instead o' sinking your shaft
straight down and you’ll hev her crazy here
on your hands in a week I"
The latter idea was so awful as to compel
another gloomy silence for its stern contemplatian. “Couldn’t ye drop it on her all in a
lump—money, deceased parients, et cettery,”
suggested Capt. Rats, with vague and imbecile good-humor, “kinder brisk and businesslike.”
“It’s a gal.” said the Colonel, shaking his
head, “over 14.”
“liold on and give Cap’n Rats a
show,”
interrupted Fleet. “Et there’s a man az
can do it, it’s him.
Didn’t he edit the Record up at Murphy’s? Wade in and
give us a

specimen.”
The suggestion met with unanimous favor.
Capt. Rats, not entirely displeased with this
confidence in his rhetorical skill, slid angularly into a chair with almost audible creaking of his joints, dipped a pen in the ink,
and then put it in his mouth. Then softly
withdrawing it and waviDg it before him, as
if tracing an imaginary epistle in space, he
begau:
“In the midst of life we are in death, and
not knowin’ what a day may bring forth, we
beg to inform you—No,” reflected the Captain slowly, feeling some unfavorable criticism in the air; “No, that won’t do.
Let’s
see I
Ah 1 ‘The death of your mother, followed by the illness of your father, resulting
in his decease, and the entire loss—”
“Ain’t them bricks lollerin’ each other
rather too close?” suggested the
Colonel,
faintly. The Captain stopped, rubbed his
long chin thoughtfully, and looked at the othIt was evident that this was the prevailers.

ing impression.
‘‘Well, yes: I was rather thinkin’ so myself.”
“Auu its being a gal, don’t you want to
heave in here and that- a little sentiment,”
said Horton, “and sorter touch her up gently ? They say when you make ’em cry easy,
they kinder like it, and get over it quicker.”
“Jess so,” returned Captain Rats, cheerfully. “I was thinkin’ that very thing, only jist

accents

ot the

writer,

How shall I describe it? It was simple, it
girlish, it was most affectionate, it was
real. Against its candid frankness and aimwas

poor Rats’s previous rhetoric assumed
the appearance of the most monstrous duand
deceitful sophistry. It was eviplicity
dent that the writer had seen but little of her
real father, and that the rather common place

plieity,

homely, often somewhat despicable figure

known to all the men who now listened to
her yearnings was not the ideal parent of her
dreams. At last Capt Rats finished. There
was a slight huskiness in the Captain’s voice,
a slight dimness in bis eyesight as he ended,
and a blur upon the fair page that was not

there when he began.
The ColOnel had lin nnfid bis lit1 ill batropan
his two hands. Horton had never taken his
eyes from the paper.
Fleet, who had.
walked to the window and had been appa.
absorbed
in
at
the staring sun
rently
staring
light without, suddenly turned, advanced to
the table, and heid out both hands. In another moment they were locked in his companions’, and the four men, holding hands,
closed round the table and the letter that lay
in its center.
“We don’t want no letter of condolence,
Captain Hats,” said Joe Fleet, sturdily, “for
there ain’t anythin’ to condole for. I don’t
see just how it is, or how we can fix it, but I
know that that girl’s parents aint dead, ez

long, please God, ez we are living I”
The men pressed each other’s hands in
silence, until Captain Rats, with a burst
of revelation, disengaged his, and suddenly
brought it against his right leg with resounding emphasis:
“Thai’s t—and it makes the whole thing

clar.

We don’t write no letters of condolence—why ? We goes straight on and writes
ez it we was the old mao.
He’s let on
enough to me about hisself and his affairs
to make ;l as easy as falliu’ off a log.
We’ll
just chip in whar he left off. We’ll take his
hand as it is, play out his little game, win or
lose, and if four sharps like us can’t make it
easy for that child and rake in the pot every
time, we’ll leave the board. Yes, gentlemen,”
continued Rats, taking up .the letter, “I’ll
this to-night, myself.
Rats, late Meritoe, deceased.”

answer

PART II.—HOW THE TRUST

I, Captain

WAS FULFILLED.

When the combined guardians of Lagrange
first practised to deceive, they did not forecast the tangled web whose pleasant intricacies and sinuosities they were presently to
weave.
And when Captain Rats calmly announced to his gentle confederates his intention of writing his first letter—in loco parentis—to the orphaned girl with his left hand,
explaining to her the thereby changed chirography through the ingenious fiction of an
accident that had happened to his right—it
was accepted with acclamation.
“You see,”
said the captain, senteatiously, “every man
slings ink with his left hand at about the
same

plain,

gait.

The style ain’t

so

pretty

nor

but she’ll never find out it ain’t the

Id man’s.”

The possibility of detection thus obviated—
and, indeed, it afterward appeared that the
simple minded girl dwelt more anxiously upon the discomforts of the accident to her father than on his changed and almost illegible
unuti

gcuuo

uauus auu

UCVClkO

introduced in the correspondence. A
certain emulation of the captain’s skill and
importance as a correspondent grew up among the other guardians. They began to
make suggestions of their own, until at last
steamer day brought them generally together,
in conclave, in the back room of the saloon,
where the tortnightly epistle was dictated finally by all. Captain Rat’s pride, which at
were

first resented this

inteference, was placated
by the compromise that the composition or
“wordin” ot the letter should be his own, although the subject matter might be a various

contribution.
The result ot this unhollowed collaboration
was a series of the most extraordinary letters

ever inflicted on a
was not
before

single correspondent. It

their fame passed beyond
long
the horizon of their fair recipient.
“Do you
know, papa dear,” wrote the simple girl from
the seclusion of Mme. Brimboiion’s academy;
“do you know your letters are very, very interesting. I could not help showing them to
some ot the girls here ? Your account
(the
colonel’s) ot the fight with the bear, was so
real that I almost saw it. I laughed til! I
cried over that funny story of the Chinaman
mending your clothes (a characteristic contribution from Horton), but then I did cry
really too, papa over what you, (Fleet), said
about your feelings that Sunday you saw the
sunset from the poor little forlorn cemetery
on the hill.
Oh, papa? it was just lovely—
and so sad—so very sad 1 Mary Ricketts said
it was just like Shakespeare: and she
knows,
oh, so much, and is considered very, very
smart 1 They all think I ought to be so fond
of my dear papa, as if I wanted anything to
make me love him! She, Mary, asked me it
you were very old, and I said you couldn’t bn
very—are you? Then that was very good
about the mines that you (the
coloneljwrote.
Mine. Brimborion asked permission to
copy
that part where you (the colonel) describe
the manner of reducing ores; she said it was
so

instructive and valuable.

Dear papa, how

much you do know I But I think I like you
better when you’re a little—just a little sad,
and say such sweet things, about the landscape and your longings. I’m sure you’re a
real poet, papa—aint you ?”
It is scarcely necessary to say that when
this letter was read Fleet coughed slightly,
colored perceptibly,
muttered
something
vaguely about “really having forgotten it all,”
but remembered only that he had dictated to
flantgin

Rata

onmn

ik.t

“thought might please the young thing,”
etc.; nor that a slight feeling of jealousy
crept into the breast of all but the complacent captain. Indeed, the Colonel is said to
have aiterward remarked aside to Horton,
that he was of the opinion that Fleet’s “flap
doodle” and “purp stuff” wasn’t exactly the
thing “to ladle out” to a young girl that was
already “overdosed with chewing gum and
licorice” and Fleet is reported to have cautioned Captain Eats against the freedom of
some of the colonel’s stories.
“Ez fur as the
wordin’ goes,” explained Captain Bats, “I
plays my own cards; so don’t you get skeert!
On’y the other day, tellin’ that story about
the coon hunt, the Kernel allowed the dogs
was ‘hell bent’ on’ gettin’ the coon.
Lord
love ye; doye think I set that down for that
little gat’s eye? Not much! I jist sat down
sorter keerless and quiet like aud slings her
this:‘Meanwhile the noble hounds, justly
emulating the feverish impatience and ambitious spirit of their master!’ Lord, its easy
enough to turn the kernel into decent Euglish—ef you’ve got the sabe\ Why, its just
wonderful how keerless men is in their composition. Why even you, Fleet, I hed to
take you down last letter. Don’t ye mind
ye was lettin’ on about Night walkin’ in her
scant robes on the hill? Did ye think I was
goiu’ to hand that|overto that child? No,sir,I
stopped it 1 How ? Why, I jest said, ‘suitably
apparelled.’ That’s all. It’s easy when you
know how.”
Another unlooked for result naturally followed the baleful excellence of this
correspondence. Miss
Fanny grew more and more
anxious to behold
again author of her
being and of these extraordinary let*
ters. One or two vague hints to that effect, thrown out in her correspondehce, were
received with alarm by her guardians, and
finally resolved that the next letter should be
composed in such a manner as to effectually
check this wanton desire.
For this purpose
all the guardians assembled. Considerable
excitement was manifested.
1 grieve to
lecord the fact that much liquor was drunk,
aud that Captain Eats was somewhat exalted
and discursive. But your true gentleman is
never more fastidious and refined than in his
cups; and the gentle Captain Bats during the

whole letter (save an occasionanal slip) held
his rhetorical hat deferentially in his hand.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.
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condoling composition—“a very good, takiu’ aud precious favor came promptly tn hau l and conleu t* noted. VV’I—that is your saint-d mother and
sort ot way is to tell it, and yet seem not to
myself—are glad to h-ar that the dralt for $:'50 c one
tell it; to kinder ring in a cold deck of inforp omptlv to hand, and trust that ihe balati o ot $'50
mation, and never lei ht-r see ye shuffle the which ton retained alter paying Vlme Krimborion's
bill, will be sufficient for you to purchase laces, lurkeerds. Suihin’ like lhis,ye know; 'Honored
belows, bonnets, shoe ties, aud hosiery suitable tn tbo
miss: Enclosed please find draft lor $5,000;
We (lhat is, your mother—
season and the fashions
same would have been sent before but for i who is still uuahle to wri'e. by reason of a sore
linger
—and mysell) hope you will not spare any expense to
Wclls-Fargo’ office being closed the day of clothe
youiself equal to your schoolmates. We note
your father’s funeral. The weather here is
what you say about Mary Rickett’s new silk
line, but we suppose is fur different with you that c st $75. You are to see lhat $75 and godress,
her
in the east, as your deceased mother often re*55 or $100 better, drawing on us tor the ba'ance if
sboit.
Rickeit
Raise
the
or
bust.
girl
dull
and
tVe
trust you
marked to the writer. Business is
are careful of your health and do not rartake too
ores are running light, most o’ the claims on
frequently of contectlonery, and that your French
the North Fork sharing the fate of your fath- and music lessons are the same. We trust
that vou
er’s property.’ Yon see,” continued Captain wrap np warmly when you go out, and are careful
about your flu ne’.slo that deadfa' ea-tern climate and
successful
of
with
the
authorship always wear your rubbers. The wheat
Rats,
glow
this year
mantling his cheek, “that kind of letter mout will average nearly tony bushels to the crop
acre or supbe written so that by the time she got
ply each inhabitant of the slate *iih forty-four barthrough with it, it would seem as if she’d rels of flour, aud still leave 105 000 bushels tor exportation. With the Pacific railroad finished and he
knowed it all before, and she couldn’t get
effete nations of Europe and Asia km eking at the
nary soul to sympathize wjth her, and help
Golden Gate tor breadstuff-, the time is not far disher take on.” The feeling of the majority
tant when the state wilt he entiieiy sell-producing
We often picture you dear child,sitting a'.yonr tasks
was so strongly in favor of the last composiyour bright eyea occasionally dropping in teverie as
tion that they all turned Impatiently to the
you think ofyonr parents so tar away. Do you ever
only dissenter-Joe Fleet. But at this mo- wander with us tnrou.h there dim woods—God’s
first temples—and bieathe with us the infinite peace
ment a knock on the door checked further
ot solitude, or reflect that long before we hid being
discussion.
or existence these grand old monarchs looked down
It was Jack Foster, expressman—alert,
on others as they look down on us? Do
you? We
vigilant, familiar and fateful—holding a letter. hone—that is, yoar mother aud myself trust you do,
“For John Meritoe,” said the Sierrau Mer- although we earnestly beg and implore you not to
dream of visiting us here. For the society is quite
cury, crisply. “As we don’t have no offis nor unfitted for a peisau of your age and
sex.
Murder
agent at his present address, we deliver at not unirequentiy stalks abroad, and sluice robbing is
as common as the red hand of the assassin.
his last residence.” He tossed the letter on
Scarcely

*“uwwo

a

A copy of this epistle has been saved, and
runs as follows:
Darling Child
Yoar
My Own
esteemed

day passes that
tho silent tomb.

consign some victim to
Consumption is epidemic and small-

a

do not

often has marke 1 tho loveliest of y our sex lor
The face of beauty fades quickly through
pestilential fever now quite common, and the ex-

pox too
his
a

we

prey.

quisite daughter ut

one ot the first familes has been
taken for an Indian squaw by reaion of the same.
Freckles are paramount. The hair Wilbers and falls
—the teeth likewise the same. Muchas we hope to
behold that darling face, we could not expose you t o
such certain ruin. Yourmoiber tainted on reading
yoar request to visit her. I fear in her present state
of health a visit from you would be fatal. If yon
value your parents* love, banish this idea from your
mind. In a few years probably,we will be able to once
more clasp you in our arms by the Atlantic shores.
Youa Affeciionate Parents.

Six weeks bad elapsed and the dntil'ul anto the above, confidently looked lor by
the guardians, was due. Nevertheless, as the
time approached some nervousness on the
part of Fleet was manifested by that gentleman’s unrest and his frequent visits to Captain Rats, to whom all letters addressed to
their deceased friend were delivered. “Nothing from the young lady yet, I suppose,”
Fleet would say, indifferently.
“No” the
captain would respond quietly. “X reckon
it’ll take her abou* two weeks to get over her
disappointment. Then she’ll write sassy
like as not—or mebbee not at all.” Fleet
turned pale, then red, and then bit his moustache. “You don’t think, captain,” he asked
with an affected laugh, “that we were a little—
just a little too hard?” “Not too much for
peace and quietness,” remarked the captain
gravely; “women don’t take a half way ‘no;’
they can't believe a man means it,” he added,
“any more than they do.” Nevertheless, the
captain himself grew a little anxious, and havswer

CatarrH

handwriting,

and had

ing,

life, to see anything
lace, some artificial flowers,
hair, and the fatal letter.
guilty conscience instantly recognized

and at the risk of his

more than a bit of
a front of blond

Yet his
in these scant facts the formidable presentment of the deceived orphan. Had she discovered the trick, and was now on their trail,
with this terrible indictment in her hand ? Or
was she still in ignorance—an ignorance
which a single chance question and answer
now might dispel, amid faint ings, shrieks,
tears, and wailing? Captain Rats grew apoplectic with bewilderment; he dared not even
ask a question of the driver, who was already
beginning to survey him with a sardonic leer,
and had audibly sought information if he, the
captain, called this kind of conduct proper at
“his time o’ life.” “Let the gal alone, Rats—
don’t you see it ain’t a love letter from you
she’s porin’over?’’ he added—a statement
that again covered the captain with guilty
blushes. But a sudden .jolt of the vehicle, a
little shriek, and the fluttering of the letter
to the road, jarred from the reader’s fingers,
gave the captain a providential opportunity.
To jump from the box to the road and seize
the truant epistle was the work of a moment.
When he approached the coach to restore it
to its fair owner another passenger had appropiiated his own seat on the box, and thus
gave color and reason for his exchange to the
“inside.” The yeung lady thanked him, the
2oach again started forward, and Capt. Rats
fell into the seat beside her.
Here was the
supreme moment 1 With a profuse apology,
the captain drew his knees together, slipped
into a respectfully diagonal position, so as to
rtnnrtea

f Via

novpnnraat

nivinf

nnntnnt

...! *t.
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IT CAN BE CURED.

carefully dusted his knees and her
dress softly with nis handkerchief. The shyest nymph would scarcely have been startled,
the coldest and most antiquated of duennas
would not have been discomposed by the submissive respect of the captain. The young
lady, who evidently was neither, turned a
pair of large gray eyes on her neighbor, and
sat expectant.
But how the captain improved his chances I must refer the reader to
his own account of the interview, delivered
gravely the same evening to his brother guarand

dians:

“When I

S.,5hediac,

Captain,

with a

languid

smile of conscious

success, “I calkilated that this was one o’
them peculiar cases that wanted skill and
science, and I jist applied ’em, and in course
I won.

That’s all. Yes,” said the Captain,
yawn of stifled indifference, “it’s all
right now, boys, everything explained,”
“But how?” queried the others eagerly.
“Well,” said the CaptaiD, lazily, “I sorter
slipped into a general conversat on about the
apery, the fashions and po’trv, and sich.
Speakin’ o’ literatooor, I told her of a yarn
I’d read the other day in a magazine, and
then, kinder keeiless and easy, I jist up and
told her the whole
storj^tbout her father and
ns and herself, giving her the name o’ Sersphina, calling you and Horton ‘Oscar,’ and
‘Roderigo.’ and Fleet ‘Gustavus,’ and mylelf ‘Roclentio,’ which is Latin for ‘Rats.’
Well, if I do say it myself, it wasn’t no
slouch of a story, fur I was kinder chipper
ind fresh, and the other passengers was jist
ibout as much interested az she was. Then
1 sorter looked in her eye, you know, this
ivay,” and Capt. Rats here achieved a pecuiarly Jesuitical leer, “and said that I allowed
it wasn’t true, and asked her what she
thought about it as a true story. And she
laid it might be true and it might not, but it
was
quite interesting. Them’s her very

with

There Is

he

Inflammation subdued and healed; the entire membranous linings of tho head are cleansed and purified. Constitutionally its action is that of a powerful purifying
ngeut, destroying in its course through the system
tho add potion, tho destructive agent in catarrhal
diseases.

A COMPLICATED CASE.
Gentlemen,—My case Is briefly as follows: I have had
Catarrh for ten years, each year with increasing se.
verity. For nine years I had not breathed through
one nostril.
I had droppings in the throat, a very bad
cough, asthma so bad as to be obliged to take a remedy
ior it at night before being able to lie down and sleep,
and a constant dull pain in my head. My head wa3
at times bo lull of catarrhal matter as to Injure my
sense of bearing and compel me to get up several times
in tho night to clear it and my throat before I could
Bleep. Every one of these distressing symptoms ha3 disappeared tinder the use of not quite three bottles of
Sanford’s Radio a Cure. My hearing is fully restored.
I have no asthmatic symptoms, no cough, no droppings
in the throat, no headache, and in every way better
than'Ihavc been for years. I could feel the effects of
the Curb on my appetite, on my kidneys, and, in fact,
every part of my system. What has been done in my
case is wholly the effect of tho Radical Curk.
Very respectfully,
C. 11. LAWRENCE.
Fitchburg, Oct. 14.

Indorsed

by a

Prominent

surance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf
A. R.

STEAMBOAT CO.
For Mt. Desert and Mackias.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
~

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Chas Dberiico, will leave
Portland for tVkachiaaport
Vvrry Friday evrniug
uiwmtm
atlOo’c ock, touching at
_———
Rockland, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick, South-West
Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge and
vm

Jones port.

Returning,

“All! all!” shrieked the guardians together.
“Didn’t she say anything else?
Didn’t you-”
“Nary,” said the Captain, coolly, “But it’s
ill right, boys. You’ll see.”
Horton seized Captain Eats by one shouller and the Colonel grappled the other. For
i few seconds they shook him
luriously.
“Where is she now, yon blank, blank mule ?
Answer us!”
“Why, I reckon she’s over at the Union
Hotel with Fleet. I forgot to say that he
happened accidental to be there when the
itage kem in. She seemed to be kinder easy
ind nat’ral with him aud I—”
But before Captain Bats had finished his
ipeech the two men rose furiously and dashed
>ut of the room bareheaded. And even as
ihe Captain sat there, mute and astounded,
?et with his usual vague smile of acquies
:ence lingering around his mouth, Horton
returned, shook his fist fiercely at the Capain seized his hat and vanished. In another
moment the Colonel also re-entered hastily,
'rasped his hat, kicked Captain Eats and
lashed out

again.

As the, door slammed

on

the last of his fel-

guardians, Captain Bats rose slowly,
jmptied his glass thought! ully, placed one
knee on a chair, and rubbed it in silence.
Presently a more decided smile came in his
sye, and crept to his mouth as his lips slowly
fashioned this astounding reflection:
low

“That’s so—that’s it! Fleet was allers
kinder soft on the gal! Like as not—like as
not—he’s up and writ to her on the sly.

Brans;
(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)

This popular saloon having been
refitted and painted, Is again open
to the public.
The prrweut proprietors will endeavor to merit Hie
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

popularity by generally reducing
the cost oi lood, while lully maintaining Hie quality aud quantity.
49

EXCHANGE

STREET.
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mar5

Vaults

Cleaned and
moved.

Ashes Be

ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
R. GIBSON,
JinldU
[Congress Street

ALL

cem

STEAMER

VOLTAIC

PLASTER

Electro-Galvanic Battery combined with
a highly Medicated
Strengthening l>lastcr,
forming the best Plaster for pains and aches
in the World of Medicine.

The F*«t Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will
leave Railroad Whart, Portland,
every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evening, at lu o'clock, (commencing Wednesday, May 8th,) for Bangor, touching at Kockland, Camden, Eincoluville,
Bellas!, Sea report, Mauoy Point, Itucksport, \\ iuterporc and Hampden. Arriving
in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.
Returning, leave Bangor every Rlouday
Wednesday and Friday morning at O
o’clock, aiming in Portlaud at 8 p. m., eonnecting
with Portland & Boston Steamer*, and Pullman
Night Train and early Moruing Train* for Boston.
h or lurcher particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
UJ.11U,

AETIOMllb

hTOMlMCrTOH

JL1H£

OB AI.L

OTHEX8.

This is

tlte Only Inside lioute
Avoiding Point Judith.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Be careful to'call for Collixs’ Voltjto Plasteu lest
you get some worthless imitation. Sold by all wholesale and retail (1rm-i:istn lliroutthnnt the United fsft, s
and Canadas unci bv ViT.TAl
P: >77
Propri »»•••;
Boston, M

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston &• Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tne elegant and popular steamer Rtonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always iu advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.&Co.’s,49* ExcbangeJ3t,
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
ocl
7?
dtf

ANCHOR

LISE.

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS.
Sail from New York for

’GLASGOW,
LONDON,

SATURDAY;
WEDNESDAY;
Passenger accommrdations unsurpassed lor elegance
anu comfort.
All Staterooms on main deck,
and Saloon amidships.
SALOON CABIN, $4*5 to 880, CCRRENCY.

decll

eodly

CORNS t

Examination
low. Peotieated at their
mylleod6m

BOSTON
—

Stockholders of

the Portland Catnpany
notified that the Annual Meeting ot this
THEherebywill
be held at the office ot

on

are

WHARF, Portland,

and INDIA WHARP, BONTON, every
evening at 7 o’clock (Suuday excepted.)

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex?
pease and Inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
ICS^Tickets and State Rooms for sale at D. H,
YOUNG’S, 2G6 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
cure a

Freight
rln?A

taken

■

»

Ilitl'f

No

Insurance

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. CODHAKf,—Office No. 184 Middie Street, Portland.
tov26 Cm*

Boob Binders.
A. ItIJINCV, Room 11, Printer.’

Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
8HACKFOKD) No. 35 Plm

SMALL A

Street.

Horse Shoeing.
bj S. YOUNG A CO., Practical Horse
Shoers* 404 Federal St. Price $1.50 a set

one

half the rat. of

E. B, 8AXP80N,A«ei.
10 Long Wharf Be.lea

vnnrmi

the reports of the Directors and

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Press mav always be found.

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.

Real Estate Agents*
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

nnnmiT

11

mrn

ill.

STEAMSHIP

BOSTON.
Parker Douse. School St. II. D. Parker a

House, Tremout St.-Chapin,
Co. Proprietor*.

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Room*, W. R. field,

P. A K. Dining

CORNISH.
Corni.b House,H. B. Daria, Proprietor
DAHAKISCOTTA HII.UH.
llouae, Trask Bros. Proprietors

Samosct

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, H. W. Clark, Proprietor
DEXTER.

merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
IV. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

The Steamers of the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Th rd Street,
Hoboken.
Kate* af Pamnge-From
York
to
New
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $00, goid; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York,
I>. W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
no28
dly

ONLV DIRECT LINE TO FRM

printer

General Transatlantic Company.
Tier 41,

m.
m
m

NORK1DGE WIICK.
D»n/ortb House, D, Danforth. Proprietor

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Luion House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

N. J.
Purely Mutual.

LEWIS C. GROVER, President.

Company,

Steamers “Pereire,” “Ville de Paris,” St. Laurent” do not carry steerage passengers.
LOUIS DE BEB1AN, Agent,
marld3m
*15 Broadway.

Norfolk. Baltimore & Washington

PECK, District Jgent,

28 EXCHANGE ST.

my14

STEAMSHIP JLINE
Tint Class Steamships.

or any op iti aoem-

JAS. B. PEARSON, VICE-PRESIDENT.
EDWARD A. STRONG, Secretary.
BEN J C. MILLER, TREASURER.
B. J. MILLEB, Actuary.

B. B.

d2m

WM. CRANE.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE,
GEORGE APPOLD.
Prom Boston direst every TUESDAY
and SATUBDAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake,
Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Rich
mond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P. Salther, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seahoard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lin.
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street
Boston.
Through bill, of lading given by the above named

$12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washor
otherInformation
■gton,
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
nov2dtf
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
rassage

ALLA^LINE.

obtained for Inventors, in the United States, Canada,
SHORTEST
OCEAN
VOYAGE.
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principal
in Washington, directly opposite the
Office located Patent
Comfort and Safety Combined.
Speed,
United States
Office, we are able to attend to all
Patent Business with greater prom ptness and despatch
The first-class iron mail steamand less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a
ersof this line sail from Quebec
distance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
every
Saturday A. Aft. for
to employ
associate attorneysWe make prelimvia l.ondonderry
Civeijtool
''vary examinations and furnish opinions as to pat- \
The Bummer Route through
entability, free of charge, and all who are interested ! Kelle • Hie is amidst the magoiticent scenery of the
in new inventions and Patents are invited to said for
GuU of St Lawrence. One third the passage being
a copy of our
Guide for obtaining Intents,” which
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea
passage
is sent free to any address, and contains complete in-'
to about five days from land to land.
and
other valuable
structions how to obtain Patents,
The Raltimore Mail Cine sails from Halimatter. We refer to the German-American'National
fax every alternate Tuesday tor Liverpool via
Bank, Washington, J). C.; the Royal {Swedish, NorQueenstown.
wegian, and Danish Legations, at Washington ; Hon.
Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold or its equivaU.
Justice
IS.
Court of Claims;
Joseph Casey, late Chief
lent. Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to {SenaTickets at reduced rates to and from all parts of
tors and Members of Congressfrom every {State.
Europe.
Address: LOUIS BAGGER & Co., Solicitor*
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
at
No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me,
England,
Patents
and
Le
Droit
Attorneys
Law,
if
Building
Mterling Checks issued in snms
1>.
C.
G3T;»i«h«
Washington,
to suit for <£1 and upwards.
Iebl2
dly
ft obtained lor mechanical dek
vices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assign-

promptly attended to.

ments, Interferences, ei^
nventions that have been

D UIF f t p

nfij fill J fi JJ opposite tiie UjPaten?eot?

1.V U U u \J A u U tice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pattents more promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

[fiv

UlliJssmST
tentability.
All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO CHARGE UNLESS PATENT
1*
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every Slate in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 1). C.
no24

dtf

Vaults Cleaned,

ADD1U2SS

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, PropriSKOWDEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Hesclton, Pionrletor.

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lina
—

FJBOM

—

connection

in

^ith OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

Boston to the South. Only Trl-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Luw Rate*, Frequent

prietors.

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson&Co«.

S. F. BICKEB,
Libby’. Corner,

Oeerlnjf.

at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House,
forwarded daily to FALL RIVEK, there
connecting with the Clyde Mteamers. «ailin«t
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Glyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,

Norfolk, Va., Portsmousb, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. P. c., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
aud all

rail and water lines.
C.,
Dangers ol Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurance one-eigbih of one percent.
For Kates of Freight, or other information, apply
D.

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1 77.
lanlldtf

C+
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—

Transfers

Bos-

across

ton both ways.

TO NEW YORK

SIX DOLLARS !
includipg Transfer

across Boston.

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
Ihe Hound Linen lor new York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Sound Steamer* in neaiion for Hupper. and

enjoy

A whole Night's rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes.

through

C ...4

..4

MU 1 tuLiO.

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
PORTLAND. ME.

J. M. LTTNT, Supt.

TO NEW YORK !
Excursion Tickets at Low Rates

heated'by

steam.

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day

j

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

au«t0

deodtf

SUMMER RESORTS.

VIA.

Ocean House,

PORTLAND & W ORCESTER
AND

CAPE

Norwich

Lines!

Purchase your tickets via this route and

Save 5 Honrs in Time
A2sD

RAILROAD

Fall
On

SEASON

OF

Arrangement.
and After Monday.

MAINE.

isrs.

Open for the reception of guests May 10 th. Parties wishing to engage rooms can do so by applying
to
A. J.

83P“Train leaves Grand Trunk Depot at 2.10 P. M.
State Rroms secured in advance at 28 Exchange St.,
and at Grand Trunk Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.,
J. W PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent,
dti
my 11

********

ELIZABETH,

—

Avoid tlie Expense and Annoyance of carriage TranMfer incident to all other routes.

may7dlm*

NICHOLS, Prop*b»
O. Box 1667, Portland.

P.

CHECKIElf HOEHE at Libby’s
Neck
Pronfa
formerly
Neck,
Mcarboro Beach, NI*iac. Will be
opened June 15th, IM7M.
_Tills new an.I oommodious house offers
unrqualed advantages for transient and summer
boarders at this well-known sea side, retieat.
Splendid sea and shore views Superior fishing and
sailing. Still and sort bathing free from undertow.
Post office address, Oak Hill.
MRS. T. B. FOSS.
my8d3m

October

8, Itrain* will LEAVE
PORTLAND KOK BOSTON

at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m., arrivat Boston atl 0.45 a. m., 1.30, 8.00 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 3. 30 p.m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8 10 p. m. For
Wells, North Berwick, Nalmon Falla,
Great Falls, Dover,
Rocheaier, Farmington, N. H„ Alton Bay, Newmarket,
Exeter, Haverhill, North Andover, Law-

ing

Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m., 3.15 p. m. For Manchester and tonH., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. m.
For Scaborrough, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford
and
Beach,
Saco,
Beunebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.
Morning Trains will leave Kenoekaak
for Portland at 7.20 a. m
The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York.
Arriving At New Ynrk early next morning Thi* ie
also tbe quickest route to the West. Through
Tickets to all Point* South and West al
lowest rates. Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers auuning between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert. Mac ias,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halilax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland & Ogdensburg
trains at Iransfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten minutes lor refreshments at first class
dinning rooms.

Advertisers will find it cheaper to Pet their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising,

rence.

cord, N.

Job

Printing.

Fuliv appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the
upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will
no pains to make such patspare
rouagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction In every respect.

public

C MPETENT WORKMEN

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
8. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
sept5
dtf

aim

fect satisfaction by

tostem

is to give per-

Railroad,
Excellence of Work.

OCTOBER 8, 1877

The .Job Department is thoroughly stocked witk
and other material lor the

type

PASSENtiER TRAINS leave Portland
for Scarboro’' Saco, Biddeford, Hennebunli, Wells, North Berwick, Sontb
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS

Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
8.45 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kittery,

and for printing

Kittery,

Portsmouth,

Newburyport,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

3.15 p. m.
5.15 p.m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 4.15 a, m., every day (except

«

BAlton

Through Tickets to all Points South and West

CARDS,

at

7.00 a. m.
8 a. m for Gorbam, (Mixed.)
12,35 p. m. tox Auburn and Lewiston.
1.50 p. m. lor Island Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

On and after MONDAY,
ffisSajjsSQ trains
will run as

follows:
toi Auburn and Lewiston,

«TA.minn

TICKETS,
&c.,

Oct. 8, 1877

Every Variety and Style

ft .10

OF—

Tobacco.
The great celebrity of our TIN TAG TOBAC
CO has caused many imitations thereof to be placed
on the market, we therefore caution all Chewers
against purchasing such imitations.
All dealers buying or selling other
tobacco

plug

hard or metallic label, render themselves
the penalty of tbe Law, and all persons
violating our trade marks are punishable by fine
and imprisonment.
SEE ACT BE CONGRESS AUG. 14, 1876.
Tbe genuine ■•OHILI.AD TIN TAG TOBACCO can be distinguished by a TIN TAG
on each lump with the word
LURILLAKD
stamped thereon.
Over 7.088 tons tobacco sobi in 1877, and
nearly 3,000 persons employed in factories.
Taxes paid Government in 1877 about 93,500,OOO, and during past A 2 years, over $20,000,liable to

a

m

fYnm TAnrlotnn

an.l

Ac.

Work

AnKn.n

9.30 a. m. from Gorham (Mixed).
2.20 p. m. from
Quebec and West.
2.50 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Auburn and South

Montreal,

Passenger

Parii

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
--

—

REPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Tickets old at Reduced Rates l

will be found as low (or lower) as can be obtained to
first-class work in any Rkgclab Job
Printing Office.
,

To Canada, Detroit. Chicago, Mil wan.
kee, Cincinnati. 81. l,ouia, Omaha.
Haginaw, 8t. Paul, Sail Lukr City,
Denver, 8un Fraavi.ro,
•nd all point! in the

Please give ns

a

call, or send your order to

Northwest, West and Southwest
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
)ul8dtf
_

These goods sold by all jobbers at manufacturers
rates,
Tbe Tin Tag Smoking Tobacco Is “second to
none” in aroma, mildness, purity and quality.
mar5
eod&w3m

of

in

ARRIVALS.

CONSUMERS

a

FLIERS,

owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for Mean and
Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
julldf'

WEST NEW FIELD.
Wed Newfield Honse, R,G# Holmes,Proprietor.

bearing

PROGRAMMES,

at7.30a.ni., I‘3.30and 7.00
IP* m*, connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N, A. Kailway for St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Grand Trnnk It. R. Go. of Canada.

TO

POSTERS,

Mondays.)
RETTTRNIN Gr,

Maine

Central

RAILROAD.

COLORS

or

BRONZE

In fine, we are prepared to
print everything
can be printed In this State, trom the

which

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.
Passenger
The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at
RANDALL
dt
MCALLISTER’S
new office, No. 78 Exchange Si„
opposite the Post Office.
dtt

horses.

Train* leave Portland for Bangor, Uexur, Hillnsi and Waterville at
12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
Var Mkon began at 12.35, 12 40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Anguwta, Ilallowell. Gardine.' and
Krunnwick at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p,
m.

Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for I.ewiMtou via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, .Houmouth, %%'inthrop,
Head field, West Water ville aud B aur*
ville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.
For

SALE
81

street.

RUFUS liAID.

aprll

dtf

Health Lift Rooms,
237 Middle

Street,

PORTLAND. ME.
J. H. G ALBERT,
Ja22dtt

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
car attached, connecting at Cumberland
tion with a Mixed Train for l.rwiiiton, Auburn, Winihrop and Waterville. Tbell.45
m.
train is the Night Express Train with Pullp.
man Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Kaugnr for all stations on the
Bangoi
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A Railway, and lor
Houltou, Woorintock, Ml Andrews. Ml
m.

mi PRESS JOB PRINTING HOUSE*

Snger

STABLE,

franklin

TO

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger
p.

aud

with

R.

Pn.liln

Proprietors.
IJ. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

De-

Freight received

TRilikl

Only Six Dollars

Proprietor.

0019_

BOSTON.

Including

2.00 P. M.. arriving at Rochester at 4 00 P.
M. and at Worcester 7,2* P. M., connecting
with Boston & Albany K. R. for New York and
the West
Leave Worcester at 1 00 A. M.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street
12.20 P. M.

Crave

partures.

111 I llil 1

Junctiou)

Hubbard HoteK, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Sbaw & Son, pro-

All appboted form, of policies iisumd.
Reports and Statement, pcrnmhed at the
orpicB of thb
cies.

HILL.

Steerage, $26, including wine, bedding and uten-

sils.

OR

EASTERN RAILROAD
For Eleven Dollars,

prietor.

VORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J. G. Perry.

Cabin,

—

MIK.L BRIDGE.
Atlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

wine);

PRICE OF PASSAGE IN GOLD (indudiDg
TO HAVRE—First Cabin, $100; Second

—

DIME KICK.
rick House,—D. 8. Fogg, Proprietor

etor.

Cakada, Frakgeht,
Wed. May 22, 10. a.
Pereire. Dakre,
Wed., May 29, 330 p.
Ville de Paris, sastelli, Wed. June S, 9.00 a.

VIA

BOSTON & MAINE

follows

run si

trains of Grand Trunk R
WJMll V

Liirni'iM
DeWitl House, Quinby Sc Murch, Proprietor.
Him

New York & Return

Arejemployed, and llieir highest

Hi. Caller House,—Hiram Hasten, Pro1

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and BremeH.

ill Excursion Tickets ill

Staterooms on steamers and chairs m Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
j R. Offices, Commercial Street.
a. m
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junctiou
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. It,
with through trains of Me. Central R.K, and at
Jy
dtf
Portland (Grand Trunk

Co.,

HI It A.T1.

BETWEEN

$65; Third Cabin, $35.

CO..

Sc

EXCL) R SIGNS.

Leave Grand Trunk Depot,
*J JO
ai
o tlauit 8' 7.15 m
and G.05 p. u*. Leave Preblo St. Station at 7,30 a.
m., 2.3u and 6.20 p. m.
7.15 a. ifA. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
WaNhOH 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
It #-ton 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
in.,, Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
W68t.
‘J*10 P. III. Steamboat Express through to
New Loudon without change. Connects at ltochester for Dover and €4 real
Falls, at Eppiug for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor Lowell and
Boston, at Ayer iunction for Fitchburg and the West via Kloosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
LiUu Steamer*, duo at Pier No, 40, Norik
Hirer New York, at 6.00 a. m
I*. 71. Local (or Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.45 a. m., and 1.15 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portlanu 6.50

EA8TPOKT.

Lim

Between Kew York and Havre.
N. K.j foot Morion St.

IIITIIAL BENEFIT
NEWARK!,

Trsiui will

BOSTON & MAINE

Pn.aamnquoddy House,—A, Pike
Proprietors.

Portland, May II, 1878.

—

Plummer, Proprietor

tor.

&

Ogdens-

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
U'f

T

APRIL 8, 1878.

BOLSTER'S MILLS.
Hancock House, JR. Hancock, Proprie-

lluiii

iwniii

Street.

TtlE

hitch cad,

BATH,

Hotel, 1).

Swanton for Ogdenabnrg and all stations on
burg & Lake Champlala Railroad.

Portland & Rochester M. R,

—

Proprietor.

auburn:
EIbi House, Court. St. W, 8. & A. Ifcssng

Bath

and

The best Located House for Business Men

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Augusta House, Stalest.,
Proprietor.

AH KIT AC.

—TO—

aprSdltistf

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a
ry convenient and Comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including 8tate
Good de't ned beyond
Meals extra.
Room, $3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
declGtf

ALFRED.
Alfred House* R. H. Goding,

"

11.03 4 M. from Upper Bartlett.
« :io P lU from Burlington and Swanton.
The 7 15 A. M. tram will make close connection at

points in the Lower Hrlti»b Proviutes.
Leave Portland for Fredrictoo, St. John, Ac., at
12.4' p. m. (day train to Bangor) and 11.45 p. in
(night train to Bangor), arriving in St J.ihn at. 7.30
a. m. and 6.40 p m.
Returning leaves St John at
8.00 a.m. and 9.00 p. m. Pullman
Sleeping Cars are
on all nighi trains.
The 11.45 p m, train from
makes conPortland,
nection with trains for St. Andrews. St.
Stephen,
Uoultoi Woodstock, Foit Fan held Caribou, Giand
Falls, and attords the best facilities for reaching all
Aroostook
County
paits ot
PAFsON TUCKER, Supt. SI. C. R. R.
Portland, May 3, 1878.
my4dtm

Line to Sew York.

PARIS

Incorporated 1845.

all

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly

I^ave l-onlnml itl ?.l > A.M.
stations, running through to
>*—ttwuntoa and It url u.*tou
Leave Portland »l J 43 P. VI. lor i'pper
Bartlett and intermediate stations.
nn

Daily,

(excepting Sundays) between Boston, Portland

1

Proprietor.

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TBS DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
Ju23-ly

Maine

Gurney

Wharfage.
sailing vessels.

the company,
TUESDAY, the 28th day of May,
for the following pur-

LIFE INSURANCE

W>_n_,

Frr5^—V.

Monday, May G, 1878.

2 Trains

usual.

as

etor.

fceafe each port erery Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

afternoon,

Treasurer.
2d. To choose Directors for the eusuing year.
3d. To act on any other business that may come
before the meeting.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.
Portland, May 13th, 1878.
myl4TTH&Std

Win.

FRANKLIN

Tremout

From Long Wharf, Boston, s p.m
From Fine Street Wharf, Phil*,
delphia, at 10 a. m.

Annual meeting.

To act

On and after Monday, April 1st, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will ruu alternately
as follows: Leave

It. Jamet Hotel—J. II. Crocker, Proprl

Steamship Line.

PORTLAND COMPANY.

1st.

JSTEAMJSJ&S.

ARRAN C^TCIVIJSSTT.

Co., Proprietor*.

AND

FAii3L.AHEA.PHIA

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

on

every
every

SECOND CABIN, including all requisites. 840.
Excursion Tickets for First-Clans Pa sage. New York
to Paris and return, 8135 to 8 > 95 according
•
to stateroom and route cho-en.
For Books oi Information, Plans, &c.,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS,
7 BOWLING GREEN, NEW YORK.
Or to T. McGOWAN,
ap3013m183 Congress St., Portland.

DR, CARLTON is permanently located at IO MrrIs**t Square, for the
treatment of all diseases of the
feet,
corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
so that the boot can be
worn immediately. All opperiormed with-

at 3 o’clock in the

SPRIN'Q-

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

FOR NEW YORK.
A li K A J>

COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTERS

corporation
at their works,

B08T08

Mon-

Portland. May 4, 1878.my4dtf

Cure when all other remedies fail. Copies ofletters
detailing some astonishing cures when all other remedies had been tiled without success, will he mailed
free, so that correspondence may he had if desired.
For the cure of Lame Back and weaknesses pecnliar to
females, Collins \oltaio Plastehs arc superior to
all other external remedies.

residence when

idence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 214 Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston & Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Bosion.
A. A. FOLSOVI, Sup’t B. & P. R. R.
T.Th&SGm
apr2_

three TRIPS per week.

U. \J\JO

cj. iu. iturer,
Montgomery, u.
Mrs. Frances Harriman, Orland, Me,
Haskell Lewis, Esq., Milford, Del.
Mrs. Richard Gorman, Lynchburg, Vfi*
J. B. Sammis, Esq., Winona, Minn.
Mrs. J. A. Tuzzle, Memphis, Tenn.
H. B. Gooch, Esq., Oswego, Kan.
Dr. Willard Collins, Bucksport, Mo.
O. W. Bostwick, Esq., Mt. Sterling O.
Mrs. Eliza Young, Cambridge, Mass.
Francis Baker, Esq., Cincinnati, O.
Mrs. J. M. Robinson, E. Orrington. Me.
N. Shiverick, Esq., Independent Office,
*
Mrs. Eliza J. Duffleld, Hume, 111.
Geo. Gray, Esq., Monticello, Minn.
Mrs. Chas. Rounds, Woodhull, 111.
W. H. H. McKinney, Morrow, O.
Mrs. R. L. Stevens, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Wm. S. Simms, Madisonville, Ky,
Mrs. E. Brcdcll, St. Louis, Mo.
Mortimer Lyon, Esq., San Francisco, CaL
And hundreds of others.

1

ISLAND,

ABBAXiiEMEST OF TRAINS.

—

The re-establishment ot the night train between
Bangor anil St. John, now gives

Railroad Wharf.

REFERENCES.

*

every

STEAMER RHODE

Arrivng in New York at G A. M. This is the only
line affording a delightful sail through Narragansett Buy by daylight.
Upturning leave Pier 29, North River, at 5 P.
M., arriving iu Boston at 7 A. M.
No intermediate lauding* between Prov-

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Each

An

Machiasport

M*SSACHDSETTS

well known and popular

and the

FOR

ST. JOHN AND HALIFAX,

KAIL.

FOR BMOOR.

of me, and from time to time made me
familiar with his case. I believe bis statement to he true
in every particular.
JAS. T. DERBY.
Fitchburg, Oct. 14.

a: gollins’b

will leave

OF

day moruing at 4.30, touching as above, arriving in Portland same evming usually connecting
with the Pullman night train and
early morning
trains for Boston and the West.

Druggist.

and doijors throughout the United States and Canadas.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Moss.

R. Wharf.

PORTIiMII, BATOR k MACBIAS

I hereby certify that Mr. Lawrence purchased the
Radical Curk

package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, and full directions for its use iu all cases.
Trice, $1. Forsale by all wholesale and retail druggists

STUBBS, Agent, R.

NILES

Steamboat Express Tratu will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station dally (Sundays excepted) at 6P.M. Connect at Fox Point wharf, Provideoce, with the Entirely New ami ITJnguifl-

no

a

words, gentletaen.”
“Well, go on,” said the Colonel, eagerly.
«‘fThafr»o oil !>>

ONLY 44

MAY 13, 1578.

No. American Railway

a.

ComiaeEdug

Opens April 29, for the Season of 1878.

tercolonial Railway.
doubt about It. The ImKgrFreight received on day of sailing until 4
by Sanford s Radical o’clock p. m.
for Catarrh
but a slight evidence of what I
For Circulars, with maps of
routes, Tickets, State
may follow a persistent uso of this remedy. The hard,
Incrustcd matter that has lodged in the nasal passages I Rooms ana any further information apply at the
the
is removed witii a few applications;
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Inulceration and
can

Europ^ou

W YORK,
PROVIDENCE.

PORTLAND & 0GDENSBURG1LR

New arrangements iu connection withtno

—

VIA

IT mediatecured.
relief afforded
Curk
Is

in for it,

boys,” he
said rubbing his knees upward softly, “I
kinder measured the gal afore I commenced,
to see what sort of a hand she might hold.
But you couldn’t hev told anything by her
looks. And short of axing her a downright
sassy question, you couldn’t get a word out
of her about her own business, or what she
war up to.
And then—well,” continued the
saw we was

PROVIDENCE LINE
TO 1ST

and after Monday, Mar.
4th, the Steamers New Brunswick, Capt. N. 8. Hall, auj City
■of Portland, Capt. S, H. Pike,
■—’will leave Kailroad Wharf, foot
of State st., every Monday and Thursday, at G.00
P. M., for Lastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and EastpTt on
tame days.
Connections made at Eastport for Kobblnston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv. Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Hallfcx, II.
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., ana all stations on the In-

viz:

her,

PER WEEK.

iilUpHol

OF TOE FOPlLAIt

On

destructive to health as Catarrh. Bronchitis, Asthma
Coughs, and serious and frequently fatal affections ol
the lungs follow, in luanv lnstuqces, a case of simple
but neglected Catarrh. Other snnpathetic affections
such a9 deafness, Impaired eyesight, atid loss of sense
of smell, may bo referred to as minor but nevertheless
serious results of neglected Catarrh, bad enough in
themselves, but as nothing compared with the danger*
ous affections of the throat and lungs likely to follow.

en

ter was in his own

ARRAN GEMKNT.

'TWO TRIPS

rnaOSB who have Buffered from the various and com*
plicated forms of disease assumed by Catarrh, auc!
have tried many physicians and remedies without relieJ
or cure, await the answer to this question with considernolo anxiety. And well they may; lor no disease thal
can bo mentioned is so universally prevalent and so

lug to visit bacramento, left strict orders with
his comrades that he was to be recalled
promptly on the arrival of Miss Fanny’s reply.
Bat his visit was not interrupted, and it
was nearly three weeks later that he mounted the box seal of the Pioneer coach to return
to Lagrange. As he settled himself beside the
driver, alter the interchange of a few complimentary epithets, his eye’glanced down to-

been mailed to Miss Fanny six weeks before I
It was impossible even by the utmost cran-

SPRING

IS IT CURABLE ?

—

ward the wheels, and was attracted by an opletter, and part of a female head obtruded
from the coadh. The fair reader had evidently thus sought to evade the gloom of the
coach’s interior, and possibly the prying eyes
of her fellow passengers, while she perused it.
But why did the captain’s withered cheeks
instantly lose color, and why did he convulsively clasp the railing by his side. The let-

Eetlporl, Calais, Mt. Jobs, nr. H., Annapolis, Windsor and Unlifai. nr.
Charlotte town, P. E. I.

RAILROADS.

FKOFBIBXOB.

MiPtfkcu.Ml. Johuaud Halifax.
Pnweugei Train* arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m
The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
ana all

intermediate

stations at 2.55 aud 3.00 p. m,

The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, Jfc L.
R. It. at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup't.
«
Portland Die. 3, 1877.
julldtf
w,

109

Exchange Street,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

